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Wayne State s innovative col 
lege is about to be sacrificed 
to an austerity budget, and 
public radio may follow, (p. 3)
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raps with Jimmy (The 
Harder They Come) Cliff and 
profiles the Motor City's Carib 
bean community, (p. 11)

Straight talk from Detroit's May 
or on the crisis of the cities, the 
1976 elections, and urban mass 
transit, (p. 41

The City of Detroit is $50 million 
short on its budget. Could we be 
the next New York City? (p. 4)

Never a dull moment with Chair 
man Mao, Jerry Ford, Dick Nix 
on, and a cast of thousands in 
the latest news flashes, (p. 6-7)

ffl New York City 
Went Broke *

By Derek VanPelt
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t's Christmas time in New 
^ York City, and everyone is looking for a 

I Santa Claus to save the financial capital 
i of the world from bankruptcy, as well 
' as a Scrooge to blame the whole mess on 

Our President,, at this writing, appeared 
to be reluctantly wriggling into his red 
suit to deliver 52.3 billion in federal loans 

so Tiny Tim, played by New York Mayor 
Abraham Beame, won't go without his 

Christmas turkey.
Candidates for the role of the vil 

lain in the tragicomedy of New York 
Lare quite numerous. Some politicians 
'would like to suggest the city's near 
ly one million welfare recipients. 
Others pin it on aggressive labor lead 

ers like Albert Shanker of the Amer 
ican Federation of Teachers.

To give everyone a fair chance 
in the tryouts, however, it would 
be best to take a close look at 
Scrooge's business, who's been 
running it, and where the prof 

its have been going. For this 
depression epic, a single villain 
will never do.

To be impartial, we would 
have to consider former New York 

Governor, now Vice President Nelson 
Rockefeller; Beame's two predecessors. 

Robert Wagner and John Lindsay; 
Felix Rohatyn, the investment banker 
who heads the state's caretaker gov 

ernment for the city, the Municipal 
Assistance Corporation ("Big MAC"), 
and a host of others, including 
ex-President Richard Nixon, 
ex-Attorney General John 

Mitchell, and the
continued on page 6



New York City: How Many More?
By the time you read this, President Ford will 

probably have signed into law his approval of 
short-term federal loan relief for New York City, 
which has been teetering on the verge of total 
collapse for the past year. Combined with near- 
confiscatory local and state tax increases, the 
probability of massive layoffs, and all manner of 
fiscal austerity on the part of the city's govern 
ment, under orders from the banks, the hard-won 
federal aid may give New York enough to meet 
its most pressing cash needs for a while, and the 
papers will no doubt heave a tremendous sigh of 
relief, declare the crisis averted, and wish us all 
a merry Christmas.

Not that we want to be humbugs, but Ford's 
grudging Christmas present to the supplicant 
city won't insure New York against default for 
very long. And it certainly won't begin to pro 
vide any kind of breathing space for those hard 
est hit by the city's troubles-its citizens. In 
fact, until the federal government wakes up to the 
enormity of its negligence, revamps its priorities 
from top to bottom, and realizes that .he cities 
are its number one problem, New Yorkers will 
increasingly get a taste of the intense suffering 
other cities, including Detroit, have to look for 
ward to.

As always, the poor, the elderly, and the work 
ing poor will get the brunt of new taxes, cuts in 
city services, layoffs, etc. Ever since last summer, 
when New York State went with the Municipal 
Assistance Corporation ("Big MAC"), the finan 
cial community's answer to the urban crisis, it 
has been clear that the banks are running the city 
and that so-called democratically elected govern 
ment is taking orders from them. With tremen 
dous amounts of their assets tied up in municipal 
bonds, eagerly purchased in support of the insane 
budget manipulations of the city administration, 
the banks have made it legally incumbent on the 
city that they will be paid back, no matter what, 
with whatever revenues the city can raise.

In the event of full-scale default, which be 
comes more and more inevitable with each passing 
day of federal inaction, it is entirely conceivable 
that the city would not be able to meet its pay 
rolls or send out welfare checks (of which it pays 
25 per cent). The resultant chaos might well pro 
vide the "shadow government" that has quietly 
taken over New York with the excuse to call out 
the 82nd Airborne, thus demonstrating once 
and for all that the liberal democracy that 
was New York has been replaced by 
fascism. Although one would cer- , 
tainly not wish for this scenario, 
it would be hard to blame the 
unemployed or the newly 
laid off for taking to the 
streets when the banks 
get their money 
first.

Thus. New York will have gone the full route 
from its own brand of welfare statism (attempting 
through whatever unconscionable borrowing and 
shady fiscal practice, to care for the needs of its 
poor population),-to America's first banana repub 
lic-occupied by a foreign army and governed by 
its creditors. This could continue as long as the 
banks are owed money and the federal government 
continues its barbaric urban non-policies. If ft 
"works" in New York, the same conditions could 
well be imposed in other ailing, aging urban cent 
ers with similar-if less exacerbated-problems.

What the advent of Big MAC signalled, essen 
tially, was that New York was already broke and 
helpless-bankrupt, in default, if you will. When 
a city is placed in receivership, its expenditures 
monitored by the banks and the state, it is bank 
rupt. So it's quite pointless to couch the issue, 
as it invariably is done, in terms of default or no 
default.

But Big MAC and the Emergency Financial

so than they are now. . .
With this prospect looming before us, it is 

indeed infuriating to watch the federal govern 
ment continue to squander the taxes contributed 
by New York, Detroit, and other hard-pressed 
cities on military hardware and counter-revolu 
tionary coups. The cost overruns on the C5A 
and F-lllaircraft alone total twice the $3.3 billion 
deficit of New York City. What's almost as bad 
is having to listen to suburban state legislators 
and members of Congress from the less affected 
regions of the country snicker at the fate of the 
cities, insisting that they deserve to be punished 
and to feel pain so they'll behave in the future.

If the grim scenario we have sketched seems 
far-fetched, consider that only a year ago, the 
Mayor of New York City insisted that his city 
would never default. And recall that the urban 
rebellions of the '60's came as a total surprise to 
most of us who were not directly in touch with 
the desperate circumstances of black people in

"The cost overruns on the CSA and Fl 11 aircraft alone 
total twice the $3.3 billion deficit of New York City."

Control Board, both dominated by bankers, cor 
porate executives, and sympathetic politicians, may 
only be a small indication of the future for New 
York and other cities, -By the admission of the 
Governor himself. ifNew York City goes into full 
default, the state will follow in short order. So 
might other cities; certainly, none would be able 
to sell municipal bonds to raise money. Banks all 
over the country who have invested heavily in the 

'city's bonds would suffer tremendous losses. 
Credit would contract severely, precipitating a 
major financial panic. Construction would stop in 
its tracks. Businesses would collapse, and new ones 
could not be started. Everyone who could get out 
of the city would do so, leaving only the hindmost 
to struggle in the sink of poverty, 
crime, and filth the cen 
tral cities would 
become-even 
more

the cities.
As every major urban center in America 

strives mightily to cope with its worsening finan 
cial and social situation, and as suburbia con 
tinues to expand and prosper as if nothing were 
happening, it becomes increasingly apparent that 
the fate of the cities, as the Democratic Mayors' 
Caucus statement put it last week, is the fate of 
America. If poor people, especially black 
people, are left in shells of cities without the 
resources to restore them to vitality, how can 
we continue to pretend that we have anything 
to celebrate in the Bicentennial year? How can 
we talk with a straight face about the ideas upon 
which this country was supposedly founded?

If we are to avert the dreadtul 
___ urban future which

our national 
"leadership"

It's my 
hope thai th' 

yuletide season finds 
y'all" gathered in th 1 al 

together proper spirit o' 
general celebration round about 

the oP hearthside. with good com 
panions and a little Christmas cheer - 

and not the kind that comes in a bottle.
if you know what I mean. But be sure to watch that part about "good 

companions." Peeped the FBI's latest returns on all the folks they hauled 
in for partiality to th' kind o' cheer you smoke, an' sure nuff, in some ways, 

it ain't gettin' better, friends. It sez here that they got 5 per cent more people 
last year than they did th' year before-an' in Ann Arbor, where they're sup 

posed to be easin' off, they took in 28 per cent more! An' all over the country, 
somethin' like 69 per cent of all th' people that got busted for dope got 

it for smoke. They haven't given up yet, folks, so don't get too careless- 
they'd even lock you up at Christmas!

As many o' these law enforcement types I've seen come and go in my 
many years on the bricks of oP Detroit, I can't help but be tickled to death 

when I encounter some o' their singular preoccupations. Th' SUN, I hear, 
got interrogated just last week by one of our President's very own honor guard, 
the Secret Service. Seems they was a bit upset, or so they claimed, 'bout our 
usin' Uncle Sam's currency on the cover o' th' paper about six issues back! If 
it takes 'em that long to get around to bein' upset, I'm sure glad I'm not depend- 
in' on 'em to guard my body! Anyway, I wonder if it was th' syringe an' the coppers' 
badge on top o' th' pile o' money that really got their backs up. How much do they pay 
those guys?

^An' speakin' o' green, which by a felicitous concidence is both th' color o' Christmas 
an' the color o' money, which in turn is th' main subject of this here issue o' th' paper- 
as I say, speakin' o' cold cash an' ledgers an' deficits an' such-it occurs to me that some 
o' my friends out there must wonder from time to time why our humble publication is 
but a fraction of th' thickness of, say, the Free Press. An' why we sometimes have t' 
put things in little type, like you see just above me here. Well, th' SUN ain't no different 
Irom the Big Apple, or th' Motor City, or any other business concern tryin' t' get by in
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DOPE
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is preparing for us, we must at the very least 
make sure that we elect a president next year who 
has a dramatically innovative social and econo 
mic program addressing itself fully to the urban 
crisis, and hold that person to that commitment 
There may be hope for such a program within the 
Democratic Party, if it is pushed hard enough.

This kind of program would, for starters, con 
fiscate a large portion of the Defense Depart 
ment's budget and make it available to the cities 
to rebuild themselves. It would create massive 
job programs, either in the form of public works 
or, even better, by creating the economic incen 
tives for businesses and industries to locate in 
the cities. It would institute some kind of nation 
al income maintenance. It would make an effort 
to collect some of the SI00 billion that eludes 
the federal government yearly through various 
tax subsidies to already thriving industries and 
loopholes available to the rich. It would force 
the banks to wait for their payments from cities 
until they regained their financial balance.

If we do not elect a President on such a 
platform, the alternative is that people will have 
to provide for their own needs, since their gov 
ernment will not do it for them. That may mean 
the formation of neighborhood groups, in areas 
with some remaining resources, to provide es 
sential services on a co-op basis. Those without 
resources will have no recourse but to demand 
control of the institutions which are supposed 
to serve them, or the establishment of new ones 
altogether-ones which start from the premise 
of human needs first, rather than the premise 
of maximized profits and expansion.

While we certainly would welcome any relief 
a second "New Deal" might provide for the cities 
we must, however, view with some skepticism 
the ability of even the most progressive Demo 
cratic Party platform to set things right under the 
present political and economic rules of the game. 
If one believes, as we do, that income must be 
redistributed, that monopoly corporations will 
have to be publicly owned and operated, and 
that the institutions of society must operate 
solely to satisfy the needs of its people, then 
sooner or later we will have to develop some 
form of socialism in the United States. It is our 
belief that only this kind of restructuring of 

society can restore to the cities of 
America their self-respect and 

provide the long-term sat 
isfaction we crave, 

once and for all.

tills
day an' age 
we only got so 
much coinin' in 
as much as we'd like t' 
send out a lot more in re- 
turfi, we got t' mind our fiscal 
P's and Q's just like everybody 
else. If we printed more pages for

you all than we had ads an' papers sold t' pay for, we might not be 
around at all next time. So what we try to do here t' make up for 
it is t' squeeze in just as much good stuff for you as we can each time, 
hopin' that you'll approve an' continue to help us give you more pages 
next time. It's tli' American way, after all. folks.

Like I sez, if every one o' you out there were t 1 make sure t' tell some 
body else about our paper, whether it be a potential advertiser, a store that 

doesn't carry us, or just a friend that might be as interested in what 
we're doin' as yourself seems to be, havin' read this far it certainly would 
hasten th' day when we could give you sixty-four pages every time out, an' 
then we could really all be on top of-it! We sure ain't expectin' Santa Claus 
t' come down our chimney with th' funds in his sack, or the Lord God to 
send his son back to earth an' make everything all right, but we sure do have 
lots o" faith in what we could all do if we put our minds to it an' did it 
together]

That's what we're really all about here, scout's honor, people. So if y' 
like what y'see, an'you'd like t' see more of it, give us all a Christmas 

present an' spread the word!
You can tell 'em Iffy sent you, o' course. And when you do, don't forget to say 

that there'll be some real excitin' changes in store for readers new an' old next time 
around, in our super-duper New Year's edition. Th' SUN's untiring editors tell 
me they'll be takin' a real close look at th' political prospects in th' wind for the 
upcomin' election year, with special attention given t 1 definin' th' issues 
righteously an' sortin' out th' political wheat froiT th'chaff, so (' speak.

Til next time, this is Iffy the Dopester wishin' all my faithful readers out there a 
joyous holiday season, an' to all a good night!
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Michigan's $300Million Deficit:

Pulling the State Budget Out of a Hat
The scene is unmistakably Kafkaesque.
Confronted with a gaping $300 million deficit in state 

government's budget, Gov. William G. Milliken and legis 
lators are resorting to a series of accounting maneuvers 
that border on sheer gimmickry.

They have extended the fiscal year one month so that 
we now collect revenue from 13 months and consider it

IsUofM
Crying Wolf?

By Joe Davis
The flagship of Michigan's higher education system  

the University of Michigan's Ann Arbor campus has 
been sending out distress signals lately. Confronted 
with the statewide budget crisis, U of M officials insist 
that a slowdown in state funding over the last five years 
threatens the survival of the Big M, as we know it.

The distress signals, in themselves, are rjothing new. 
In fact, they have almost become a way of life for 
university administrators net just in Ann Arbor, but 
across the country who have found that one of the 
best ways to pry money loose from tight-fisted legisla 
tors is to issue a steady stream of press releases and 
speeches on the seriousness of their budget problems.

By combining this kind of public relations effort 
with intensive lobbying in Lansing, the U of M appears 
to have forced the state Assembly and Governor 
Milliken to compromise on their proposed cuts in the 
higher education budget for 1975-76. On Tuesday, 
December 9, the Governor's representatives were ex 
pected to announce the specifics of that trompromise, 
as well as a "standstill" policy toward higher education 
funding for 1976-77.

Whether the University is really "crying wolf," as any 
professor will tell you, depends on how you define a 
"wolf." The prestigious U of M, whose students still 
come primarily from the middle and upper-middle 
classes, has only recently had to begin fighting for funds. 
It has traditionally enjoyed the status of the state's 
"showcase" university.

University officials, in most cases, are talking about 
budget increases smaller than they would have liked, or 
about increases that fail to keep pace with inflation, 
rather than real dollar cuts as in the case of Wayne 
State University. But freezes on hiring, cutbacks in staff, 
and increases in class sizes make it look like the budget 
has actually been reduced.

Between 1969-70 and the current fiscal year, increases 
in the U of M's general fund budget have been almost 
entirely eaten up by a 50 per cent rate of increase in 
inflation. As a percentage of all public spending, the 
University's budget has clearly been reduced. In the 
period in question, the federal government's budget grew 
77 per cent, the State of Michigan's nearly doubled, 
but the U of M's went up only 54 per cent.

continued on page 24

By Jack Holt
one year's income. They are considering a measure to ex 
tend it even further from July 30 to September 30, 
which will result in a savings on paper of $90 million. In 
addition, they devised a new business tax and moved up 
collection dates for a one-time windfall of nearly $200 
million.

Most of these schemes have been the brainchild of 
Milliken's budget director, Gerald H. Miller, a strapping 
six-footer known for his encyclopedic command of sta 
tistics. Miller has been the source of innumerable charts, 
graphs, projections and analyses. Most of them, however, 
cleverly conceal the fact that Michigan is in far worse 
trouble than anyone in Lansing is willing to admit.

Getting through the current fiscal year is not the big 
problem. Milliken and top lawmakers, who have been 
huddling together for weeks, have devised a plan to cut 
$125 million from state spending that, combined with 
several other paper savings and accounting gimmicks, 
will probably pull the state through this year.

But no one is taking bets on next year when the state 
clearly will have exhausted its repertoire of sleight-of- 
hand magic tricks.

The handwriting on the wall is clear: the legislature 
will reluctantly approve whopping tax increases next 
year and Milliken, even more reluctantly, will sign them 
into law. This is in the back of everyone's mind in Lan 
sing, although few are willing to admit it. The result is 
bickering between Republicans and Democrats over 
which party is more sensitive to the people's needs, 
jockeying over who will be responsible for the inevi 
table, and posturing over which party is the more fis 
cally responsible.

Given the situation, perhaps the most startling charac 
teristic of the current political scene in Lansing is the ab 
sence of any real sense of crisis.

Senators are still getting plush new carpets installed in 
their offices at a cost of thousands of dollars. Some are 
still taking their beloved secretaries on free-wheeling 
junkets to far-flung cities. (In some cases, they don't 
even bother to conceal the fact that they stayed in the 
same room.) They are still going to lavish parties thrown 
by lobbyists for the automakers, the untilities and other 
business interests. One recent bash was held after the 
Michigan-Michigan State game in a private banquet room 
of Tarpoffs in downtown Lansing. Attended by a dozen 
state senators and a list of other prominent state officials, 
it featured stuffed mushroom caps for appetizers and 
thick steaks as the main fare. Naturally, the bar was open 
for the full three hours or so of the party.

It also is difficult to glimpse any real sense of crisis 
watching the House or Senate in actions. Their calendars 
are loaded up with relatively inconsequential bills dealing 
with manhole covers, railroad right-of-ways, land convey 
ances, honorary resolutions, ad nauscum. Of course, 
there are other pressing issues of the day relating to wor 
kers' compensation, the state's environmental protection 
laws, political reform, and others. The most noticeable 
thing in this area is a distinct lack of any forthright and 
knowledgeable approach to the real issues. In short, leg 
islative leaders and members of the Appropriations Com 
mittees are preoccupied enough with the fiscal woes that 
the full legislature is merely a showcase. It's not really 
where the action is.

The handwriting on the wall is clear: 
the legislature will reluctantly approve 
whopping tax increases next year and 
Milliken, even more reluctantly, will 
sign them into law. This is in the back 
of everyone's mind in Lansing, although 

few are willing to admit it.

The action, or lack thereof, has shifted to a series of 
closed-door meetings where Milliken, his aides, and law 
yers of both political persuasions engage in collective 
hand-wringing. It is getting to be a common sight to see 
Senate Majority Leader William Fitzgerald and his GOP 
counterpart, Robert Davis, along with House Speaker 
Bobby Crim and Republican Leader Dennis Cawthorne 
flock into the Governor's Office for what have come to 
be known as "quadrant meetings." The meetings are 
closed-door, and the politicians often are tight-lipped 
when they emerge. One thing comes through, however: 
when you put four men in a room who all want to be 
Governor, there is going to be precious little cooperation.

The action also has shifted to the House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees, which are charged with ac

cepting or rejecting the Governor's executive orders that 
he hands down to mandate spending reductions. It is 
here that one cart observe the lobbyists at close range. 
With most areas of state spending in line for serious cuts, 
the lobbyists representing various state agencies, busi 
nesses, and interest groups are scrambling to avoid getting

continued on page fj

WDET Monteith College

WSU: The Siege 
of Mont ieth

By Maureen McDonald
"Students in the Sixties were talking about peace in 

Vietnam. We're talking about budgets now. . . one 
Trident missile would keep Monteith operating for the 
next five years."

Take a group of students sitting around sipping 
Stroh's, smoking Marlboros and Kools, and brainstorm- 
ing about how to keep an urban laboratory from the 
clutches of the administration's accountants.

"We've got to build a broad base, a unified action 
against the university, find out where the university 
stands with cutbacks. Because there's been a lot of cut 
backs in humanities, liberal arts, music and art depart 
ment supplies, minority recruitment programs, student 
loans. Montieth is not an isolated circumstance. . . 
We're all in this together."

Dennis Albers takes a swig on his beer and looks di 
rectly at all 30 people gathered in an Ad Hoc Committee 
to study the university's finance problems. Nancy 
Christ ianson, president of the Student-Faculty Commis 
sion, begins reeling off facts about the proposed budget 
cuts which will be finalized at the December 12 meeting 
of the Wayne Board of Governors.

Persistent rumors and recent votes of university ad 
ministrators and faculty spell the doom of Montieth 
College, the home of progressive learning on campus. 
University funding of WDET, Detroit's non-commercial 
public radio station which offers a wide variety of 
musical and public affairs programming, unavailable 
elsewhere will be slashed to pay homage to the Fiscal 
Debt.

Wayne is not alone. All 95 state-supported two- and 
four-year learning institutions have been told to cut their 
operating budgets by at least four per cent. At Wayne,- 
that amounts to $8.2 million dollars out of the total 
$106 million budget for 1975-76.

"Students are not being consulted," Albers says. "No 
student has been asked about cutbacks and elimination 
of programs, and we are the sole reason for this Univer 
sity's existence!"

"We've got to hit the university on all sides with our 
demands. We've got to finagle our way around the 
bureacracy to make our point clear. Anyone have any 
suggestions?"

Students shared suggestions ranging from an "over 
throw of the university hierarchy by a coalition of stu 
dents and workers" to a letter-writing campaign organ 
ized by the Chicano community to a class action suit filed 
by students, who feel their right to be educated has been 
denied by the budget cuts.

One student suggested an alliance of students through 
out the country to gather in Washington, D.C. and lobby 
for additional higher education funds, largely for liberal 
arts majors.

continued on page 26
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Exclusive Interview

THE CRISIS
In the first installment of the SUN's exclusive in-depth interview with Detroit Mayor 

Coleman A. Young, we explored Cole/nan's formative experiences coining up in the 
fast Side's old "Black Bottom "and his years of civil rights and labor activism, leading 
to his election as a State Senator, Democratic j'lodr leader in the Michigan Senate, and 
eventually, in 1973, to the Mayor's post.

The second part of our interview focused on the Mayor 's approach to two of the 
stiffest challenges he now faces: the task of reforming the Police Department, which he 
made the most important single issue in his Mayoral campaign-; and the struggle to come 
to terms with the federal government's Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(H. U.D.i and rebuild the city's devastated neighborhoods..

For this concluding segment of our interview, SUN Editor Derek VanPelt rode with 
the Mayor from Metro Airport to City Hall to get Coleman 's views on the nationwide 
urban crisis, including the fiscal difficulties of New York City, and it is in this context 
that the Mayor discusses the historic significance of the 1976 national elections.

Coleman goes on to talk about the struggle to build a mass transportation system for 
Detroit and the current renaissance of night life in the city. Finally, he reflects on the 
long-term prospects for "turning Detroit around" and the question of continuity of 
political leadership.

"The next Presidential elections range in importance 
with the elections of1860, in terms of determining a basic 
direction for the nation. In 1860, the question was: 
Could the nation exist with black people enslaved? Can it 
now exist if they are cordoned off in cities, from which 
suburbanites walk away, and left to fester in their own 
poverty?"

But we cannot escape the implications of 
their default.

1 feel that it ought not to be done on the 
basis of an outright grant, but there's a lot 
of misconception about it. They're not 
asking for a grant. What they're asking for 
is federal guarantees, and the bitter price 
they have to pay for it in terms of sur 
rendering their autonomy to the state 
and the federal supervision. 
Actually, New York City, for 
the period of these guaran 
tees if they were extend 
ed would no longer 
have control of its 
own city. No 
city, no people> 
want to 
give up 
this

type of autonomy; so in New York, they're 
only doing this out of desperation. They're 
not rushing. And here again, the argument 
that New York or other cities will rush 
in-I can't imagine any city that's gonna 
rush in to the state and say "take me over."

SUN: On the other hand, will the 
cities be able to get through their current 
crisis without some kind of massive help 
from the federal government? 
YOUNG: No, I don't think so. But I think 
that what we have in this country, and 
what we've had for a long time, is a nation 
al urban crisis-a crisis of the cities. And 
it demands the same type of addressment, 
in terms of mobilization of maximum 
federal resources, that we addressed to the 
problem of the farms in the '30's when we 
had an agricultural crisis. There was a re 
cognition then, a national recognition, that 
the nation could not survive if we allowed 
our farms to go down. Well, there 
doesn't seem to be enough national 
recognition that this nation can't 
survive without its cities, 
either.

So there's no ques 
tion in my mind that >^<- 
there must be re- /<£

By Derek
cities. And that would call for much more 
direct support for central cities on the pan 
of both federal and state governments 
We're not getting it now, as you know. I 
think there's a beginning of an awareness 
from the state, and some candidates and 
some congressmen and other leaders 
are beginning to recognize it on a 
national level.

SUN: How important 
are the next Presidential 
elections to all that?
YOUNG: Well,
in my opinion, ^ . the next ^*" 

presiden 
tial

SUN: Arc the financial problems be 
setting the city of New York shared, to 
some extent, by the city of Detroit? 
Would it be in Detroit's interest, for 
example, for the federal government to 
bail out New York? 
YOUNG: The answer to the first ques 
tion is yes, to some extent. It's obvious 
to me, to the degree that the largest city 
in the nation, the financial capital of the 
world, is allowed to default by our 
government, that has to have an impact 
on the ability of all other cities and 
states and counties in the United States 
to raise the bond money they need. It 
could even, in my opinion, reverse the 
beginnings of what seems to be a recov 
ery from very serious recession that 
threatens to become a worldwide econ 
omic crisis. So there's no question in 
my mind that I reject completely the 
President's, Secretary Simon's position 
that it would have a minimum effect.

It should be pointed out that / As staggering a prospect as the bank- 
Detroit's situation is entirely dif- / ruptcy of New York City appears to be , the 
ferent. We don't have any big / default of cities is not a new phenomenon to the 
bond indebtedness as a re- / American economy. It happened to several in the 
suit of financing our / Great Depression, including J ackson, Grand Rapids, 
operational deficits by / and Detroit. One of the classic cases is Fall River, Mas- 
borrowing, so that /^ sachusetts, which went bust after losing too many of its 
our problem is / textile mills to the South and spent the next 20 years in court 

receivership before its elected government resumed control of the 
city's affairs   that is, what was left of them after paying back the 

banks.
Like FaD River, on a much grander scale, Detroit was, and still 

is, a one-industry town; and, as in the '30's, that industry is once again in 
bad shape. Unemployment in October stood officially at around 18 per cent, and 

any figure representing the actual number of people out of work would have to be 
higher. The city has had a freeze on hiring since last December. Some 2,000 employ 

ees, 18 per cent of the total city force, were laid off this year, and as many as 3,000 more 
may have to go next year. The city's departments have been ordered to absorb an expec 
ted 2% inflation rate next year without increased funds, which means laying off one out 
of every eight or nine employees. The Budget Department has started to talk about mak 
ing major service cuts in such areas as museums, parks and recreation, and even health, 
consumer affairs, and sanitation. Whole departments may even have to go.

The city's hopes for coming up with the $50 million, which by Charter must be paid 
back this year, are pinned on two possibilities: increased state or federal aid, or an increase 
in the city income tax. At this point, both appear unlikely. Federal revenue sharing, which 
brought the city $40 million last year, expires after another year and is in serious trouble 
as a continuing federal program. The proposed increase in the income tax, from one-half 
per cent to one and a half per cent for non-residents and from two to three per cent for 
residents, may be bogged down in Lansing by resistance from such powerful suburban 
legislators as Roseviile's John Bowman.

Meanwhile, the city's property tax is at its upper legal limit already. Detroit, which 
has been issuing municipal bonds right up to its constitutional limit, is'paving nearly 10 
per cent interest currently, feeling the effects of New York's fiscal crisis, and Budget 
Director Walt Steelier isn't sure ilte city could sell them at any-lowei rate.

If New York at some point goes over the hump into full default, as seems highly pro-
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By Derek VanPelt
bable, other older cities like Detroit will be in big trouble. 
The inability to float new bond issues for capital projects, com 
bined with the possible loss of federal revenue sharing money, 
could shoot the city's deficit up intolerable levels. Increasing taxes or 
creating new ones would run the risk of making the city even more un 
attractive to business, industry, and residents than it is now, aggravating 
the white-flight syndrome which has already moved large portions of 
Detroit's tax base to the suburbs. Under these conditions, even though the 
Motor City, ovfer the years, has followed a far more conservative fiscal policy 
than New York and has assumed a more normal service burden, a second default 
could not be ruled out for Detroit, as well as other cities in similar circumstances   
including Buffalo, Newark, Cleveland, and Philadelphia.

Here's what happened the first time; Between J93Q and 1931, Detroit's relief expen 
ditures shot up from S4.7 million to S13.2 million. In the same year, tax delinquency 
went up 25 per cent, resulting in $19 million of lost revenue. Even though the city ordere 
a job freeze, laid off thousands of employees, and cut back salaries of the rest up to 50% 
at a whack, the city finally defaulted on February 14,1933. Only the auto industrys' 
newfound prosperity in the wartime economy brought the city back from the abyss. 
Even so, Detroit eventually paid out some SI25 million in added interest charges to the 
banks - half the amount the city owed in 1930, and an amount that might have gone far 
toward revitalizing the local economy.

Among the major items in the city's current record deficit, the highest since 1962, are 
S14 million formerly expected from the'non-resident income tax increase; a $7.5 million 
shortage in revenue sharing funds expected from the state;a $5 million drop in expected 
revenues from t^ie city income tax; a S4.6 million shortage in federal revenue sharing 
money; and S3.8 million to cover the latest Blue Cross-Blue Shield rate hike.

With the state struggling with its own $300 million deficit. Stecher and Mayor Young 
can only pray to Washington for a revision in the revenue-sharing formula, should the 
program survive; new "counter-cyclical" anti-recession aid to the cities based on the 
level ot unemployment;  >!, in the long run, a new President in 1976 who will institute 
a serious program to commit federal resources to rebuild the cities. If Detroit gets none 
of these, the future is undoubtedly going to make some severe demands on its people.

And it could look like the 1930's all over again.
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with Coleman Young, part III:

OF THE CITIES
VanPelt
elections would range in importance with 
the presidential elections of"1860, in terms 
of determining a basic direction for the na 
tion. I think it's just that damn critical. 
You have some pretty direct confrontations 
of philosophy emerging the conservatism, 
the rugged individualistic-type theory that 

the cities should stand on their own. The 
people in the rest of the world look at 

faghast. A Frenchman could not 
. conceive the United States allow 

ing New York to go down the 
^drain; certainly, they

allow it to hap- 
; to Paris.

So that's what 
I mean. That 

is why the 
..election 

.of'76

means a lot. It will determine a basic di 
rection for American policy. We could 
take a long step forward or a long step 
backward.
SUN: Do you expect to be very active in 
influencing that in your position as a mem 
ber of the Democratic National Commit 
tee?
YOUNG: Well, certainly I intend to con 
tinue my activities in the Democratic 
National Committee in terms of a platform 
and candidate. How active I can be will 
depend upon what the problems are in the 
city of Detroit. My primary responsibility 
is here. But I intend to be heard.

SUN: Do you see any Democratic candi 
dates, out of the number that are inter 
ested, that you feel might be able to meet 
the challenge of the cities? 
YOUNG: Well, at this point it's too 
early to say. I don't think I want to go or. 

the record publicly on that. The cam 
paign has hardly begun-you'd have 

to define an issue that has not 
even been joined.

But as far as I've indi 
cated to you, I think tha.. 

the principal issues are 
the crisis of the cit 

ies, and related 
to this crisis, 

of course, 
is an in- 

\.herent

How
the City's 

Budget Works

racism because this crisis of the cities 
appeals to the worst instincts of bigotry, 
etc. among so-called great "Middle 
America." The big question in my mind 
is whether this so-called "Middle America" 
can recognize that it can't exist, youjcnow, 
if the cities go down. That's why 1 raise 
1860, when the question was: Could the 
nation exist with the black people en 
slaved? Can it now exist if they are cor 
doned off in cities, from which suburban 
ites walk away, and left to fester in their 
own poverty-the black, the aged, the poor?

SUN: Detroit is almost alone among 
major cities in its lack of a mass rapid 
transportation system. What are the major 
remaining obstacles at tliis time to the 
building of the proposed system described

part of the original unanimous commit 
ment to heavy rail as a part of a mass tran 
sit system are now raising'the question as 
to whether or not we couldn't do better 
with express buses or light rail (which is 
little more than street cars, and we got 
rid of them twenty years ago).

So one of the prerequisites for our be 
ing able to get a commitment from the 
federal government is having unity here 
at home. And then precisely that lack of 
unity over the years is responsible for 
the fact that Detroit, among all the major 
cities, with the type of density we have 
at over a million, is the only city without 
rapid, or heavy rail transportation. Now 
I put it that way because Los Angeles is 
a larger city than Detroit, but it's much

"Great crises produce leaders. We have more and more 
young people today who do not slink from radical change, 
which I feel is necessary. We have a greater potential of 
young leadership today than we 've had at any time in the 
past."

By Kathie Neff

About the only thing most residents know about the 
City of Detroit's budget is that part of it comes out of their 

pockets.
However, a closer look at the city's financial workings might 

help explain such things as why Mayor Coleman A. Young is asking 
the state legislature for a hike in city income tax, why Detroit isnot in 

the same position as New York City, and why Detroit faces a whopping 
$45-555 million deficit for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976.

It might also help explain why those tax dollars contributed to the city 
each year don't seem to be stretching as far as they used to.

WHERE DOES THE MONEY COME FROM?
Detroit, which this year has a $808 million-plus budget, gets its revenue from four 

basic sources: local residents and business; the state; the federal government; and borrow 
ing.

Property tax is the biggest single local source. Under state law. the city can levy up to 
20 mills (the current rate) on the state equalized value of real estate and personal property 
in the city.

This means that a home-owner with a house valued at $20,000 will pay $400 in prop 
erty tax. The 20-mill rate represents $20 per SI ,000 of value.

Under state law, homes are assessed at 50 per cent of market value. After the assess 
ments, the state steps in to make sure that similar property in different parts of the state 
is being assessed at the same rate and so "equalizes" the values. The total equalized assess 
ment values of all the real and personal property in Detroit is known as the city's "state- 
equalized valuation" or SEV. Detroit's current SEV is nearly $5.8 billion, and the 20- 
mill tax on that amount this year will bring almost $116 million to the city's coffers.

Detroiters have to dig still further into their pockets, however, to meet four additional 
levies: debt service, which pays interest on money the city borrows (7.252 mills); Building 
Authority lease payments, for the new Detroit General Hospital (0.562 mills); drainage 
district, for sewer maintenance and improvement (0.058 mills); and library (0.640 mills).

This year, the city will realize over $165 million from these five tax levies. The figure 
does not include millage for the Detroit school district or Wayne County.

City Budget Director Walter Stecher notes ironically that Detroit's tax rate (exclusive 
of income tax) is 2.7 times the state average, although the millage rate for the Beard of 
Education is comparatively low.

But the local taxpayer's burden doe - not end with the tax levies there is still city 
income tax to pay.

At present, Detroit residents pay two per cent of their earnings to the city, compared 
to one-half per cent for non-residents who work in Detroit.

in the "MovingDetroit Forward"plan? 
COLEMAN: Well, I "would say that there 
are two major obstacles. First is the 
problem of achieving a unified position. 
Here in the Detroit area, we thought we 

-had achieved that, and that the arguments 
had been settled on rapid transit, heavy 
rail, as a part of an integrated mass transit 
system- as against express bus or commu 
ter rail, light rail, etc. As you know, this 

plan was incorporated in "Moving De 
troit Forward."

But as has happened before, 
as we begin to approach the 

federal government, that's 
where the second prob 

lem lies. We find that 
a division has bro 

ken out in the 
rear. Some 

of those 
who

These are the maximum "S^^ were 
rates allowable under state law, 
and the Young administration 
thinks they are inadequate. Detroit's 
mayor has proposed that the resident 
rate be upped to three per cent and the non 
resident .rate to one and one-half per cent.

Says Stecher, "We're aware of no other city in

more sparsely populated, scattered all 
around the Pacific. But our density of 
population in Detroit is fourth or fifth in 
the nation.

The two initial rapid transit lines, heavy 
rail lines, that we propose under Phase I- 
one of them will go out Gratiot all the 
way to Eight Mile Road, and the other 
would go out Woodward all the way to 
Eight Mile Road. That's just Phase 1. It 
would have a potential ridership second 
only to thp New York Subway.

Historically, the major opposition in 
Detroit, as you know, has come from the 
misguided belief by the automobile inte 
rests that the development of subway sys 
tems would in some way inhibit their abi 
lity to sell automobiles. That's not true. 
I thought that that had been demonstra 
ted.

Now I think another part of the prob 
lem that we have here in Detroit is criti 
cal and it's the relationship between 
Detroit, which has the only transporta 
tion system in the whole southeast Michi 
gan area, and SEMTA [Southeastern

Michigan Transportation Authority]. 
We're the only city that has a bus 

system, so SEMTA then is a 
pretty artificial creature. 

It has no buses without

continued on 
page 29

the country where the resident pays four times what 
the non-resident pays." He terms the situation a "poli 
tical reality" stemming from the influence of state legislators 
from the "suburban ring."

The city expects to realize some Si 1.0 million from the income 
tax this year, about $14 million of which will come from non-resi 
dents.

Detroit residents also pay a five per cent utility tax - again, the maximum 
allowable under state law on their telephone, gas and electric usage. This 
year, that tax will bring the city about $23 million.

Another major source of local revenue is the sale of goods and services by the 
city. The largest single item in this category is the sale of water and sewage services, 
from which the city expects about $83 million this year. Another $39 million will come 
from hospital fees and charges, $33.6 million from transportation services, and $16.7 
million from the sale of electricity and public lighting services.

Detroit also expects to earn some $29 million from its various investments, mostly 
short-term. Some $10 million will be generated by fines and penalties, largely traffic- 
tickets in Recorder's Court, and a like amount is realized from various licenses, permits, 
and inspection charges. -

STATE AND FEDERAL SOURCES
From state sources, Detroit gets a portion of the state-levied sales tax, income tax and 

intangibles tax (levied on large bank accounts, stocks and bond holdings), and will soon 
start receiving part of the single business tax (levied^on manufacturers' inventories). Sales 
tax returns from the state add some $25 million to the city purse, while income tax from 
the state brings another $25 million, and the intangibles tax, about $1.3 million. The 
single business tax will produce about SI6.4 million for the city.

An additional $24 million in gas taxes and weight taxes (from vehicle registrations) 
comes from the state, but it must be used only on streets, highways and related purposes. 
The other state-shared revenue is not earmarked.

continued on page 9
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Pulling the State 
Budget Out of a Hat

continued front page 3

their piece of the pic sliced any thinner. 
Perhaps the most strident of all these 
voices have been those of university 
presidents who plead and cajole for 
more money, like paupers in Bombay.

Presidents and top officials of fif 
teen state universities recently obtained 
an audience with Millikcn to bring 
home their concerns. Their message 
was clear: they would lay off profes 
sors, cut back classes, turn down the 
heat, and generally cut to the bone if 
they didn'i get their way. Their plead 
ings have not been particularly well re 
ceived. Veteran legislators lememhei 
how the state has dramatical!'. 'd 
its aid to higher education in * ,..,, , ...n 
in recent memory. Yet at the first glim 
mer of cutbacks, university presidents 
are on their kjiees. "Why can'! these 
guys get it through their heads that the 
days are long gone when their budgets 
are going to be considered so goddamn 
holy'.'" one lawmaker asked recently.

Compared with other areas of state 
spending, some would argue that uni 
versities are on easy-street. Welfare 
recipients, who had won a seven per 
cent increase in their payments to off 
set skyrocketing inflation, are expected 
to lose most of that increase through 
state cutbacks. (Milliken's first execu 
tive order, later rejected by legislators, 
would have cut welfare by S60 million.) 
Prison conditions have reached the 
breaking point, many legislators feel, 
yet the best prison officials and inmates 
alike can expect is a standstill budget. 
Mental health patients, nursing home 
residents, and other persons dependent 
on state services for their daily existence 
all face cutbacks that could force their 
quality of life back to levels reminis 
cent of the Great Depression.

At the same time that the state is 
cutting back on education and human 
services, its posture toward business 
has been improving. A bill creating a 
so-called Job Development Authority 
soon will become law. The name cle 
verly donceals the fact that the sole in 
tent of the legislation is to set up a state 
agency to make S200 million worth of 
low-interest loans to industry interested 
in building plants or expanding existing 
facilities in Michigan. The new single 
business tax grants a 100 per cent capi 
tal investment write-off which provides 
auto companies, mining companies, u- 
tilities and other capital-intensive firms 
with huge tax breaks. All of this is being 
being done in the name of creating 
jobs. But it remains to be seen whether 
the money will line the pockets of cor 
porations or of working people.

One basic lesson that can be drawn 
from the whole episode is that the 
state's traditionally cozy relationship 
with business may have backfired. The 
major reason for the state's fiscal crisis 
is a sharp fall-off in revenues brought 
about by the slump in the auto indus 
try. But now that the auto industry is 
rebounding from its two-year sales 
slump or so the industry would have 
us believe the state still finds itself in 
the midst of the worst fiscal crisis in 
its history. Indeed, the going could get 
rougher.

A popular truism is that when the 
United States catches cold, Michigan 
catches pneumonia. The more accu 
rate version of that would be: when 
industry goes out on a wild drunk, 
Michigan wakes up with the hangover.

Jack Holt is a free-lance writer based in 
Lansing who writes about slate politics 
for this and other publications.

How New York

Mayor A be Beamc of New York City

continued from the cover
board chairmen of New York's biggest banks.

It's a long Christmas story, one with many a twist 
and turn, so make yourselves comfortable, children, 
while we begin.

First, just to set the stage, let's take a look at the 
present state of New York City, the citadel of the 
western world, the gateway to the land of opportun 
ity, the crowning achievement of the American 
dream.

New York is flat broke.
It can't pay its bills which presently total some 

thing like $3 billion.
It has something like $14 billion in loans to pay 

back.
The City is laying off workers, cutting back its 

services, raising its taxes, and generally thrashing 
about in a panic trying to prove that it might, at 
some time in the near future, become a safe invest 
ment again.

It is being run by a consortium of bankers, secur 
ities brokers, corporate executives, and state offi 
cials who are controlling its budget. Its Mayor, who 
is also its former Comptroller, is definitely on the 
hot seat, along with its deputy Mayor and former 
Deputy Budget Director, James Cavanagh.

How did all this happen? To begin at the begin 
ning, as they say, let us return to 1960, when 
Governor Rockefeller was wondering how to win 
over voters with a spectacular social program with 
out making them pay more taxes than he already 
had. In other words, how could Rocky enhance his 
position as the country's leading liberal Republican, 
indulge his predilection for the grandiose, and rise 
to still greater heights?

Rocky's idea was to turn to the private sector for. 
the money he needed to finance the public projects 
he had in mind. He decided to embark upon the 
creation of a series of public authorities, backed by 
private investments-along the lines of the 40-year- 
old New York Port Authority which, once pushed 
through the State Legislature, would be accountable 
basically to himself. In this way, money could be 
raised and projects started without consulting the 
voters and without having to raise the debt limit 
fixed by the State Constitution.

The taxpayers, however, would back these invest 
ments only in the event that the projects failed to 
make enough money to pay interest on the money 
borrowed. This handy device, suggested by John 
Mitchell then a prominent New York attorney 
specializing in municipal bonds is called "moral 
obligation." The legislature would promise to appro 
priate the needed funds if necessary, and Rocky 
assured the lawmakers this was highly unlikely. So 
the public would get its services without more taxes, 
the banks would get tax-free bonds, and everybody 
would be happy.

The first of these new authorities was the Hous 
ing Finance Agency (HFA), created to build 
middle-income housing. The HFA went rapidly 
from a mandated borrowing ceiling of half a million 
dollars to a $5 billion limit, eventually taking on 
Rocky's scheme of converting the state's system of 
teacher colleges to a full-fledged university system. 
This agency is now nearing fiscal bankruptcy.

At the time, during what have since been called 
New York's "go-go years," Rockefeller found a 
ready market for his schemes. Once several of his

authorities were off the ground, he 
launched a number of other imaginative 
ventures. Among these were the Albany 
Mall (now the Empire State Plaza), a 

.massive development which has grown 
from an original S250 million cost 
figure to a projected final bill of S2 
billion. Since the state guaranteed the 
county bond issue which raised the 
funds, the taxpayers will pick up the 
difference. Another ambitious scheme 
was the World Trade Center, the twin 
tax-exempt towers built by the Port 
Authority to provide high-class neigh 
bors for Rocky's brother David, Board 
Chairman of Chase Manhattan 
Bank.

While Rockefeller's finan 
cial projects were saturat 
ing the bond market 
New York City was

of the manufacturing base was lost in 
the past year alone. The office jobs 
were taken by suburbanites.

Faced witli'rising service costs and 
decreasing revenues, in 1965 Mayor 
Robert Wagner made a deal with 
Rocky. In return for a state sales tax. 
Wagner got Rocky's help in persuading 
the state legislature to allow the city to 
borrow money in order to 
balance its budget. 
The deficit
was llSP

By David

developing money 
problems of its 
own. In the 
years follow 
ing World 
War II, 
millions 
of 
immi-

The word from Peking 
via Gerald Ford, Henry Kissinger 

and C1A nominee George Bush is thai 
Chairman Mao is, despite the rumors, in 

good health considering the strokes he re 
cently suffered. According to the press,."his 

eyes lit up when he gazed upon Susan Ford," and 
other clear signs of activity. The media was probably 

shocked at Mao's chipper condition rumors have been 
irculated throughout the globe ever since before the vict 

ory of the People's Republic of China that Mao was sick, 
dead, or worse. The rumors appear every few years or so; 

there's been a rash of them recently. The photos of Betty 
dancing with a group of Chinese women was the apex of the 

trip for US viewers. Ford is being heavily criticized for leaving 
Rome while it burns, but really, we think a visit to China is prob 

ably one of the more useful things Ford is capable of accomplishing. 
When will Betty leave lunkhead?

A little to the south,, it appears that the war-ravaged nation of 
Vietnam will finally be able to reunite its northern and southern, arti- 
ficially-diviued halves. A nationwide conference in Saigon (Ho Chi 

Minh City) November 15-21 agreed to organize nationwide free elections 
to choose a common National Assembly to draft a single constitution for 
one Vietnamese government. The Assembly will rename the unified 
country, and name the 
capital for all of Vietnam. 
Of course, the Geneva 
Assembly of 1956 agreed 
that the two countries 
would be reunited by 
nationwide elections back 
then, but the U.S. inter 
vened to squelch that 
one...

Again in Asia, the 
King and Premier of 
Laos have abdicated and resigned, leaving the government in the hands 
of the popular socialist movement known as the Pathet Lao. The Pathet 

Lao first came to the attention of the US public when the government 
bombed the entire Plain of Jars in central Laos clear of any vegetation 

in order to make it impossible for the guerillas to hide. Of course, 
the US press is now lamenting the "fall" of Laos and the spread of 

"communist domination." Seems like objective journalism always 
depends on your point of view.

Back home on the gory intelligence front, Tricky Dick will 
finally get his chance to testify live and in person before a 

panel from the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. 
Milhouse will be queried primarily on his role in fomenting 

counter-revolution in Chile, and is expected to take the 
Fifth Amendment and executive privilege as his pri 

mary defense against saying anything useful... A 
report just out shows that every President since 

Roosevelt used the FBI or CIA for personal 
extra-legal political advantage. The 

Republicans like to point that kind of 
thing out because it takes the heat 

off them in relation to the 
Democrats. See, every 

body does it. Like

The sons of Julius & Ethel Rosenberg

grants 
poured 
into the 
Big Apple 
blacks from 
the South and 
Puerto Ricans- 
in search of jobs 
or failing that, 
welfare. The city was 
doing its best to pro 
vide for these legions, 
supporting more social 
services than any other city in 
the U.S. including free city uni 
versities, hospitals, large portions of 
the welfare tab, and other functions 
performed elsewhere by the states and 
federal government.

The boom in high-rise office con 
struction in midtown Manhattan was 
pushing out smaller businesses and in 
dustries, and whites, as everywhere, 
were running for the suburbs, taking 
with them the city's tax base. The 
skilled and unskilled manufacturing 
jobs filled by minorities were disappear 
ing, a process which continues unabated 
today. Between 1969 and 1974, New 
York City lost 450,000 manufacturing 
jobs, and an incredible seven per cent

SJii$255.8 
million, and 
the borrowing 
launched a pyramid scheme 
which a Village Voice writer has called 
"the nation's oldest, established, per 
manent, floating fiscal crap game." 
The city was supposed to pay the money 
back in three years, but by that time, 
even more borrowing had to be done. 

When John Lindsay became Mayor, 
he disavowed such borrowing from 
Peter to pay Paul. But a transit strike
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City Went Broke
in Uie first week of his administration re 
sulted in a record settlement and got him- 
thinking about the fiscal tricks of his 
predecessor. In order to keep the labor 
peace and build his political support, 
Lindsay, with Rockefeller's help, made 
even more generous settlements in suc 
ceeding strikes. The city's contribution 
to employee pension funds doubled, and 

has since doubled again,
givingcity employ 

ee unions 
better

Fenton

books to make the budget balance-in 
accordance with the State Constitution. 
Beame, the Comptroller under Lindsay, 
and Cavanagh, a close advisor to both, 
practiced all kinds of fiscal sleight of 
hand, including the use of expense 
money for capital items, borrowing on 
revenues they knew wouldn't materialize, 
and underestimating expenses and over 
estimating revenues.

Meanwhile, Rockefeller, fearful of 
being upstated by the ambitious Lindsay, 
in 1968 created another authority to ad 
dress the "urban crisis." This was the 
Urban Development Corporation (UDC), 

which was to build low-income hous 
ing. It worked fairly well until 

Richard Nixon declared his 
moratorium on housing sup 

plements and rent subsi 
dies, and the stock 

market plunged in 
the throes of Water 

gate. Last

we always said, it is the 
system that is corrupt...

Ex-FBI agent Gary Rowe testified 
last week that the Bureau would always 
ignore his advance warnings of terrorist 
activities planned by the Ku Klux Klan, and 
let the death and bloodshed continue unabated... 
Why doesn't somebody investigate the murder of 
civil rights firebrand Medgar Evers,an object of great 
FBI scorn?... The sons of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, 
who were fried in the electric chair for supposedly stealing 
non-existent "secrets" of the atom bomb and giving them to 
the Russians, have charged an FBI Freedom of Information 
release of documents on the case was incomplete. The Bureau 
of course, is claiming that they spilled all the beans. Another 
stench from the FBI's closet of dirty tricks just about to reach the 
public nose.

In case you caught the CBS-TV specials last week reviewing the 
evidence of conspiracy in the John F. Kennedy murder case, consider 
these facts from the Village Voice. First, CBS hired Itek, a photo- 
analysis firm, to examine the Zapruder film, which clearly shows 
Kennedy being struck by a bullet from the front. The Itek Corporation 
all but proclaimed what you see in the film as an optical illusion. Well, 
it turns out that Itek is a Rockefeller-controlled company that gets 60

per cent of its contracts 
from the military and the 
CIA. Its Chairman of the 
Board and his assistant have 
both been named as CIA 
agents by ex-employees. The 
horse's mouth, anyone?... 
Dr. James Weston, the presi 
dent-elect of the Academy 
of Forensic Sciences, asked 

_ by CBS to examine 
George Jackson Kennedy's wounds, is the

only Academy official
still satisfied with the origina^Warren Commission conclusions that the 
two shots both came from the rear... The doctor called upon by CBS to 
uphold the controversial belief that a single bullet could possibly emerge 
unscathed after hitting both Kennedy and Governor John Connally, is 
a veterinarian at a military installation. His is a lone approving voice. 
Even Life magazine showed years ago that a similar bullet going 
through one dead body's wrist emerged flattened, compared to the 
Warren "magic bullet." It just goes to show, folks, you can't be 
lieve everything they have on TV... The next issue of The SUN 
will present an in-depth look at new evidence in the Bobby 
Kennedy and Martin Luther King assassinations now coming 
to light.

The assassinations of Fred Hampton, twenty-some odd 
other members of the Black Panther Party, and 
Malcolm X have certainly not received the attention 
they deserve. BPP member George Jackson is 
another case. The official version is that 
Jackson was shot in the prison yard while 
trying to escape. Well, the official'ver-

February,the 
UDC finally 

defaulted on 
some 

$134 mil 
lion of 
obliga 

tions.

Vietnam Reunited!

Governor Hugh Carey of New York State

notably in the Great Depression, but never on 
this scale. New York's twelve largest banks 
well know that if the city's bonds became 
worthless, they stood to lose something like 
23 per cent of their assets. Not only would a 
default make it impossible for any other city 
to borrow money; it would leave the banks 
with nothing to loan corporations or indivi 
duals. Many smaller banks might even go 
broke themselves. People who counted on 
their city securities as collateral would be left 
out in the cold.

"The banks never warned the public about 
excessive borrowing," writes the Voice's Jack 
Newfield, "because they were busy making 
millions of dollars in commissions on under 
writing the city's paper. The bankers made a 
pusher's profits, while the city slipped into 
addiction like a junkie. Then the banks 
suddenly ordered the city to withdraw cold 
turkey, or mug its own citizens."

Felix Rohatyn, head of Lazard-Freres, one 
of the country's largest and most powerful" 
investment banking houses, saw the handwrit 
ing on the wall. He expressed his concern to 
New York Governor Hugh Carey, who had 
taken office declaring that Rockefeller's years 
of "wine and roses" were over.Rohatyn, known

see the city's revenues and expenditures.
In the nation's capital, President Ford 

(whose hometown, Grand Rapids, had de 
faulted in 1934), Vice President Rockefeller 
(who had helped orchestrate the city's finan 
cial ruin), Treasury Secretary William Simon 
(a former New York bond salesman), and 
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Arthur 
Burns turned a cold shoulder to the city's 
appeals for federal loan guarantees. They in 
sisted the city would have to suffer for its 
sins, enforce austerity to prove its good inten 
tions, and possibly even submit to bankruptcy 
and be run by a federal court before Washing 
ton would help. This, in spite of the fact that 
the boroughs of Brooklyn and Manhattan 
alone pay $27 billion in federal taxes a year, 
and the entire city gets only $2 billion back.

New York City, having already surrendered 
its local government to the banks and the 
state, increased its taxes to unprecedented 
levels, set a three-year debt ceiling, and con 
sented to a management review by Metropoli 
tan Life's Shinn, has apparently finally satis 
fied the federal government that it is worth 
gambling $2.3 billion on. Perhaps Ford was 
persuaded of the wide-ranging economic ef 
fects default would incur. In any case, with

"The banks never warned the public about excessive bor 
rowing," writes the Voice's Jack Newfield, "because they 
were busy making millions of dollars in commissions on 
underwriting the city's paper. The bankers made a pusher's 
profits, while the city slipped into addiction like a junkie. 
Then the banks suddenly ordered the city to withdraw 
cold turkey, or mug its own citizens."

sion is beginning to crumble due to 
new evidence being brought out 
in the trial of the San 
Quentin Six.

deals 
in some

cases than their 
counterparts in private 

industry.
In 1971, Rocky helped Lindsay get 

the go-ahead for the same kind of bor 
rowing Wagner had initiated. In the 
next few years, New York City borrow 
ed hundreds of millions while raising 
old taxes and creating new ones, lobby 
ing hard for increased funds in Wash 
ington and Albany, and juggling the

The 
banks, 

who had 
underwritten 

some $3 bil 
lion in New York 

City's municipal 
bonds and bought 

much of that for their 
own portfolios, with this 

failure became increasingly 
uneasy about continuing to do 

so. Late in 1974, they found no 
buyers for a city bond issue and took 
a collective $50 million loss on the 
transaction. They asked Beame for 
more information on the true condi 
tion of the city's budget, and when he 
refused, they declined to handle the 
next bond issue.

Finally, last spring, while Beame 
was talking in terms of a $400 mil 
lion city budget deficit, the Voice 
allowed as'how it was more like $3 
billion a figure which proved to be 
accurate. The chickens, so to speak, 
had come home to roost.

Cities have gone bankrupt before,

among other things for "fixing" the IT&T case 
with John Mitchell and arranging the federal bail 
out of Lockheed Aircraft, called the city's top 
law firms and bankers into a Memorial Day huddle 
with Carey at the home of Metropolitan Life 
head David Shinn. The result was Big MAC, 
which would borrow $3 billion for the city over 
the summer, receive certain city taxes directly to 
cover the loans, oversee the city's budget and the 
reform of its accounting procedures, and get first 
claim on city revenues in the event of default. In 
effect, New York had turned its government over 
to the financial community and the state.

Carey got the financiers' plan through the leg 
islature, and Big MAC found reluctant buyers for 
its bonds at a record 11 per cent interest rate, 
in some cases in time to avert default in a photo 
finish.

Three months late, with the city's loans com 
ing due again and default imminent, Big MAC it 
self had to be bailed out. This time, Carey pushed 
the board's borrowing limit to $5 billion, forced 
the unions' pension funds to invest in MAC bonds, 
and provided direct state loans to New York City. 
Noting that if the city defaulted, the state would 
follow in thirty days, he established the 
Emergency Financial Control Board to over-

the city needing an extra half a billion dollars 
a month just to meet its most pressing obliga 
tions, and paying upwards of 17 cents out of 
every budget dollar for interest on its debts, 
a few billion won't go far. The city's per 
capita indebtedness has gone up 300 per cent 
in the past ten years, and 50 per cent is con 
sidered dangerous. So at this point, eventual 
bankruptcy seems a virtual certainty.

Leaving aside the economic repercussions, 
the social effects of default on New York's 
already overtaxed population will be devastat 
ing. In the event of full default, the banks will 
be paid back first. The city payroll and wel 
fare checks will have to wait. Strikes, and prob 
ably riots, are inevitable. So is intensified 
flight from the city by business and white resi 
dents. The same ugly scenario can be expected 
to unfold in most of the nation's older urban 
centers Philadelphia; Buffalo, possibly 
Detroit-unless federal priorities are drastically 
altered and an innovative economic program is 
undertaken to relieve pressure on city budgets, 
provide funds and incentives for rebuilding 
and revitalization,and head off a second de 
pression.
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presents 366 days in the land of the fee 
and the home of the knave

"Funny, grlvly. bitiofl.   tiric in the grand, 
scathing tradition of H L Mencken The calendar 
ranges far and wide to illuminate events that never 
quite got into textbooks A Bicentennial item to 
treasure STAN ISAACS Newsday 

"A fine and n«c*B«ary tcoaoclutic **&• 
dot* to some of (he balderdash we will be endur 
ing next year The Notional Lampoon Calendar 
comes up with good news for anyone who fears 
mat things are getting just terrible in this great and 
beautiful country Cheer up things have always 
been terrible   Kansas Ciiy Star

"Social coMM«ntary In tfc« tradition of 
Lcnny Brucc at him »h«rp*«t."

— Washington Post

OFFICIAL 
NATIONAL 
LAMPOON 
BICENTENNIAL 
CALENDAR 1976

VINTAGE BOOKS
A Division of Random House

South Lyon 
Chiropractic 

I Center

i  Al Scott Stereo Repair ,
AMPEX-GARRARD-PIONEER

549-1580 
4214 N. Woodward, Royal Oak

Now Offers 
needleless 
Electronic

Acupuncture
in addition to its traditional,, 

complete chiropractic services

Dr. C.J. Farren

134 W. Liberty in South Lyon 

437-S613

Bizarre & Unusual Plants 
Formerly of Maynard St. Laundry Mat
Upstairs at 514 E. William, Ann Arbor

Open 10 to 6   Mon-Sat«663-3692

Plant Doctor House Calls

carnivorous
plants
dish gardens

cacti rare seeds
succulents orchids
ferns gesneriads

organic fertilizers bromeliads garden supplies 
& pesticides peperomia books, journals

-Special Offer-
1 FREE Venus Fly Trap with this ad

POT-BOTTOM PRICES!

pets at/plapts
TOTAL SERVICE FOR THE GREEN WORLD

311 E. Liberty - Ann Arbor   994-9696

SUPPORT 
V8LN ADVERTISERS

Professional Audio Service by

SOUND SERVICE
Guaranteed Repairs at Reasonable Prices

769-O258

BUDGET A P4VOR
CHEESESV>i   _l_V_7m_<-J Romano2.40lb 
Port Wine Cheese Spread 1.75 Ib. Feta 1 85 Ib 
Parmesan 2.39 Ib White American 1 55 Ib 

Smoked Cheddar 2 10 Ib Colby159lb 

Sharp Cheddar 1.75 Ib Roguetort 3.90 Ib. 
Gouda2.05lb. Brie 3.20 Ib.

MEATS

GODIfTS
cunic

Standing Rib Roast 1.79
Porterhouse. T-Bones 2 19 

Chuch Roast 1.09 Ib Rolled Sirloin 1.75 

Chuck Steak 1 25 Ib English Roast 1.29 Round Steak 1.69 

Chicken .69 Pot Roast 1 29 Short Ribs .89 Hams 1.49

PRODUCE
Carrots.19 Cauliflower .89 Mushrooms .85 Ib. Celery .49 Leaf Lettuce .25 

Bananas .21 Ib. Grapes 39 Ib Oranges 79/doz. Strawberries .63 

Alfalfa Sprouts .63 Tomatoes .59 Ib Potatoes .17 Ib. Peppers 21.29

DAIRYLT/-%IBCI Fresh Eggs XL .90 Medium .81 Dannon Yogurt .37 

We Special Order Veal, Lamb, Beef Specialties, Turkeys. 
Live Maine Lobster 4.75 Ib.

Good Food and Good Food Prices Return to Central Ann Arbor
BUY IN QUANTITY . AND SAVE EVEN MORE!

All of our products are sold with a complete money back guarantee.

Prices Subject to Market Change

CONSUMER 8 BEEE& CHEESE
216 W HURON ST. ANN ARBOR

Mon-Fn 11 6 Sat 8-4 Telephone 995 9200

Now Serving Washtenaw County

SPECIALIZING IN VOLKSWAGENS

We believe car owners deserve quality work at 
reasonable prices. This is why our Garden City 
clinic has thrived for over six years and why we 
guarantee our service. Try our new Ypsilanti 
clinic and relax about your auto problems.

"Give Us fi Chance To Prove To Vou 
That GOOIO Keeps ' m Going"

BANKAMERICARD master charge

484-1688   315 Ninde   Ypsilanti, Ml

522-2728   28204 Ford Rd.   Garden City, Ml

Call for appointment and directions
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At present, money from federal grants 
is not included in the city's budget, but 
policy may be changed in the future so 
that the budget reflects funds anticipated . 
under ongoing federal programs.

What /j included is federal revenue- 
sharing funds not grants---which this year 
amount to about S.vS.') million. However, 
Stecher is displeased with the manner in 
which the feels dole out the money.

This year, Detroit's allocation was cut 
by some S7.l million because the federal 
government relied on federal income tax 
returns, rather than the 1970 Census, to 
determine Detroit's population. Stecher 
thinks the government's method was inac 
curate, since many poor and transient re 
sidents don't get counted by the 1RS,

He also takes exception to the federal 
regulation which stipulates that no city 
will get funds amounting to more than 
145 per cent of the state average (total 
funds divided by number of cities;. By 
Steelier'* count, Detroit loses some $7 to 
S8 million because of that rule.

Moreover, the Budget Director is uneasy 
with Congressional rumblings over whether 
the five-yeai appropriation of federal 
funds, which expires in December of next 
year, will be renewed.

The last major source of revenue lor 
the city is borrowing, which .takes two 
forms: bonds and tax anticipation notes.

WHAT ARE MUNICIPAL BONDS?

Bonds work this way: The city will 
embark on a capita! improvement project 
amounting to, say, S20 million, and will 
solicit bids for bonds to pay for the pro 
ject. Bonds are interest-bearing certificates | 
indicating the city's indebtedness. I

Bids are received from different fman- 
' cial institutions showing the amount of 
interest the city will have to pay on the 
bonds if the bid is accepted. A recent 
interest figure was 9.96 per cent.

How the City's Budget Works
continued from page 5

City Income City Expenses
Includes Airport, 
Housing, Parking, 
Water, & 
Sewage

" Self- 
supporting 

Services 
13.9'?

Includes Hospital, 
D.O.T., Library

Federal 
Revenue Sharing

City Departments,
Legislative & Judicial Agencies

(Including Wages & Salaries)

Once a hid is accepted, bonds are sold 
to oilier parties, including banks and 
individuals, and the certificates are later 
redeemable, with interest, according to an 
established schedule. Bonds usually mat 
ure in 12 to 1--1 years, under current 
practices.

Because the bonds arc tax-backed, 
meaning the residents are obligated for 
them, stateMaw strictlv controls their 
sale.

Under the law. Detroit can sell bonds 
eqiul t<> "no-half of one per cent of the 
city's SIX' without a vote of the people. 
The dty is now near its limit, with 
829,210,000 in outstanding bonds.

The state also prohibits the city from 
selling bonds at an interest rate of greater

tViii 10 per cent, oven though th',- New 
York City situation is pushing interest 
rates up. "I don't know if Detroit could 
sell bonds today :it under 10 per cent." 
Steelier says.

Tax anticipation notes are a means of 
borrowing on a slim i-t^i m 'visis to com- 
v'isute for the ci; " pioh- 

ieni. This means that n ianf> .1 while tor 
the city to collect money owing to it, and 
the tax anticipation notes are a means of 
tiding the city over until the funds are in 
hand.

The notes are -tlways paid off within a 
few monlh>.

Ro'h !LI\ :;!!! vipalion notes :-nd Km,!
>ved by t!

WHERE DOES THE MONEY GO?

What happens to all the money col 
lected from local, state and federal sources 
and from borrowing?

According to Detroit's J 975-76 budget 
manual, the bulk of the funds over 60 
per cent -go for persona! services, includ 
ing wages and fringe benefits.

General fund expenditures, amounting 
to over S533 million, run the "executive 
agencies" (city departments) and provide 
operating money for legislative and judi 
cial agencies, including Recorder's Court; 
the Auditor General; the City Clerk, 
Council, Planning Commission and Elec 
tion Commission; ombudsman functions; 
and the Zoning Appeals Board.

An additional S45.5 million goes for 
debt retirement (paying back principal and 
interest on money borrowed by the city), 
while such tax-subsidized operations as the 
hospital, library and D.O.T. (Department 
of Transportation) eat up almost SI 18 
million.

Airport, housing, municipal parking, 
and water and sewage -largely self-support 
ing- receive S111.5 million in city funds, 
but contribute revenue in return.

Although the new City Charter man 
dates a balanced budget. Stecher says the 
city may come up some S50 million short 
this year. He notes that this year's budget 
instructions to department heads called 
for each department to absorb inflation 
costs and bargaining agreement settlements, 
resulting in across-the-board budget cuts 
of about 12 per cent, including lay-offs 
of one out of every eight or nine city 
employees.

"We're hoping there's something that's 
going to reduce the S45 to S55 million, 
bin we recognize the fact that we're going 
to end un with ;i deficit," Stecher says.

.. We don't know how

BUY AT

these locations in

NORTHWEST DETROIT
COINBOXES

Grand River & Fenkell 
Fenkell & Northlawn 
Fenkell & Roselawn 
Livernois & Ewald 
Livernois& 7 Mile 
Livernois & 8 Mile 
Livernois & McNichols 
Florence & Petoskey 
McNichols & Roselawn 
Grand River & Lahser 
Woodward & McNichols 
Woodward & Victor 
Glendale & Second

STORES

O & C Supermarket,
Schoolcraft 

Soble Drug, Fenkell 
Drug Fair, Schoolcraft

Kingsboro Drug, Fenkell 
Jones Drug, Fenkell 
7-11, Fenkell
Cunningham Drug, Telegraph 
Health Center Pharmacy,

Schoolcraft 
Stanley's Drugs, 8 Mile 
Lupi Super Drug, Schaefer 
Sam's Drug Store, Fenkell 
Pearlstein Pharmacy, Puritan 
Dean Drugs, Puridan 
State Party Store, Puritan 
Sunkist Market, Puritan 
College Pharmacy, Livernois 
Super Discount, McNichols 
Grand Prix Foods, McNichols 
Cunningham Drug, Schaefer 
Greenfield Pharmacy, McNichols 
Trade Winds, Livernois 
Burk's Pharmacy, McNichols 
Barbas Drug, McNichols 
Wrigley Super Drug, 7 Mile 
Lindsay Drug, 7 Mile 
Band Drug, 7 Mile

Total Party Mart, 7 Mile 
DeMott Drug, 7 Mile 
Don's Drug of Detroit, 7 Mile 
Fielding Party Store, Grand River 
Consumer's Party Store, McNichols 
Al Fisch Pharmacy, McNichols 
Park Lane Party Store, McNichols 
Lahser Drug, Lahser 
Gurian Drug, 8 Mile 
Northland Party Store, 8 Mile 
Uptown Book Store, 8 Mile 
Uptown Books, Highland Park 
Michael's Pharmacy, Highland Park 
Highland Party Store, Highland Park 
Monterey Drug, Highland Park 
H & P Nauman Confectionary,

Highland Park 
World Wide Magazines,

Highland Park
Athans Drug, Highland Park 
Cunningham Drug, Fenkell 
The Village Shoppe, Grand River 
Tammy Fair, 7 Mile 
Heyden Drug, 7 Mile

You can also buy THI-' SUN a! any

Cunningham's, 
7-11, Of Ouik-Pik
distributed throughout southeastern Michigan by 

LUDINGTON NEWS COMPANY

ANYONE EARNING UP TO $20,000 A YEAR CAN 
AVOID INCOME TAXES THRU LEGAL LOOPHOLES, 
EASILY.

TAe Mer/Ht//fevemte Service Says 
Our Method Is PfRFfCHV LfCAi
OUR METHOD IS PROVEN, GUARANTEED, AND 
TAX-DEDUCTIBLE. IT'S EXPLAINED CLEARLY IN 
EVERYDAY LANGUAGE IN OUR BOOK, YOURS 
FOR $4.95.

CONSULTATIONS UNLIMITED 
P.O. Box 237, Clawson, Mich. 48017

Enclosed is $—————for_ .copies of'' How to Avoid
Paying Income Taxes Legally"

Name _ 
Address. 
City__ .State. .Zip.
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For A Holiday
Ann Arbor 1235 S. University   300 S. State 10-9 Mon-Sat, 12-6 Sun 

Birmingham 137 W. Maple 10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat, 12-6 Sun

Andrew Gold, Gate Bros., & Steve Goodman at $3.99. Tom Waits $5.29 [double Ip] Tapes also on Sale

TOM WAITS
Nighthawks at the Diner ANDREW GOLD GATE BROS.

Jessie's Jig & Other Favorites

Please indicate first and second choice LJ Billy Cobham n- George Carlm

c Yes! Give me 24 issues of the SUN and a free record. Enclosed is $5.50. I'll take 48 issues of the SUN and a free record. Enclosed is $10.00.

Send check payable to the SUN, Box 7217, North End Station, Detroit, Ml 48202
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CARIBBEAN! IN THE MOTOR CITY
By Horatio Bennett

Within the past few years Detroit has seen the rather conspicuous emer 
gence of an almost unnoticed ethnic group which, although on the scene 
for decades, had never received much public attention. Detroiters who 
have slowly become aware of the presence of the Greeks, the Latinos, 
the East Indians, the Africans, the Ukranians, the Serbo-Croatians, 
and other local ethnic groups through their festivals, concerts, 
churches, and other cultural manifestations, are finally begin 
ning to see and feel the special vibrations of the people of 
the Caribbean-the West Indians are here!

Are we getting a new flow of West Indians from the 
Islands? No in fact, there has been a rapid decrease 
of immigrants from the Islands since the United % 
States has begun in recent years to curtail the 
issuance of visas to people from the small 
Caribbean nations. These West Indians 
are already here, as they have been for 
several decades, since this country 
started accepting immigrants from 
the Islands. But after a long 
period of assimilation and 
cultural self-negation, the 
West Indians in Detroit 
and the Midwest-some 
46,000 persons living 
in the area bet 
ween Cleveland 
and Chicago are 
at last beginning to 
reclaim and re-invigorate 
their native heritage.

Most of the West Indians
in the Midwest seem to have "V came j n to being as mento 
entered Michigan and the rest of ^J and calypso came toge- 
the northern farm-belt as a result of ^w ther in the cities, 
the farm-worker's plan, through which ^V Actually, the beat 
natives were recruited from the Caribbean \L has been called 
to work on U.S. farms. ^V reggae for

The state of Michigan, with its rich soil, had >k only the 
its share of immigrants, working on apple, cab- ^^ last 6 
bage, bean, sugar-beet, potato and celery farms. ^^ years 
Michigan was the destination of many of these farm \. or 
workers because farm-owners in this region usually pay 
a higher rate, through 'piece work,' than most States, and 
the work was much easier than cutting sugar-cane in Florida, 
picking cotton in Tennessee or farming tobacco in Connecticut. 
The immigrants from the Caribbean were such diligent workers 
that many of them were chosen to remain on the farms by the owners 
for long periods of time after their contracts had expired. They would 
come to the city only for entertainment or shopping and always returned 
to the farms, the only life they knew.

When most of the West Indian islands became independent nations, a much 
more sophisticated brand of immigrants poured into the U.S. These w&re younger 
natives, exercising their newly-gained freedom and expecting a better life than those 
their forerunners had -known. They were seeking professions, trades, opportunities, 
education. Many of these young people came and joined their relatives, still living on

By
Marc

Gregory

"Reggae is the music of 
the ,70 's-everybody 's gonna 

trv to get in on it, you can't stop 
them-but the real thing, the cream, must 

come to the top. " - Jimmy Cliff
Jimmy Cliff, the cream of reggae music, was 

in Ann Arbor last month to open The SUN's 
After Midnite" concert series, and I spoke with hi: 

for an ethereal hour before the show. We talked about 
the music and message of his Jamaican culture-reggae 

music.
Like most Jamaicans, Jimmy Cliff'has been singing ever 

since he can remember  at home, in school, at church. 
Then as today the people sang calypso and mento, whicl^ 

are the native Caribbean 
rhythms with lyrical commen- 

ary about the community or 
fhe country. "Mento is a little dif 

ferent movement or rhythm than 
calypso-it is more natural, more 

folk, and more country; calyp 
so is more 'city.'" Reggae

the farms in lower and upper Michigan. They brought with them a new sense 
of reality, an urge for a better tomorrow, and for the first time the

farmers from the Islands heard of a better life than on the farms. They 
soon began an exodus to the city, where the automobile industry 

was offering more opportunities than the farms.
Most of the farm-workers, though unskilled in the factory, 

did not take long to procure a place among the higher-paid 
workers. They learned well and they learned fast,and soon 

they were 'one of the guys.' And that's where they re 
mained, lost in the mainstream of the American way 

of life. They made good for themselves. They and 
iheir families did not see the necessity to live 

among their fellow West Indians. Most of their 
friends were non-West Indians, working in 

the same factories, on the same assembly
lines, doing the same kind of work 

that they themselves do. They 
bought their homes next door to 
the guy who worked on the same 

shift with them. They atten 
ded the same church as 

their neighbors, wore 
the same clothes, 

joined the same 
clubs and their 

cultural heritage as 
-West Indians was lost 

and forgotten.

so

(the'
term

was
coined by
Toots). Jim 
my explained 

that "reggae devel 
oped from 'ska' to 'rock' 
steady' to 'reggae.'"

The sound was in the ear 
ly stages of 'rock steady' when 
Jimmy left his small country vil 
lage and headed for Kingston- the - T1 ... center of musical activity. He / The y°un8er ' more self' 
was only 14V4 years old but y/^nscious immigrants in 
he had a couple of songs / *?rch ^ the better hfe, found 
and the desire to record. / muc,h sfcess ' The >' beca,me la,w -

"It was a hassle go- / ̂^ doctors engineers and similar 
ing from one produ / successful professionals. They did 
,-pr tn annthpr / not lose tlieir cultural heritage in the
CCI \.\j allvJlllCI , ^v .-H f. , . . . .
trvjn'to pet a S now of the American mainstream; instead 

,   £'. . ^^ they became so involved in their professional 
record, Cliff^act j vj t jes ,|lat tjiey s im piy ] la d very little time to
continued S relate to their 'yesterdays,' thus out-growing the 
on page jr simple and humble life they had once known. They 
13 ^^ sat and sipped champagne and joked about their old

ways while basking in the sophisticated way of life they 
now enjoyed. Their heritage was in their past, and they 

now belonged to a new and modern society. 
The natives back in the Islands, being constantly exposed to 

their heritage, cultivated it to keep abreast of the modernizations 
that were taking form, as brought about by Independence. It was 

now their country, theijr nation, their life. And so a cultural evolution 
began.
Independence celebrations and festivals brought out many artistic talents: 

poets, artists, writers, singers, actors and actresses, musicians, dancers and other 
artistic gifts which would normally have faded without the opportunity to be culti 

vated. With ever-gathering momentum, these talented natives began expanding and 
reaching for higher grounds, available only outside their own little nations. They hit

continued on page 15
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MISTAKES & RE-TAKES: We're sorry if 
we gave anybody the impression that Bob 
Bageris and Bamboo Productions stood to 
make a mint off the Who spectacular at 
Ponmet last week. We figured it this way: 
with a gross of some 5576,000 (S8 times 
72,000 humans), the Ponmet Stadium 
Authority should've taken off $88,560 (at
a stated SI .23 per ticket), leaving something like S487,440 before expenses. Set the ex 
penses at 40% to be generous and you get a ne; of 5292,464, which was probably split 
90-10 between the Who and the two promoters permitted by the band to handle the de 
tails for the date-Bageris and Bamboo from Detroit, and Mike Belkin Productions from 
Cleveland. The Who's 90% would then come to some $263,218, with Bamboo and Belkin 
splitting \Q7r. or $29,246, coming out with the considerably more modest profit of less 
than 515,000 each. Not too bad for one show, but certainly not half a million dollars like 
they say it sounded in our article last issue... We just wish the folks at Bamboo would've 
read Frank Bach's stories all the way through before cancelling all their advertising with the 
Sun, that's all. Evidently it's been so long since anyone took a critical look at the local 
concert-promotion scene that the people involved take anything less than an ass-lick for a 
slam. Geez. Bob, what if we woulda said something really nasty, like your grandma wears 
combat boots? The morning Free Press says worse shit than this but your ads don't stop 
over there, and we know our circulation ain't goin' down, either. What the fuck?... Actual 
ly Bamboo needs that money to help make 
up for their recent losses-some of which, 
like the LaBelle show and the Herbie 
Hancock, have been exceptionally tasty 
programs. And then there's the matter of 
attorneys' fees, appeal bonds, and other 
legal costs incurred in the course of the 
federal government's persecution of Bob 
Bageris, which, rumor has it, has come 
down to prison sentences of at least three ne Jlmmy Wllklns Orches < ra 
years for the battling young promoter. That's enough of a beef for anybody to have to 
deal with, and we weren't trying to add to the grief, honest... What got us, and we'll repeat* 
was the Who walking off with over a quarter of a million dollars worth of Motor City money 
which nobody from around here will ever see or hear of again. That's a lot of cakes, pal, 
however you cut it. Sure, they play real good, 
and their moves looked pretty hip on the big 
screen over the stage, but that kind of money 
could go a long way with a lot of people who 
live and work making music for a living around 
here, which is what we were trying to say last 
time. Aw, shucks, maybe we're just old-fashion 
ed...

BLUES NEWS: At the other end of the 
economic spectrum, where the music can get 
even more exciting, Clarence Carter graced 
Ethel's Lounge last weekend, with Shirley 
Brown in town thru December 14th and 
Albert King coming up the 19-20- 
21st at the eastside blues 
palace. The Detroit 
Blues Club Revue 
(reviewed in

NV THE
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Vortex complex) is there every Thursday 
night now, and Detroit's own Little Sonny 
has been around to fill in when he's needed, 
one weekend a month or so, which is always 
worth catching... Mack Collins takes his edi 
tion of the Detroit Blues Revue, with Little 
Jr. Cannady, Joe L. ("Please Mr. Foreman"), 
Johnnie Jones, Jesse Williams, Mr. Bo, and a 

host of others into the Bonfire Room of the beautiful 20 Grand the weekend of the 19- 
21 -the perfect music track for this year's "Blue Christmas"... Meanwhile, Buddy Guy and 
Junior Wells left the U.S. November 19 for eight -weeks in West Africa, including stops in 
Zaire, Liberia, the Ivory Coast, Ghana, and Dahomey. BG & JW were in Ann Arbor last 
month with Bonnie Raitt's super blues show...

RE: MEDIA: Dudley Randall and Broadside Press, black Detroit's pride and joy in the 
poetry publishing ploy, are being honored by Central Michigan University with a special 
exhibition, 'The Broadside Press: 1965-1975," in the Ml. Pleasant town's Clarke Histori 
cal Library through January. One doesn't have to be black to pick up on Broadside's 
many thrilling books of poetry, as the CMU people up in midstate are demonstrating-un- 
less one is simply a racist, in which case the poetry's wasted anyway. Pearls before swine, 
and like that... Lotus Press, another westside grass-roots publishing house (Randall started 
Broadside Press on S12.00 ten years ago), has recently issued Pamela Cobb's Inside the 
Devil's Mouth, a book of well-made verse offered for $1.95" but cheap at any price. Also

available from Lotus are two books of the 
widely-recognized poetry of Naomi Long 
Madgett,Pink Indies in the Afternoon (1972) 
and Star By Star (1970), plus a package of 20 
poster-poems titled Deep Rivers: A Portfolio. 
Contact Lotus Press at Box 601, College Park 
Station, Detroit 48221, and tell 'em the Coat 
Puller pulled your coat... Ditto when you send 
in for one or both of the following Ann Arbor 

Ballet of the XXth Century , s pub iications; JheseWeeks magazine
(S2.00 for 3 issues from UAC/THOT Productions, 2nd Floor, Michigan Union, Ann Arbor 
48104), which even has a poem from Detroit's own beloved Faye Kicknosway, now a San 
Francisco resident; and Lightworks, (118 Glendale, Ann Arbor) a free street sheet which 
"is for those who are tired of reading reviews of Ragtime or plowing through discussions

concerning the future of Bruce Springsteen." 
Send 'em some money, dear readers, some poems 
and works of art, and let 'em know we ain't thai 
bad here at the Sun... Let a hundred flowers 
bloom, a thousand schools of thought contend, as 
our Chinese friends have been known to say-the 
more poetry and magazines, the better!... In fact 
we wish we had 50 more pages a week to bring 
you a wider picture of the kulchur of the area and 
the age, but we have to limit our scope to fit the 
paltry 6'/4 pages we're given until more advertisers 

start to pay for more pages more often. So 
tell the people where you buy your stuff 

that they should advertise in the

our The Indians of the Southwest
continued on 

page 18

The Indians living in the Southwest were different than their cousins in other parts of 
the country. They had no hands. The Indians lost their hands in the Great Adobe Hut 
Building Contest, sponsored by the Area Merchants.

"First prize in the annual adobe hut building contest goes to Chief Red face and his 
tribe. They win a year's supply of Chunky Candy Bars 
and a box of Twist-O-Flex Watchbands by Spidel. "Now 
come over here and let the judges cut your hands off. 
We have some tourists here from Michigan and Iowa really 
hot for some curios!"

A couple of the Indians sneak off behind the teepees 
and chew a few mescal buttons. They change their 
clothes. They dress like cavalry officers with long must 
aches and big guts. Then they walk back to the festivities 
patting their bellies in contentment and chewing on tooth 
picks.

"What's the occasion for such merriment," said one of 
the disguised Indians to Mr. Fremont of Fremont Shoe 
Store.

"Oh, well, Sargeant, these Indians here won the hut 
contest and now, well, we're cutting their hands off for these here tourists all the way 
from Iowa and Michigan."

The tourists nod and wave, as if from a long distance off, the women wearing loose 
dresses shake in the wind like epilepsy & the men in cheap Bermuda shorts their shanks 
are parched white and smoke dark cigars with colored bands.

"You folks from the midwest, uh?"

Bill Button in a 1964 photograph

"Yes, officer, that's about the size of it," says a turkey throated man in a baseball cap. 
"We've come to see the Indians from the Southwest perform their rituals and to take 
home a few souvenirs for the mantle above the fireplace. We got a great mantle 1 built 
in the forties...."

The two Indians went back to the teepee and ate a 
few more mescal buttons. They took off their cavalry 
uniforms and dressed up like lesbians. Then they walked 
around to the tent and confronted the tourists.

"What's going on around here," Mr. Fremont of 
Fremont Shoe Stores wanted to know.

"We're lesbians from the Southwest-and thought may 
be these people would like to watch us make it up in 
that old Indian cave on the hill,"

"Well, well, I mean it isn't on the itinerary, I mean, 
well, you'll have to ask them what they think about it." 
The tourists have a brief discussion, ask their Greyhound 
bus driver what he thinks they should do. Finally they 
decide they should watch, so they follow the lesbians 
up the hill to the cave.

Up the hill they marched under the hot Southwestern sky. Inside the dark cave the 
Slimey Iguana Man waited. His forked tongue flickered in and out of his mouth and he 
could see the tourists with cameras around their necks & postcards clutched in their 
hands. This was his hour, what he liked so well about the Southwest. He sighed his 
cool musty cave breath and the forked tongue darted out forebodingly.

Bill Mutton's History of America was published by the Coach House Press, Toronto/Detroit. Copyright©1968 by Bill Mutton
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At The Music Hall, Boston, Massachusetts, 11/21,9 P.M.

TReyue
^^

BOB DYLAN, JOAN BAEZ, JONI MITCHELL, RONEE BLAKELY, ROGER McGUINN, RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT, MICK RONSON & CO.

Boston (ISJ-
Stoned to the bone, I 

sat up among the rafters of 
Ann Arbor's Crisler Arena 
and saw a distant speck rum 
ored to be "Dylan." Echoing 
sounds were strongly reminiscent 
of certain songs I'd heard some 
where before. Amidst the strain of 
trying to pick out the various mem 
bers of "The Band" and the man, I 
experienced the emotional phenomenon 
known as the slow burn. With most of 
the main floor seats getting scalped, 1 had 
been royally ripped-off.

Finally, a couple of years later, I've been 
royally repaid in spades by "The Jack of 
Hearts." "The Rolling Thunder Revue" is 
Dylan's vehicle of redemption in my eyes. It's 
doubtful that he'll extend this travelling-troupe 
concept beyond the Northeast, so I feel very for 
tunate to havejjeen one of the lucky suckers to get 
a ticket. Don't despair. The continual presence of 
onstage movie cameras insures that the show will reach 
a mass audience.

Local reviews of the show mention 
"washed up relics of the Sixties," "con- 
men," and wonder if Dylan can move 
forward from what is/elt to be too nar 
row a view in his newer songs. The re 
viewers have been falling all over them 
selves to have the final word on this 
magical mystery tour. This tour effect 
ively ducked the press by barring cam 
eras and recorders and not even announc 
ing ticket-sales until thirty minutes be 
fore they were to go on sale. This low- 
profile approach caught most people 
off-guard, and tickets were available 
for only two days.

Critics, who had already written their 
"Last Dylan Review," pulled out their 
old material a.nd misfired, hitting the 
Dylan myth and missing the artistry of 
the actual performance. Because this 
was excellent music, executed in a re 
markably tension-free atmosphere.

Only two tickets were sold to a cust 
omer and tickets were going for S50 on 
the street the night of the show. A 
down-pour had ticket-holders heading to 
the Music Hall at a near gallop. Inside, 
a curtain proclaiming "The Rolling 
Thunder Revue" huitg over the stage. 
When it was finally hoisted, an unfamil 
iar and unlikely-looking band took the 
stage. Guitarist Mick Ronson, an 
English rocker in the Jeff Beck mold, 
stood out among a collection of country

By Gordy Bowman
adrenalin-rush of the night.

Ramblin' Jack Elliott emerged dressed in cowboy chaps and crowned with a ten-gallon hat. The air was over-ripe 
with an air of anticipation. Roger McGuinn anonymously plucked out a little banjo accompaniment. Ramblin' 

Jack sagely added a humorous mood with a long talking-blues.
Dylan finally appeared at center stage. He was wearing a brown and white pinto-patterned shirt, black 

vest and on his head sat the hat he had worn in "Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid." As he began an energetic 
"When I Paint My Masterpiece," I was struck by his pronounced and peculiar pallor. Wait a minute! His 

face was painted white. Was that really Dylan? I remembered 'The Duke of Earl" recording from the 
"Masked Marauders" album. Who else could it be? Only one person could hammer out his phrases 
like that. Whatever was on that particular clown's mind, he wasn't clowning around. He was 

getting down.
He played a few oldies, making them sound better than ever. A reggae-laced beat to "It 

Ain't Me Babe" gave the tune a brand new shine. He began to talk to the audience.
"Sam Peckinpah," he called out. "Are you out there Sam? This is all I gotta say- 

Goooooood luck." His voice dripped thick with cynicism. He responded to a cry 
for a protest song "This is a protest song." Later, he added, "This song is a true 

story... they're all true stories." He remained sphinx-like with his white-face 
as oceans of applause flooded the hall. 'This is an autobiographical song," 
he said and with his harmonica between his hands he blew into "It Takes 

A Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to Cry." The hardest rock of the
night, this eerie old song was transformed into a supersonic twister. 

The sheer power pushed the audience back in their seats. No one 
since Jimi Hendrix idied. has wielded such onstage presence. 
Dylan leapt and blew and rocked and stomped and before the

She sang "Do Right
Woman" without accom 

paniment and brought down 
the proverbial house with "The 

Night They Drove Old Dixie 
Down."

Roger McGuinn came out in a 
red velvet jacket with a bow-tie 

and sang "Chestnut Mare," which 
may or may not be alluded to on 

Dylan's scathing "Idiot Wind." Then in 
a truly well-timed move, the folksy at 

mosphere was blown out the tubes with a 
loose-as-a-goose playing of "Eight Miles 

High."
Dylan reemerged and it was clear that 

while he hadn't exactly removed his coat of 
white paint, he had managed to at least smear 

most of it off, leaving only lines of war paint. 
"Here's a good one for you," he announced as

The Rolling Thunder Revue at the Howard Square Theatre in Boston

request upon request bounced up from the crowd. 
Whereupon he performed "Isis," a yet-to-be-released, 

powerful, driving, haunting in a minor-key way. hard- 
rocker about the Egyptian goddess.

Dylan soloed on "Tangled Up In 
Blue" and "I Don't Believe You." He 
kept running to get a drink, pawing 
about the stage like a big cat. He 
hunched down over the mike hesitantly, 
stalking the mike stand, looking like a 
moth /ig-7.agging towards a candle 
flame. His singular intensity was life 
cornerstone of the night. This was one 
of the few times a superstar would per 
form and an audience would be so sub 
limely satisfied.

He drove through "Just Like a 
Woman," "Oh, Sister," "Knockin' on 
Heaven's Door," and his new protest 
song-"Hurricane Carter." At one 
point he paused, "I want to dedicate 
this to my old friend Larry," he said. 
"Larry? You still out there'.' Not you 
Larry... the other Larry... you Larry." 
Are you kiddin'? No one had left. 
There was a river of communication 
flowing from the stage into the Hall. 
An umbilical cord of rapport had been 
established. How would it be cut? How 
else? The entire cast and a few extras 
took the stage for a hootenany version 
of Woody Guthrie's "This Land Is Your 
Land," a novel thought lately, but it 
sounded real.

That's it, Dylan made it real. There 
were no hassles for the audience, except 
for one poor dude who lost his smoke 
to a security guard. The assembled

Photo:
Timothy Carlson

rollers. Bob Neuwirth, a Dylanite from the Sixties, joined 
the basic band of Ronson, Steve Soles, T-Bone Burnette, 
Scarlet Rivera, Rob Stoner and a percussionist named 
Luther. Rivera's electric violin proved more than 
adequate at trading off with Ronson's leads. After" 
one month of really playing together, they had be 
come a really tight band. A few members of the 
band performed songs of their own and while 
some folks couldn't resist the urge to scream 
"we want Bobby," the audience had time to 
sit back and relax.

Band-leader Neuwirth confidently prom 
ised "a few surprises." The evening's first 
surprise walk-on was Ronee Blakely of 
"Nashville." She sang a couple of original 
songs and accompanied herself on piano 
and then, as she was leaving the stage, 
a rumor materialized in the person of 
Joni Mitchell, who drifted out by 
herself. The audience blew its top. 
She had joined up with the tour on 
Thursday night and hadn't worked 
anything out with the band.' 
After two numbers, she vacated 

' the spotlight, ignoring the car- 
niverous roar calling for her 
return. She had set the 
assembled hundreds off on

vandals even beheld the handles, there were no more jams entourage provided an excellent framework to highlight 
left to kick. the true superstar. The mixed-up kid, coffee-house re- 
During the intermission, I wondered about the incongruity of fugee, motorpsycho punk, Dylan has grown into the 

Dylan's appearance and performance. His hat looked like it had 
a bunch of plastic carrots or some sort of dinner-table center-piece 

hanging on the band. And the white paint on his face? Was it an allu 
sion to the Al Jolson-minstrel show era? A bad skin condition? A case 

of mistaken identity? A protective layer? Halloween? The return of the

consummate songwriter/performer of our times. This 
Zimmerman fellow, the devil-driven artist of Anthony 
Scaduto's "Intimate Biography," still has the drive 

and the power and now he's shown that he means 
to use it and not lose it. His super-ego is finally

ghost rider? The jester? An aadition for Mt. Rushmore? Prisoner in disguise? held to earth and his reborn creativity is a gift to 
In any case, he was delivering the goods. us all.

  The audience was privileged to be on the receiving end of a tour which had been Walking from the Music Hall into the morn- 
designed for maximum music and maximum mellowness instead of maximum ; ng rain, I couldn't help but feel that, yes, 

money. The "Revue" had been conceived on a wine-drenched night in New York under that outrageous hat that he wore all 
City, when Dylan began recruiting any and everyone he ran into. This impulsive desire"* night was a true Mad Hatter, his madness 
to perform generated an almost amateur-night ambience at times. The sites were originally firmly checked by the other side of a thin 

going to be intimate clubs; however it's obvious that small halls offered the golden mean line bordering true genius. Slightly 
between audience si/.e and the quality of the music. Everyone in the theatre could hear humbled by the experience, the aud- 

and see and feel the performance. The stage was close enough so that a real sense of movement ience went away without the myth, 
was obtained without circus elephants. It was obvious that the performers were really in the grbove but with the man. That's a concert, 

and this was only tlje half-way point.
When the lights dimmed, "Blowin' in the Wind" could be heard. The curtain stayed in place, but no 

one had to be told this was Dylan and Baez. And when the curtain began to rise, you could see these two 
old lovers leaning over a single mike. Joan sang with Bob in a way no one else can ever hope to equal. Their 

voices and styles, seemingly so disparate, flowed, lifted and ran together. Bob joined her for a few more num 
bers, including a memorable rendition ot "I Shall Be Released," and then left Joan onstage. 
She sang "Diamonds and Rust," a song she had written about Bob- "Yes, I've loved you dearly and if you're 

offering me diamonds and rust, I've already paid." She responded to a cry for the Boston University song with the 
comment. "I was only at B.U. for about four days. All I learned was how to be Jewish if.I had to." Then she broke

their first full-blown into u snide version of the old Sam Cooke tune: "Don't know much about history, don't know much trigonometry...

Gordy Bowman is an unem 
ployed mwkdrivcr residing 

in Ann Arbor, Michigan, lie 
sent us this review of the 
Rolling Thunder Rente 
trout somewhere on the 

cast coast - much t/> 
our Jclight.
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recalled with a sad smile. Jimmy's 
personal story is similar to that of 
the character he played in the mo 
vie "The Harder They Come," and 
is similar to hundreds of other sin 
gers and musicians in Jamaica. The 
result of his efforts was the single 
"Daisy Got Me Crazy,"recorded at 
the only studio on the Island, a one- 
track monaural setup. From this 
start Jimmy Cliff has gone on to 
become perhaps THE most interna 
tionally recognized reggae singer.

"My first time in the States was 
'64-that was my first time out of 
Jamaica. This is where 1 got the 
offer to go to England. I met this 
guy from Island Records, Chris 
Blackwell. He made me an offer and 
I weighed the whole situation bet 
ween his offer and the offer I got 
here in the US, and I took his offer 
because it seemed a bit more natu 
ral, Blackwell lived in Jamaica for 
years and knew Jamaica and I 
thought I could feel a little more 
closer relationship but things didn't 
work out the way I expected."

By this time Cliff was a big star 
in Jamaica-the main man with hit 
after hit single. The beat was called 
'ska' and Jimmy was on his way to 
shake them up in England. "At the 
time clubs was the thing in England. 
1 had a hit in Jamaica Vailed "King 
of Kings" and somebody re-recorded 
it and it went into the British charts. 
I went there as a writej and singer 
of it, and started doing that in the 
clubs and other things- R&B things 
like Wilson Picket! and James Brown. 
As a result of that there was an album 
called "A Hard Road to Travel" and 
it came out of thaJ-60's period-the 
same period when Hendrix just came 
on the scene and he was fresh with 
his thing. We played at the same 
club together."

During the time Jimmy spent in 
England he recorded many 

more singles, a couple of 
albums on Island Re 

cords (Strugglin" 
Man, lor one), 

and expan 
ded his 

style- 
yet

HAP PIN WITH JIMMW CLIFF
continued from page 11

he never received the international attention he desired. In 
fact, opinions were printed in British magazines that Jimmy 
Cliff had "lost his roots"-he had strayed too far from his ori 
gins. I asked him about it.

"I've always been a person that's expanding and tryin' other 
things-1've seen that charge, but when I go into Trenchtown 
(Kingston] or other cities they don't charge me with that 'cause 
I'm deep in the roots now still. Them say, 'Well, Jimmy's doin' 
what he wants to do.'"

In 1968 Jimmy decided to return to Jamaica. "I had to go 
back to Jamaica to fulfill my aims. I spent four years in Eng 
land and I don't regret it because 
I learned a lot, but I didn'tYul- 
fill what I went to fulfill. I had 
tojgo back to Jamaica to get an 
international hit-that was when 
I recorded 'Wonderful World, 
Beautiful People' and that whole 
batch of songs." From this point 
the whole thing was different - 
Jimmy was a star, and he was 
soon signed by Warner Brothers 
for a series of LPs for its Reprise 
label: Unlimited, Music Maker, 

"and Follow My Mind.
Again Jimmy Cliff's story is 

really quite similar to that of the 
character he played in the movie, 
a young country boy who leaves 
his home and travels to Kingston 
to become a recording star.

But The Harder They Come 
is much more than the simple 
story of a singer's rise to fame; it 
offers an in-depth look at Jamai 
can culture with its depiction of 
a young man tryin' to fight the 
system and living on the peri 
phery of legality-sellin'and smo 
king ganja and carrying a ratchet 
(pistol). Jimmy provided some 
history.

"The Harder They Come 
was based on a character who 
lived in the '30's or 40's called 
Rygen-a bad man tryin' to fight 
the system a revolutionary. The 
producer, Perry Hunzel, wanted 
to make the story of a modern- 
day Rygen." The movie about 
Jamaicans-filmed in Jamaica 
with Jamaican actors-premiered 
in Jamaica, and was, to say the 
least, a most smashing success. 

"In three weeks it out- 
grossed what other movies 

do in months. Foi the 
opening, the thea 

tre held about 
2000 and 

7000 
people

Jimmy Cliff in Concert

Mark Gregory, currently a resident of Hell, 
Michigan, works in an Ann Arbor record em- 
.porium, hosts various programs of reggae and 
other modern music on WCBN-FM from time 
to time, has travelled to Jamaica on several 
occasions, and contributed an interview with 
Bob Marley to the SUN this past summer.

showed up and crashed the gates down."
Not too much has changed in Jamaica since the movie was 

filmed in 1970-the ganja trade still goes on (although not as 
abundantly, as we all know). "It's a controlled thing," Jimmy 
continued, "ya still have heliocopters that come in and pick up 
a supply and go. Just the other day a heliocoptor crashed on 
the street takin' off. They catch the people, probably lock them 
up a couple-days and then they work something out."

The music business is still very much the same as the movie 
showed, too. "Still today new talent must go around to the 
different producers -it's a bit different because producers are 

more accessible and there are 
more recording studios- at least 
6 16-tracks in Kingston now. The 
only other outlets in Jamaica is 
the tourist scene-but when 
you're in that scene nobody gom' 
to hear 'bout you on the Island. 
You might have a reasonable 
amount of money, but you're 
not playing for the people of the 
Island."^

Jimmy expressed the desire to 
continue in films because "film 
and recording are all intermingled
- they're coming to oneness. I 
couldn't see myself doing a slick 
Hollywood production, but I 
could, I .could play some rugged 
role. But the film must have sub 
stance, it's got to live with you 
for a while. I won't try to equal 
The Harder They Come, I'll just 
go and do another movie, com 
pletely different. Like my re 
cords-Itry to make each album 
a different album."

Jimmy seems to be much at 
ease with the role of entertainer 
and poet. "In the Bible you have 
Kings and Prophets and Priests. 
I see myself like David-he was a 
musician and he wrote the Psalms
-that is, to say something that 
will bring some joy and some light 
and some happiness to someone 
and make them feel good. Basi 
cally I sing about what is going on 
in the world, or I sing love songs. 
I don't like politicians- they're 
getting richer in times of starva 
tion. I'm far removed fromthat- 
Pm not interested in politics. 
There are a few people who I 
admire for what they've done 
for humanity, like Mao 
Tse-Tung. I think he's 
done a good job for 
his people. I 
admire Castro 
and Che 
for

what they've done for their 
people and the cause they stood 
for- for justice."

After the tour Jimmy returns 
to Jamaica where he lives and re 
cords now. "I spend most of my 
time in Jamaica-in Kingston and 
very little in London. I lay down 
all my basic track, the rhythm 
tracks in Jamaica, and I mainly 
mix outside Jamaica-sometimes 
I mix in England or in the US. 
And a little overdubbing-synthe- 
sizer, or piano or acoustic guitar, 
you know, we don't have all 
these instruments in Jamaica - 
we're really kind'of limited where 
instruments are concerned, but 
we're gonna get that together and 
get everything we need down 
there."

Just before Jimmy left to get 
rested up for the show he talked 
about reggae and what's to come 
in the future. "Like the blues, 
its something that grew out of a 
community, it's part of a people 
and so its natural that those . 
people that know it do it better 
than anybody else. Other people 
gonna come in after a while and 
learn it and add another dimen 
sion to it . Hendrix came and 
took the blues to another dimen 
sion. So I think other people 
will be able to play reggae music, 
outside of Jamaicans, but I don't 
see them doin' it that well. May 
be in another two or three years 
somebody will come on the scene 
and take it to another dimension, 
but right now there's nobody 
there and the roots are still 
there."

Jimmy Cliff may be the per 
son to find that new dimension. 
As for now, he continues-along 
with Bob Marley & the Wailers 
and Toots & the Maytalls- 
to spearhead the reggae 
invasion of North 
America, and his 
show is definitely^ 
not to be 
missed.

CARIBBEAN! IN THE MOTOR CITY

. continued 
from page 11

the European and Canadian 
cities, and now those of Amer 

ica, and another evolution took 
place. 
The West Indians who had deserted

their native culture because it was not in 
line with their new, advanced way of life, saw a 
brand new interpretation of their own cultural 
heritage unfolded before their eyes. It was there 
on their huge color-TV screens, on their new 
electronic radios and in their elegant concert 
halls, and the more prosperous West Indians, 
along with those factory workers who had dis 
carded theirs to embrace theihomogenized ways 
of their co-workers and neighbours, eagerly came 
forward to claim the now-attractive culture 
which was rightfully theirs. A new awareness 
was born within the hearts of many West 
Indians living in these modern cities, so far away 
from home. Their cultural heritage was reinvig- 
orated, and they were ready to get in on it as 
soon as they could.

When the Mighty Sparrow, from Trinidad, 
made his first appearance at Olympia Stadium in 
Detroit a few years ago, this marked the first 
appearance of any West Indian entertainer in 
Detroit, and hundreds of West Indians came out 
in support of the 'calypso king of the world.' 
Along with his music and songs, he brought with 
him something to which natives living here could 
relate and Vv proud. He brought their culture 
back to thorn.

One of the many islands which have given 
West Indians so much of which to be proud is

the Island of Jamaica. The 
biggest and perhaps the most ad 

vanced of the Caribbean nations, 
Jamaica flooded the Western World with 

its new brand of music, a slow and steady
syncopated beat called the 'Reggae,' a word 

meaning 'natural' in the Jamaican dialect. This 
new beat attracted the attention of many top 
international entertainers, and soon the Jamaican 
reggae hits were appearing on top charts around 
the world. Ironically, Jamaicans were given little 
or.no credit for this new sound, as entertainers 
like American soul singer Johnny Nash, Britain's 
Beatles and Eric Clapton made much success by .. 
recording material written by Jamaicans. And 
West Indians in America went back into oblivion. 
False alarm. They could not relate to something 
brought about by non-West Indians. They did not 
need an alien medium for their own culture.

Europe, the first foreign country to recognize 
West Indian musical artistry, could not help but 
make big names out of West Indian entertainers. 
A number of major recording companies shifted 
their West Indian bases to the metropolitan cities 
of many European countries, and top West Indian 
performers were featured, claiming raving reviews 
all over the continent. One of these many super 
stars was a popular Jamaican singer-musician named 
named Jimmy Cliff. He had rocked the entire 
Caribbean with his early hits such as 'Miss Jamaica,' 
'Lion Say,' and a very moving ballad called 'Hard 
Road To Travel,' which wasjater recorded by 
several international entertainers. He became the 
first West Indian to make the top charts in the 
U.S. His song 'Wonderful World' was to be the 
beginning of something-big for other West Indian 
entertainers. Cliffs record was preceded by a hit 
from another Jamaican great, Desmond Dekkar, 
with 'Poor Me Isrealite,' hut before West Indians 
could get used to hearing their own voices on the 
American airwaves, they were replaced by the 
Elton Johns, the Paul Simons and the Herbie 
Manns, all doing\Regi:ae. And once again West 
Indians became just a mere cell in the American 
bloodstream.

Although West Indians were not getting their 
records played on the American stations, a-few 
major cities were getting their share of live West 
Indian entertainment. Top groups were making

frequent appearances in cities 
like New York, Washington and 
Chicago. Over in Canada, they were 
hosting groups in Montreal and Toronto. 
They were bringing with them the real grass 
roots sounds of the Islands. Bob Marley, Za-pow) 
Toots and the Maytals, Byron Lee, Chozen Few, 
Fabalous Five, The Mighty Sparrow, tfie Merry- 
men, Calypso Rose and many others all per 
formed before.full, sold-otit audiences. People 
in these areas were getting a first-hand exper 
ience of the 'Caribbean soul," while others in the 
Midwest regions were literally ignored. Under 
standably, West Indians in these areas, not being 
able to share in this resurrection of the Carib 
bean culture, again faded into the background.

When Jamaican superstar Bob Marley was 
scheduled to appear at the Detroit Showcase 
Theatre, the four-day advance notice was not 
enough to convince the West Indian commun 
ities that they were at last being treated to 
something of their own, and that resulted in a 
five per-cent West Indian support of the show. 
Even the local West Indian Radio did not learn 
about it in time. Days after the show, the 
station was flooded with calls of people want 
ing to know when Bob Marley and the Wailers 
were appearing. They had missed the opportun 
ity to come out and participate and claim the 
attention that was now focused in their direc 
tion. Only this time they did not go back into 
obscurity. When the news went out that the 
festival champions of Jamaica, "Toots and the 
Maytals," were coming to Detroit, the West 
Indians were ready.

The Heatwave Express, a top Caribbean 
group operating out of Detroit, procured a bill 
ing on the show with the Maytals. West Indian 
Radio worked closely with the promoters and 
relayed the news to West Indians, not only in 
Detroit, but as far away as Cleveland, Toledo, 
Chicago, Pontiac and Windsor (Canada). West 
Indians were again coming out to acclaim their 
heroes. They had missed Bob Marley, but they 
were now even more enthusiastic, because 
Toots and the Maytals was the group they had 
given five out of a possible thirteen awards for 
the top festival group. They had won more 
times than any other group.

As
fate would 
have it, the > 
show was can 
celled, foots was 
hospitalized. Many 
were disappointed, but a 
certain momentum had gath 
ered with the scheduled appear 
ances of these top entertainers so 
that the demand went out for more 
West Indian entertainment, and various 
West Indian groups and organizations took up 
the slack. Cabaret halls and auditoriums began 
to feature West Indian entertainment. The West 
Indians came out, and came out swinging.

Unfortunately, the appearance of Toots & 
the Maytals last weekend, opening for The Who 
at the massive Ponmet Stadium, again denied 
local Jamaicans and other West Indians a chance 
to celebrate their own culture even though it was 
present in the area. The prohibitive price, dis 
tance, and setting kept the Jamaican group's 
many Midwestern fans from their native land 
out in the cold, but at the same time the intro 
duction of the band to a large audience of non- 
West Indians may have helped secure future 
local bookings for Toots and other Caribbean 
superstars. This would make them available in 
a more intimate setting where their country-men 
and women would feel more at home with their - 
music.

In the meantime, while a happy and long- 
awaited new wave of activity on the West Indian 
front begins to gather and crest here in Detroit, 
Caribbean people and other lovers of West Indian 
culture can keep up with what's happening 
through West Indian Radio, a twice-weekly 
broadcast of music, news, and other information 
concerning the people of the Islands. West

continued on page 18
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Jazz'If
At Masonic Auditorium, Nov. 23

"Jazz '75" was like W.IZZ-FM transmuted 
into the realm of light and color. 3-D radio, 
jazzy to the bone. At Masonic Auditorium, 
where you needed an oxygen mask to go home 
in the same state of mind that you arrived. The 
evening was wrapped in smoke.

Warm-up acts aren't designed to kill anybody, 
but Roy Ayers was a little too kind to the aud 
ience. His was a gentle set of ditties with a few wel 
come moments of soul and grime. "The Detroit 
Growl," which asked the audience to roar at cer 
tain points in the song, got the spark across with 
the help of Calvin Brown's searing guitar work. 
Roy did'stretch out on his vibes during "Life is 
but a Moment," over a soaring : vocal by Chicas, 
who sings nearly half of his program.

Marlena Shaw followed and had her intimate 
approach gobbled up by cavernous Masonic. 
She opens her tunes with stories and small bits 
of advice about handling men and such stuff. 
I'm sure this is getting over to the first ten rows, 
but loses its presence further back. She was 
backed solidly by a quintet which featured 
Detroiter Earl Klugh on guitar. "Looking 
Through the Eyes of Love" opened up some 
ears, as Marlena reached into her chops and 
started to wail a little bit.

George Benson arrived to take care of some 
very urgent business. That man can play! He 
began with his well-known version of Jefferson 
Airplane's "White Rabbit," in a minor mode 
with a Latin feel and totally in orbit. Ronnie 
Foster was featured on various keyboards in his 
own composition "Heartless," where he showed 
some of the talent to be found on his Blue 
Note album, "Cheshire Cat." Benson was thor 
oughly bad and played some very spirited music.

But the people were really waiting for 
Grover Washington Jr. and he did no less than 
crucify them. The curtain went up and without 
a beat the first notes of "Mister Magic" hit the 
air. Spontaneous applause and warmth as 
Grover's band had the same force and tightness 
that they achieve on wax with former Ann 
Arborite Bob James producing. His tenor play 
ing was mercilessly soulful and backed by a 
Gibraltar-like rhythm section that includes 
Tyrone Brown on bass and Grover's brother 
Darrell playing drums. James Simmons found 
room for some funky keyboard work on 
"Black Frost," another very familiar Washington 
tune. All in all, an evening that cooked in a 
well-worn, though exciting, groove. -David Weiss

Detroit Bluei Club Revue
At Ethel's Cocktail

Featuring Bobp Jenkins, Charlene Newkirt, 
Jesse Williams, L.C. Nelson, Little Junior 
Cannady, Chicago Pete, and Little Mack 
Collins.

The Thursday night blues sessions held at 
Ben's Hi-Chaparral since the Afro-American 
Festival last summer have been moved over to 
the even more perfect blues showplace, Ethel's 
Cocktail Lounge on Mack just east of Grand 
Blvd., where Bobo Jenkins and the Detroit 
Blues Club kicked off the new series with a 
stellar Thanksgiving night show.

Working principally with Bobo's excellent 
new band - Chicago Pete, bass, and Henry 
Knott, drums - a succession of Motor City 
Blues favorites contributed to a long set of 
continuous (and continually interesting) music, 
starting with Bobo's Mississippi-based guitar and 
vocals on "She Wants to Sell My Monkey" and 
"Shake 'Em On Down." Charlene Newkirt did^ 
the evening's first version of "Stormy Monday" 
before Bobo joined her for a reprise of "Shake 
'Em On Down," with the hard-dancing L.B. 
-Nets responding vigorously to the musical 
command from the bandstand.

Harmonica blower Jesse Williams stepped up 
for a hot "Hoochie Coochie Man" and a smo 
king harp feature, followed by singer L.C. Nelson 
and his band, the Blind Jesters, for another try 
at "Stormy Monday" and a segue to the 
Roosevelt Sykes number, "Driving Wheel." 
Chicago Pete and Henry Knott returned to back 
up the exciting Little Junior Cannady, a popular 
guitarist/vocalist who continues to improve and

Lounge, Nov. 20
grow within the bounds of the blues form he 
has taken for his own.

Little Junior opened with a long, moving 
guitar solo before breaking into "Why 1 Sing 
the Blues," the first in a medley of three songs 
by the young guitarist's idol and friend, the 
great B.B. King. "The Thrill Is Gone" and a 
swinging "Sweet Sixteen," with Little Mack 
Collins slipping in on rhythm guitar, brought 
the show up to Chicago Pete's spot, which was 
filled very nicely by two original numbers - 
sad to say, something of a rarity the rest of the 
night.

Little Junior switched to rhythm and Little 
Mack to lead guitar for the final stretch, which 
had Mack singing his. own "Ghetto Woman," 
a reprise of "The Thrill Is Gone," the popular 
"Whole Lotta Lovin',"and Joe Turner's classic 
"Chains of Love," Bobo Jenkins came back up 
for the ending, and as the music faded into the 
night everybody was talking about coming back 
next week. For a deuce at the door, it's a hot 
tip even for the poor.

It was also a sort of dress rehearsal' for the 
big Blues Weekend at the 20 Grand coming up 
December 19-20-21, when Little Mack Collins 
will take Little Junior, Jesse Williams, Johnnie 
Jones, Joe L., and numerous of others into the 
Bonfire Room at the westside hotspot. Blues 
fans would not miss either of these super 
treats, and you can also get on the Detroit Blues 
Club mailing list by contacting the Club's presi 
dent, Bobo Jenkins himself, at his Big Star 
Recording,studios, 4228 Joy Road, 491-7465. 
Do it today! ' _John Sinclair

Grover Washington Jr. Little Junior Cannaclv

Muhal Richard Abrams
Things To Come From Those Now Gone (Delmark)

When Muhal Richard Abrams was awarded a 
resounding first place in last year's Downbeat 
Critics' Poll as the Pianist Most Deserving of 
Wider Recognition, a lot of people may have 
wondered who the hell he was. The answer is 
surprisingly simple. The Chicago Daily News 
has said it best: "Muhal Richard Abrams is 
Chicago's current resident genius in the world 
of improvised music." '

The past year has been a rewarding one for 
Abrams and for the organization which he was 
instrumental in founding, the Association for 
the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM). 
This is the AACM's tenth anniversary year, and 
even in the far reaches of the world those ini 
tials have come to stand for the unique form of 
musical expression and interaction associated 
with Abrams and those who work with him. 
Immensely gifted both as an artist and an organ 
izer, Abrams has a special knack of inspiring 
those around him to their best performances.

Things to Come From Those Now Gone is 
perhaps Abrams' most accessible album to date. 
Then again, the number of LP releases by artists 
who have worked under Abrams' aegis has in 
creased dramatically over the last couple of 
years. It's not unknown for an album by 
Anthony Braxton or the Art Ensemble to be 
advertised in Billboard or Rolling Stone. 
Abrams himself has never set out to be cryptic 
or iconoclastic. More than many people realize, 
his career has always been closely tied to the 
main stream of Black music. He worked for 
years with artists like Gene Ammons, Dexter 
Gordon, Clark Terry, Art Farmer, and blues 
singer Ruth Brown. More recently, he has 
worked and recorded with Eddie Harris' group.

In 1961, amid all this kind of work, Abrams 
founded a group called The Experimental 
Band, not as a break from the pas}, but as a 
challenge to himself and his own musical devel 
opment. The next step was the official organi- - 
zation of the AACM, which was not intended 
as a particular performing group, but as an 
association of creative artists who, instead of 
fighting each other for a share of the limelight, 
worked in a collective fashion to support and 
encourage each member's creative growth. As 
it enters its second decade of life, the AACM 
is probably one of the most successful and long 
lived artists' collectives in this country.

Of the musicians performing with Abrams 
on Things To Come, most are AACM veterans. 
Steve McCall is a founding member of the 
AACM and has performed and recorded widely 
both here and abroad. Wallace McMillan has 
been a member of Abrams' regular group for 
many years and is one of the outstanding reed 
artists in the AACM. Rufus Reid and Wilbur

Campbell are veterans of the Chicago bop and 
hard bop eras. Reid has performed widely with 
Eddie Harris, and Campbell goes back to the - 
days when artists like Lester Young and Charlie 
Parker would come to town looking for a 
rhythm section.

Muhal Richard Abrams is a unique person, 
and Things To Come From Those Now Gone, 
at once a tribute to his roots and a highly per 
sonal vision,stands as perhaps his most fully 
realized recorded work. Then again, his last 
LP, Young at Heart, Wise in Time, received a 
5-star Downbeat review, but who's counting?

-Steve Tomashefsky

Frank lappa/ 
Captain Beef heait
Frank Zappa/Captain Beefheart/ 
The Mothers, Bongo Fury (DiscReet)

Zappa's last few albums have highlighted his 
admittedly stunning abilities as a gonzo comp- 
!oser: snickering and sweeping lyrics, farflung 
melodies, and a unique showmanship. The re 
sult is ultimately disappointing for those who 
believe that the Mothers reached their acme 
with Uncle Meat, a free-form jazz extravaganza 
peppered with dense humor. Bongo Fury, re 
corded at the same time as the recent One Size 
Fits All, is a more interesting album on many 
levels, but still nowhere near the creative mad 
ness reached on the earlier albums. The old 
Mothers were a reed-and-biass-centered ensem 
ble, the recent Mothers are a straight-out, if 
slightly warped, rock & roll band.

Beefheart has suffered by comparison lately 
also. His two Mercury albums have been pale, 
dull experiences in middle-of-the-road blues. 
But on Bongo Fury, the old team of Zappa & 
Van Vliet works well, and Side One is the best 
work Beefheart has done since The Spotlight 
Kid. Either Zappa is becoming adept at writing 
Beefheartesque lyrics, or the symbiotic relation 
ship that was first shown on "Willy the Pimp" 
has finally reached full fruition. Beefheart is 
killer on "Debra Kadabra" and "Poofter's 
Troth Wyoming Plans Ahead." Zappa's guitar 
work, always tasty, has taken full front here, 
and his vocals are quite effective, especially 
on the stand-out "Carolina Hard-Core Ecstacy." 
If Bongo Fury will not please those who revel 
in Hot Rats, it is still a strong and energized 
extension of the credo of that work-"Let's 
smear ourselves with Miracle Whip and boogie 
till the cows come home." -Paul Grant

Motor City favorite 
sons the Four Tops 
graced their old stompinj 
grounds with a special 
five-day stand at the 
spacious 20 Grand over 
the Thanksgiving holi 
days, bringing out hun 
dreds of old friends and 
fans alike for a look and 
a listen at the fastidious 
foursome at the very top 
of their current form. 
Although two of the 
Tops displayed discon 
certing signs of hoarse 
ness and the material left 
quite a bit to be desired 
in spots, still and all the 
occasion was a thoroughly 
happy one for everyone concerned.

The late show Friday night, upon which this 
review is based, opened with an unconvincing 
set by the Tops^young female proteges, a group 
of three singers called All Directions (not to be 
confused with the fine local band of the same 
name, now featured at J.J.'s Lounge). The first 
musical high-point of the evening came with a 
brief instrumental interlude by the crack backing 
band assembled by Dr. Beans Bowles and featu 
ring the good Doctor on flute, torrid tenor saxo 
phonist Norris Patterson, alto master Teddy Har 
ris, and baritone saxophone giant Ernie Rodgers. 
Their two tasty warm-up numbers more than 
made up for the excesses of the All Directions 
and provided a perfect entrance for the tantali 
zing Tops, who pranced onstage to the 
first of their recent hits for ABC 
Records, the popular "Are 
You Man Enough?"

Quickly working 
their way through 
"Ain't No Woman 
Like the One 
I Got,""Still 
Waters Run 
Deep"

IhefouiTopi
At the 20 Grand, Nov. 28

(with the tastiest of organ 
fills by resident master 
Earl Van Dyke), "Keeper 
of the Castle," and a 
painfully forced "We 
Gotta Stick Together," 
the veteran quartet am 
ply demonstrated the 
absolute superiority of 
their earlier Holland- 
Dozier-Holland material 
with a rousing rendition 
of "Baby I Need Your 
Lovin'," for which they 
were joined-much to 
their and the crowd's 
delight-by the irrepres 
sible David Ruffin. Levi 
Stubbs then indulged 
himself in a solo treat 

ment of the horrid 60's standard, "MacArthur 
Park" before the group roared to a finish with the 
Count Basie-Joe Williams evergreen "All Right, 
OK, You Win" and the classic "I Can't Help My 
self," another HDH-period masterpiece, which 
once again revealed the slightness and the emo 
tional paucity of the Tops' ABC material.

The Tops are back in town for a Christmas 
show at Olympia Stadium, but no arena can pro 
vide the kicks afforded by the intimacy and charm 
of a setting like the 20 Grand. The quality of the 
experience is a whole different thing, and a very 
exciting, extremely pleasurable thing at that. 
One can only hope that the Tops and other ex 
patriate performers from the Motor City can find 
it in their hearts to treat their former fellow cits 

to such riches more often because we 
'need them now, more than 

ever before.

 John 
Sinclair

In the 75-year history of the Afro-American 
improvisatory music known as "jazz" there have 
been no more than a few instrumentalists, com 
posers, arrangers and bandleaders who have 
contributed a body of music comparable to 
thai created by the pre-eminent bassist, com 
poser and bandleader Charles Mingus.

Since the passing of Duke EUington last 
year at the age of 75, Mingus remains as the 
single most likely candidate for Duke's position 
as the central living figure in jazz-the person 
who embodies in his music the highest achieve 
ments of the tradition, the fire and ferment of 
the present, and the bright promise of the 
future of the form.

Mingus, now 53, has released a succession of 
brilliant jazz recordings over the past 25 years 
on a mind-boggling variety of record labels, in 
cluding his own Debut, Jazz Workshop, and 
Charles Mingus Records-for Mingus has long 
been a leader in the self-determination music 
movement as well. Some of his most stunning 
works include The Black Saint and the Sinner 
Lady and Mingus Mingus Mingus Mingus Mingus Charles Mingui

Changes One; Change-* Two (Atlantic Records)

(Impulse Records); Tijuana Moods (RCA); 
Newport Rebels. Mingus Presents .'Mingus. and 
Mingus (Candid/Barnaby); Mingus Ah Um, 
Mingus Dynasty, and Let My Children Hear 
Music (Columbia); Town Hall Concert, Wonder 
land, and Money Jungle (with Duke EUington), 
for United Artists; Pre-Bird (Mingus Revisited), 
for Mercury; East Coasting (Bethlehem); Mingus 
at Town Hall, Mingus at Monterey and other 
Debut and CMR reissues on Fantasy; and a ser 
ies of incredible recordings for Atlantic Records 
in the fifties and early sixties which included 
Pithecanthropus Erectus, The Clown, Blues & 
Roots, Oh Yeah, and Tonight at Noon.

Almost inactive during the latter sixties and 
the early 70's, Mingus returned, to his perform 
ing and recording career with a vengeance in 
1972-73, first with Columbia Records and then 
(as now) with Atlantic, which has recently re 
leased a two-record set of current Mingusiana 
under the titles Changes One and Changes Two. 
Featuring the great bandleader's current work 
ing unit-George Adams (tenor saxophone), 
Jack Walrath (trumpet), Don Pullen (piano), 
and Dannie Richmond (drums) and a bouquet 
of Mingus compositions both old ("Orange Was 
the Color of Her Dress") and new ("Remember 
Rockefeller at Attica," "Free Cell Block F,

Tis Nazi USA," "Devil Blues," "Duke 
Ellington's Sound of Love," and "Sue's 
-Changes"), the Changes sessions are the most 
interesting, exciting, and memorable Mingus 
recordings in ten years.

The main reason for their success, quite 
simply, is their basis in the tightness and exper 
ience of the group, which is finally beginning to 
jell into yet another supreme Mingus band, 
fully capable of following the master's relent 
less imagination as well as his explicit musical 
direction. Pullen and Adams are fast developing 
into major voices on their respective instruments 
(and please, tell me how badly we need a 
"major voice" on tenor saxophone these days!); 
Richmond is the percussive genius he's always 
been with the Ming; trumpeter Walrath (like 
Marcus Belgrave, Mingus's favorite hornman, 
a Ray Charles Band alumnus) plays exception 
ally we41 both open and muted; and Mingus 
himself is on top of his form as a master bassist 
once more, leading the band with his unstop 
pable pulse and his thorough grasp of just where 
and what he wants to do with the music to 
drive his musicians into fits of creative frenzy.

I won't go into the compositions or the 
improvisations here, since I would like you to 
acquire these records and experience them for

lhoo~Bee~Doo
And the Principles of Utility/At Sonny Wilson's Celebrity Room, Nov. 28

Those of you who missed the Mahavishnu 
Orchestra/Jan Hammer concert at Masonic- 
Temple November 28th could have caught a 
mouthful immediately following the show at 
Sunnie Wilson's Celebrity Room (downtown 
Detroit at Griswold and State), where the 
pots were on till a quarter to three.

The "Shoo Bee Doo Show" was in full 
flight, with multi-saxophonist/composer 
David "Magnanimous" McMurray on flutes and 
Afro-horn, "Sir" Rod Williams, piano, percus 
sionist Ali Mora on drums, and Prof. Doo Bee 
on the Shoo Bee Bass with lots of vocal gestures 
and all that jazz. The fellas had just left "The 
7th Heaven," a Sir Rod original, concluding 
the second act of "Topless Jazz-a-Go-Go," as 
Mr. Doo puts it. ("This used to be another 
go-go bar when it was the Blue Note," re 
calls Shoo Bee Doo Bee.)

The show was so hot until smokers lit 
cigarettes from the band stand's ass. Many 
wanted to call a fire truck when Los Angeles 
pianist Stu Goldberg, in town for the 
Mahavishnu date, together with Detroit's own 
virtuoso contra-bassist Ralphe Armstrong 
(Goldberg's stablemate in the MahaOrchestra) 
and one of the leading pianists of the newly- 
dubbed "fusion music," Mr. Jan Hammer, all 
strolled onto the set. All-time favorite compos 
er/saxophonist Alien Barnes, a popular

Detroiter now residing in Washington, D.C., 
whose smash single composition "Summer 
Love" propelled Donald Byrd's Blackbyrds to 
the top of the charts, had already started a fire 
with his horn when the other three unexpected 
jazz celebrities entered Sunnie's Celebrity Room.

By then Shoo Bee had everything but 
pawned his bass, gripping, griping and grunting 

\a medley of original compositions down the 
widely open mouths or the startled audience 
("Reminiscent of some shit I heard," someone 
had said), and his newly-released composition, 
"Doo Da Days," romped and stomped.

Following a warm welcome to the downtown 
nitespot, the unexpected Motor City guests 
were immediately acknowledged and thunder 
ously applauded down front to the now-burning 
bandstand. With Ralphe Armstrong's strong 
arm strumming the bass out front, stating a very 
musically "So What," the band ploughed their 
way through the steaming room until way be 
yond closing, leaving a mangled mess of music 
makers and takers in their wake. And as Big 
Charlie Red always said, "Where there's smoke, 
there's fire."

The Bee Doo and his band can be heard 
by themselves and with other of their friends at 
Sunnie Wilson's every Friday and Saturday 
night from now on. An ace will get you in, but 
it might take a fire truck to get you out.

-Bimbo Bevins

J.Oeils

Shoo-Bee-Doo Peter Wolf

When the J. Geils Band hits Detroit it's like 
rock and roll never went away. The Motor 
City is a second home for the Beantown bomb 
ers   they recorded their live album ("Full 
House") over on the east side, after all - - 
and whatever they might do anywhere else, 
in concert or in the recording studio, these 
cats have their stuff together when they roll 
into Cobo Hall.

One of the few white bands as interesting 
as their audience, the Geils gang banged out 
favorite after favorite from their extensive 
urban-blues repertoire to wave after wave of 
energy and adulation from the near-capacity 
crowd. "Southside Shuffle," "Stop! Wait a 
Minute," "Gonna Find Me a New Love," 
"4 Musta Got Lost," "Lookin" for a Love" 
(the pitiful male-chauvinist national anthem), 
the incredible "Whammer Jammer" (featuring 
Magic Dick on the Mississippi saxophone), "Ain't 
Nothin' But a'House Party," and a string of 
others were broken up by the band's cherished 
Motown numbers: Junior Walker's "Shoot 
Your Shot" (Magic Dick's harmonica to the 
fore again), the Contours' inelegant "First I 
Look at the Purse," and their own Motor City 
Rock and Roll Classic, "Detroit Breakdown."

Naturally nothing could slake the long 
thirst of the crowd for something hot to move 
to but more and more of the same - thus the 
four smoking encores, beginning with "Truck 
Drivin' Man" and finally ending, half an hour 
later, with the Jamaican-flavored "Give It To 
Me" and the stomping, roaring, joyous cries for 
still more of that magic stuff. J. Geils, Peter 
Wolf, Magic Dick, Steven Bladd, Seth Justman 
& Co. bopped off-stage at last as hip as they'd 
come on, and if everyone in the place didn't go 
home happy, it was sure as hell their own fault
- J. Geils just plain did it to death.

One wishes there were something happy to 
say about the opening act, formej: Spooky 
Tooth-er Gary Wright and his'three-keyboard, 
no-guitar band, but this reporter could find 
nothing of interest in his set except the posi 
tive reception he was given by the crowd. Wright 
looked like TV and sounded like an FM rock 
station, with the disadvantage that there was no 
way to turn him off until he deigned to leave 
:hc stage. Ah, but that Peter Wolf and his crew
- mmmm, mmmin, mmmm! Now that is rock 
and roll, dear readers, and well worth waiting 
for. II" there was just some way to get those 
goddamn seats off the main floor. . . .

-John Sinclair

yourselves; but I will say that the longer works 
("Sue's Changes," "Duke Ellington's Sound of 
Love," and "Orange") are as adventurous and 
as thrilling as any of his small-group pieces, 
excepting only the Eric Dolphy-Ted Curson 
band of 1960-61. And the shorter works, some 
of which may even be heard on WJZZ these 
days, are veritable gems of creative writing and 
playing.

1 strongly urge any one I interested in moving 
improvisational music played by master music 
ians to pick up on these Changes by Charles 
Mingus and his band-and I also suggest that 
you follow this organization as it develops over 
the next two years or so, for it has the poten 
tial of surpassing almost anything Mingus has 
come up with yet. Now if some smart club- 
owner would just bring them back into town... 
but until that happens, there are these two 
records here for you to play with, and they will 
bring you a whole load of delights. Good
listening! _ .  . , . 

* -John Sinclair

B.B.Hing Freddie It ing/Muddy Wat en
B.B. King, Lualle Talks Back (ABC); Freddie King, Larger Than Life 
(SRO/Atlantic); Muddy Waters, The Woodstock Album (Chess/GRT)

George Adams

The past ten years have seen scores of pale 
young British guitarists and singers rake in millions 
of dollars from record sales and personal appear 
ances, performing their souped-up versions of a 
musical form created and perfected by a scattered 
group of relatively obscure black American musi 
cians based in Detroit, Chicago, Memphis, 
New Orleans, Houston and Los Angeles.

These hard-working, hard-travelling, hard- 
living blues masters had been born and raised 
in the rural south and migrated to the black 
ghettos of the industrial centers as part of the 
general movement of black people into the 
nation's cities during and after World War II. 
Amplifying their guitars, voices and harmonicas 
in order to be heard in the urban bars and 
nightclubs which offered them the chance to 
make a living playing music, and adding the 
standard jazz rhythm section of piano, bass and 
drums to be able to move with the energy of 
the cities, musicians such as Elmore James, B.B. 
King, John Lee Hooker, Bobby "Blue" Bland, 
Muddy Waters, Little Walter, Howlin' Wolf, 
Guitar Slim and Freddie King-among many 
others too numerous to mention herc-began in 
the early 1950's to develop the blues-band 
music so beloved by, and so profitable for, a 
whole generation of white British and American 
kids in the sixties and seventies.

Now, fifteen and twenty and twenty-five 
years later, those original rhythnv& blues creat 
ors who are still alive are still struggling to 
achieve the level of recognition (and remunera 
tion) which seems to be the natural right of a 
young white kid with a guitar and a good 
manager. What's more, these Original Masters 
continue to create moving urban blues in the 
classic tradition yet as up-to-date as anything 
you can hear. The emotional power of the form 
has been informed by 1975 instrumental and 
recording technology and the continually ex 
panding intelligence and perceptiveness of the 
players moving through the world, so that the 
music not only sounds as good as it did in the 
50's but also feels better than most of every 
thing else coming out today.

The recent releases by B.B. King, Muddy 
Waters and'Freddie King,;enumcrated at the be 
ginning of this review, provide ;easily-accessible 
evidence in support of that claim. Each of the 
three also brings the artist closer to his natural 
working form, with B.B. going so far as to pro 
duce his own set with his own road band a 
musically rewarding strategy which has long 
been out of favor with major-label blues pro 
ducers.

Muddy Waters is featured with part of his 
band (pianist Pinetop Perkins and rhythm guitar 
ist Bob Margolin) plus Woodstockian guest stars 
Paul Butterfield, Garth Hudson, Levon Helm, 
and Howard Johnson on a cooking set of 
Muddy's originals and nightclub favorites 
("Caledonia," "Let the Good Times Roll," 
"Kansas City") produced by veteran r&b session 
organizer Henry Glover. The session has a 
loose, free feeling all the way through, with 
Muddy singing in ace form and Paul Butterfield 
contributing some of his typically beautiful 
harp work. It's certainly one of the Master's 
more satisfying recordings in recent years, not 
spectacular in any way but perfectly solid and 
swinging and soulful-a good place to start 
listening to Muddy Waters if you haven't dug 
him up close before.

Freddie King's Larger Than Life is an inter 
esting mixture of live tracks (recorded at 
Armadillo World Headquarters in Austin, Texas 
with an augmented band including David 
"Fathead" Newman and Jerry Jumonville on 
saxophones), three "commercial" numbers, pro 
duced by England's Mike Vernon ("Boogie 
Bump," "It Is Better To Have," and a very hip 
"It's Your Move"), and the standard "Have 
You Ever Loved a Woman" recorded with 
Freddie's regular working group. Far superior 
to Freddie's sessions for Leon Russell at 
Shelter Records in recent years. Larger Than 
Life comes a few steps closer to capturing the 
power and drive of this monstrous performer. 
Maybe by his next album they'll let him go on 
record like he does on stage, and then well 
have a real Freddie King masterpiece, but this 
one will certainly do until then.

B.B. King's Lucille Talks Back is the B.B. 
King record one has been waiting for ever since 
he's been with ABC-or at least since Live at the 
Regal, his early ABC masterwork. Focusing on 
his mellower side, producer B.B. lets guitarist/ 
vocalist B.B. have his laid-back way, and the 
music just flows and flows. The guitar is ably 
assisted by a well-pumped wah-wah pedal, the 
tunes are right in there (including a beautiful 
version of the Lowell Fulson classic, "Reconsider 
Baby"), the band is gorgeous as usual, and even 
the cover looks like it belongs on a supremely 
tasteful record like this one.

All in all, three delightful doses of the sure- 
enough blues, well-packaged, well-produced, and 
well-designed to \vhet your taste for more of 
the same. Music fans of all stripes and persua 
sions are well advised to check these sides out 
right away! -John Sinclair

.ill



SUN, if you would, and we'll start adding on 
the pages as soon as they start calling us up. 
And if you don't like it at all, please read some 
thing else, won't you? Thanks just the same... 

AROUND TOWN: Guitarist Grant Green 
and his group relieve the Lyman Woodard Organ 
ization at the Pretzel Bowl (Woodward north of 
Davison) thru Dec. 24th... All Directions remains 
at J.J.'s Lounge Fris and Sats, $1.00 cover, con 
trary to our repqrt last time. Sorry! All Direc 
tions is also hosting the Sunday afternoon jam 
sessions which started last week at the Savoy 
Room, in the basement of the Shelby Hotel 
(downtown at First & Lafayette). The sets go 
from 3:00 p.m. until the musicians split, drinks 
are served, the cover is $2.00 (a buck for music 
ians with instruments), and it's an Alexis Pro 
duction... Chuck Lowman, proprietor of the 
lovely Lowman's Westside Club (Livernois north 
of Kwald Circle), has done some more remodel 
ling inside the joint, enlarging the Regency Room 
and raising the floor in the rear for higher visib 
ility. Kim Weston, the Westside's talent coordi 
nator and m.c., made her first appearance as a 
singer in 2'/i years last week, joining Brook 
Benton and the incredible Jimmy Wilkins 
Orchestra as a featured performer thru this 
weekend (Dec. 14). Kim was well supported in 
performance by Ronnie McNeir and the Instant 
Groove Band, but this week she'll be out in 
front of the Wilkins band with Brook. The 
Originals are next, over the holiday, and Eddie 
Jefferson, Roy Brooks, and the Artistic Truth 
will be in after that... And look here, Capt. 
Cliff, I told you I would put your name in here, 
so here it is... Charles Earland has been in at 
Watts' Club Mozambique, on the P-'enkell Strip, 
with Stevie Wonder dropping in one, Sunday to 
help out at a benefit for black blind children 
in Detroit organized by Cornelius Watts and 
associates. Laura Lee will be back at Watts' 
for the holidays... In Abraham's Bosom, a play 
by Paul Green, is playing at the Detroit Reper 
tory Theatre on Wood row Wilson near Davison 
Fri-Sat-Sundays thru January. Please call for 
details, and don't forget Ron Milner's Season's 
Reasons, plus Val Benson's Little Red, finishing 
their run at the Langston Hughes Theatre this 
month. Little Red, according to co-star Kim 
Weston (that woman gets around!), hopes to 
move its Sal-Sun matinees over to Lowman's 
after the holidays, but to see Milner's play again 
you II probably have to go to the Fisher in a 
few months, if you're lucky... Prominent local 
guitarists Ron English and Paul Boulliet played 
an acoustic set at the Cass-Forest First Unitarian 
Church Dec. 8th as part of the "Community 
Musicians Play for Community People" program 
there. Sounds good, huh? Call the church for 
details... Singer/songwriter Lori Jacobs will visit

continued from page 12
town for a one-woman show at Ford Auditorium 
Dec. 20... Rufus and Billy Preston at Masonic 
Dec. 14 (a Bamboo Production)... Chuck 
Mitchell (Joni's ex-) at the Raven Gallery Dec. 
16-21, followed by Josh White Jr., who'll stay 
through New Year's; Steve Martin later in 
January, with Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee 
back again after that... The mighty Count 
Basic and his Orchestra will hallucinate them 
selves in Alien Park, Sunday, December 21, 
at the Alien Park Municipal Aud. on Southfield 
south of 1-94: for ticket info call the A.P. 
Recreation Center at 928-9192... The Thad 
Jones/Mel Lewis Band, with Highland Park's 
own Pepper Adams, NY studio legends Al 
Porcino and Jerry Dodgion, and a host of 
young stars as well, rolled into the Clarenceville 
(Livonia) U.S. auditorium last Sunday (7th) 
for a gorgeous concert, produced by the m- 
defatiguable Midge Ellis and her crew... We 
said last time that Harold Melvin & the Blue 
Notes would visit Henry's Lounge for Thanks 
giving, but word has it that the group officially 
broke up- after 15 years or more!-shortly 
before they were alleged to be coining to town. 
And with their new LP and single, "Wake Up 
Everybody," just hitting the streets-a sad af 
fair... Meanwhile, the Four Tops celebrated 
their 21st anniversary together last week as 
they prepare for their Christmas concert at 
Olvmpia Stadium. Highest regards, gentlemen

TREETOWN TREATS: Heard that the 
great saxophonist Rusty Bryant,one of the 
giants of the Organ-Tenor Belt of America, 
was at Ann Arbor's Ramada Inn last week, play 
ing to very sparse crowds. With Richard 
"Groove" Holmes and his organ band in there 
now, people should start paying attention or 
they'll miss some funky stuff... And Speaking 
of that funky stuff, Ann Arbor's own Radio 
King and his Court of Rhythm, fresh from 
their current home in Boston, will bring it back 
home for the High Holidays with an appearance 
at Chances Are New Year's F,ve. Don't miss 
them... Also at Chances Are this month: Sky 
King ("Secret Sauce") thru the 13th, Mojo 
Boogie Band (now rumored to be helmed by 
former Commander Cody/New Riders of the 
Purple Sage manager Joe Kerr) (Dec. 16),

Lightnjn'l 17-20), and a flood of others... Speak 
ing of floods, Mr. Flood's Party and the Blind 
Pig are getting too hot to handle--check out 
their schedule in the calendar, the goodies are 
too numerous to mention!... the Ark Coffee 
house (1421 Hill) is hosting a benefit for the 
Summit Street Clinic Dec. 1 3-14 with the 
Skunk's Misery String Band and the Aging 
Children. Proceeds go to buy toys for kids who 
won't get anything for Xmas otherwise. For 
info call the Ark at 761-145 1... Trotter House, 
the black students' center on Washtenaw Ave., 
has been hoppin' lately, hosting an after-party 
for Gil Scott-Heron following his Ann Arbor 
appearance at the Michigan Theatre last Friday. 
The outstanding Detroit-based jazz ensembles 
Griot Galaxy (Dec. 13) and Shoo-Bee-Doo's 
Principles of Utility (Dec. 14) are there this 
weekend, and the Trotter House Choir will back 
up poetess Nikki Giovanni at the Power Center 
in AA Dec. 16th for an evening of "Poems & 
Conversations." Call 763-2071 for more infor 
mation... Finally, congratulations and highest 
regards to Paul Katona and Ron Brooks and their 
associates at the Ann Arbor Creative Music 
Center, which held its grand opening November 
30th at 336'ASouth State. Call 994-0800 any 
day between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. for de 
tails on their program of study...

FINE ARTS: The Pittsburgh Ballet per 
forming the "Nutcracker Suite ' at the Music 
Hall, through Dec. 14th, followed by Maurice 
Bejart's Ballet of the XXth Century, a Belgian 
dance company which is the subject ot a 20- 
page feature in the current issue of Dance Maga 
zine (Dec. 19-20-21)... The Detroit Chamber 
Ensemble presents J.S. Bach's "Musical Offer 
ing" at WSU's Community Arts Auditorium 
Dec. 21st at 8:30 p.m.... The Harbinger Dance 
Company can be seen in Ebenezer Is a Geezer, 
"a 20th Century Christmas Carol," in the 
Detroit Youtheatre series at the Detroit Institute 
of Arts Auditorium, selected dates between 
Dec. 18th and Dec. 28th. Call 832-2730 for 
performance information; tickets are only $1.75... 
And the Cranbrook Academy of Art Museum is 
featuring its bi-annual "Graduate Degree Shows" 
from the 12th thru the 20th, at 500 Lone Pine 
Rd. in the Cranbrook complex between 
Woodward and Telegraph Rds. Sixteen graduat 
ing artists in design, painting, fiber, ceramics, 
sculpture, photography arrd print-making will 
be exhibiting their degree work to their faculty 
and the public. Also, the "Knoll/Herman 
Miller: The Development of Modern Furniture" 
show continues to run in the same building, and 
the Lyman Woodard Organization will appear 
there January 4th for the fourth concert in the 
Detroit's Jazz Today series produced by Bud 
Spangler. See you there...

CAMBBEAMf 
THE MOIORCITY

continued from page 15

Indian Radio can be heard every Thursday at 
12 noon over WIID-AM (1090), and every 
Tuesday night at 11:30 p.m. on WDET-FM 
(101.9). It is the main source of information 
on West Indian activities in Detroit, its suburbs, 
Pontiac, and Windsor, and if the past few 
months are any indication, there will be only 
more and more news from now on.

Horatio Bennett, a native of Jamaica, has 
spent the past several years in the Detroit 
area. Organizer, leader and lead singer for 
the locally-based West Indian band. Heat 
wave Express, Horatio Bennett also hosts 
the West Indian Radio programs heard on 
WIID-AM and WDET-FM. He will con 
tinue to report on activities in the 
Caribbean community for The Sun.

Ooops... 'We goofed...

We wish to apologize to our readers 
for 2 dreadful mistakes made in our 
last issue (Vol. 3, No. 22). First, in 
the interview with the Isley Broth 
ers the photo ofMarvin Isley was 
incorrectly labeled Chris Jasper, 
and the one of Chris was labeled 
Marvin Isley. Secondly, the record 
reviews of The Who and Little Feat 
should have been attributed to Paul 
Grant. Sorry about that, folks...

PHOTO-TYPESETTING 
REDUCING ENLARGING

FOLDING • LAYOUT -DESIGN • HALFTONES

Call us day or night Located in Ann Arbor

C/n

Week of Dec. 16-21

The Ever Popular

Chuck Mitchell
Week of Jan. 20

As Seen on National TV

Steve 
Martin

29101 Greenfleld at 12 Mile Road
557-2622

Week of Dec. 23

The lotal Entertainer

Josh White Jr.
Week of Jan. 27

Kings of the Blues

Sonny Terry & 
Brownie McGhee

TICKETS NOW A VAIL ABLE FOR NEW YEAR'S EVE 
Featuring Josh White Jr. & Buffo

ttealf
'Paradise with an Ocean View"

Thru Dec. 19 Only 
ON SALE NOW AT
Birmingham«137 W. Maple 

10-9 Mon-Fri, 10-6 Sat, 12-6 Sun
Ann Arbor

1235 S. University . 300 S. State 
10-9 Mon-Sat, 12-6 Sun
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Club listings, especially the smaller establishments, are subject to change. Call ahead for confirmation. Please send all music listings to: The SUN, Box 7217, North End Station, Detroit, Ml 48202.

IHE MUIIC KENE
Detroit & Suburbs
Backyard Lounge, Ford Rd. at Middlebelt, 

522-5660: Van Coot, no cover.
Baker's Keyboard Lounge, 20510 Livernois, 

864-1200: Dec. 9-14. Clifford Jordan 
Quartet, $3.50; Dec. 16-21, Chet Baker 
Quartet, $3.50.

Ben's Hi-Chaperral, 6683 Gratiot, 923-0601; 
Thurs. is Blues Night, $2.50; other nights, 
disco, no cover.

Bob 'n Robs, 28167 John R, Madison Heights, 
541-9213: Lenore Paxton (jazz keyboard)' 
sings alone Mon. and Tues., with band Wed.- 
Sat., no cover.

Bobbie's English Pub, 30100 Telegraph, Birming 
ham, 642-3700; Wed.-Sat., Matt Michaels 
Jazz Trio with Ursula Walker, Mon. and Tues. 
Amy Jackson sinqs. No cover.

King's Row Showcase Lounge, W. Chicago at
Meyers, 834-1260: Call for information. 

Leone's Lounge & Arcade, 2179 Fort Park St.,
(3 blks. south of Southfield), Lincoln Park,
382-9725: Dec. 9-13, Chumley; Dec. 16-
20, Curtis Hyslash; Dec. 23-Jan. 3, The
Werks. Fri. and Sat., $1.00. 

Lowman's Westside Club, 14355 Livernois at
Ewald, 933-5346: Dec. 4-14, Kim Weston
and Brook Benton, $5.00. 

Murphy's Cocktail Lounge, 7419 Puritan, 864-
8340: Disco with Arthur Baby, $1.00. 

Pretzel Bowl Saloon, 13922 Woodward, High 
land Park, 865-6040: Dec. 10-24, Grant
Green, $4.00. 

Raven Gallery, 29101 Greenfield, Southfield,
557-2622: Dec. 9-21, Chuck Mitchell,
$3.00; Dec. 23-28. Josh White Jr. 

Red Carpet, 16427 E. Warren at Outer Dr.,
885-0570: Dec. 10-21, Express, $1.00;
every Mon'.~and Tues., Parade. 

Rock House, 25621 Ecorse Rd. (betw. Beech-
Daly & Telegraph), 292-683t!r Iris, no
cover.. 

Studio Lounge, 6921 Wayne Rd., Westland,
729-2540: Harvest, $1.50. 

24K, Telegraph south of 6 Mile. KE1-2332:
Dec. 10-14, Brainstorm; Dec. 17-21, Swiss
Movement, $1.00. 

Trio, Northwestern Hwy. at 12 Mile, Southfield,
358-1860: The Strutters Ball, no cover. 

Watts Club Mozambique, Fenkell at Northlawn,
864-0240: Jazz call for information.

Ann Arbor

EL.ansing
Lizard's, 224 Abbott Rd., (517) 351-2285: 

Dec. 9-10, Silver-tones, $.50; Dec, 11-14, 
Bryan Lee Blues Band, Thur. & Sun., $.75, 
Fri. & Sat., $1.00.

Silver Dollar Saloon, 3411 E. Michigan Ave., 
(517) 351-2451: Dec. 18, Rush.

The Ark Coffeehouse, 1421 Hill St.: Dec. 13- 
14, A Benefit for the Summit Street Clinic 
(for x-mas toys for children) featuring 
Skunk's Misery String Band and Aging 
Children. Music starts 9 pm, Free coffee, 
tea & refreshments. 761-1451.

Bimbo's A2 , 114 E. Washington: Every Wed. & 
Thurs. Grievous Angels (hot country) 9 pm   
no cover; Every Fri. & Sat. The Gaslighters 
(ragtime) $.50 after 8 pm. 665-3231.

Blind Pig, 208 S. First: Dec. 10, Jack Orion 
(jazz); Dec. 11, Rabbits; Dec. 1 2-13 & Dec. 
17, John Nicholas & Friends with piano man 
Dave Maxwell (blues & r&b); Dec. 15 & 22, 
Blue Mondays with Boogie Woogie Red; 
Dec. 16, Shoo Bee Doo & the Principles of 
Utility (jazz); Dec. 18, Melodioso (Latin 
jazz); Dec. 19-20, Aldebaran (jazz); Dec. 23, 
Silver-tones (r&b); Dec. 24 No Music, open 
til 6 pm. Closed until Dec. 31 at 9 pm  
New Year's Eve Party w/Koko Taylor & her 
Chicago Band cover $3.50.

Chances Are, 516 E. Liberty: Dec. 9-13, Sky 
King; Dec. 14, Masquerade (r&r); Dec. 15, 
After Hours; Dec. 16, Mojo Boogie Band; 
Dec. 17-20, Lightnin'; Dec. 21, All In Love; 
Dec. 22, Headwind; Dec. 23 & 26-7, Whiz 
Kids closed Dec. 24-25; Dec. 28, Masquer 
ade; Dec. 31, New Year's Eve Party with 
Radio King & His Court of Rhythm.

Del Rio, 122 W. Washington: Guitarist Corey 
Sea 12-1:30 pm every Monday lunch; live 
jazz at 4 pm on Sundays, free. 761-2530.

Dooley's, 310 Maynard: Sundays 8-11 pm Rus 
Trombley; Mondays 9-12 pm Steven 
Sofferin. No cover. 994-6500.

Golden Falcon, 314 Fourth Ave: Every Fri. & 
Sat. night Street Fiction (funk, jazz-rock, 
r&b); Every Wed. & Sun. night 00 Soul; 
Every Mon. & Tues. night Jack Orion (jazz)

Mr. Flood's Party, 120 W. Liberty: Dec. 10 & 
17, All Directions dazz); Dec. 11 & 18, 
Mike Smith & His Country Volunteers; Dec. 
12-13, Melodioso (Latin jazz); Dec. 14, 21 
& 28, Grievous Angels (hot country); Dec. 
15, 22 & 29; Acoustic folk, blues & country; 
Dec. 19-20, Stoneycreek; Closed 8 pm 24th 
till 26th; Dec. 26-27 & 31st, Jawbone. 
994-9824.

Chuck Mitchell at the Raven Gallery. Dec. 9-21. /*

Bonfire Bar-B-Q, 20070 W. 8 Mile (west of
Evergreen), 355-0077: Mon.-Sat., after hours 
jazz, 2-4 am, no cover.

Cobb's Corner, corner of Cass and Wcllis, 832- 
7223: Mon., The Bob McDonald Group; 
Tues., amatuer night jam session; Wed., jazz 
night; Thurs., Lords.

Dirty Helen's, 1703 Cass, 962-2300: Two
shows nightly, 10:30 and 12:30; Masterpiece, 
$2.00.

Emerald Lounge, corner of Chene and Palmer, 
925-1265: Dec. 10-14, The Floaters, $3.00.

Ethel's Cocktail Lounge, E. Mack, east of Grand 
Blvd., 922-9443: Please call for information. 
Albert King is coming.

Filling Station Lounge, 15435 W. 7 Mile Rd., 
838-8466: Mon.-Tues., Phil Esser & Charlie 
Latrmer, $1.00; Wed., The Friends Road 
Show$2.00; Thurs.-Sun., Paddlefoot, $1.00. 
Thurs. and Sun., no cover.

Gino's Falcon Showbar, 19901 Van Dyke at 
Outer Dr., 893-0190: Katzenjammer, Wed., 
Fri., Sat., $1.00, Thurs. and Sun., no cover.

Golden Coach, 30450 Van Dyke, Warren, 573- 
7850: Dec. 9-14, Bobby Rydell, $6.00; 
Dec. 16-21, Jackie Gayle, $5.00; New Years 
Eve, Surfside Six, $55/couple, includes 
drinks, dinner, dancing, show and breakfast. 
Coming in Jan., The Platters, $6.00.

Inn Between, 3270 W. Huron, Waterford, 
682-5690: Dec. 10-13 and 18-24, Travis, 
$1.50; Dec. 14-17, Mike Brush; Dec. 25-28, 
Dan Schaeffer Group, $1.50.

Jazz West, 8418 Fenkell, 864-0240: Disco with 
Rod Sherman.

J.C.'s Rock Saloon, 1405 Gratiot (bet. 6 & 7 
Mile Rd.) 526-3445: Dec. 10-12, Ice; Dec. 
13-15. Elf Stone; Dec. 16-18, Ice; Dec. 19-23, 
Elf Stone; Dec. 26-28, Ice. Sun.-Thurs., 
$.50, Fri.-Sat., men-$1.00, women-free.

J.J.'s Lounge (inside the Shelby Hotel), Lafay 
ette at First, 963-3186: Fri. and Sat., 9:00 
pm, All Directions.

DETROIT
Dec. 12: The Kinks at the Michigan Palace,

call box office for ticket information. 
Dec. 13: Edgar Winter and Rick Derringer at

Cobo Hall. 8:00 pm. tickets $7.50, 6.50. 
Dec. 14: Rufus and Billy Pceston at

Masonic, call box office for ticket info.

CONCERfS
Dec. 21: Count Basie and His Orchestra at the

Alien Park Municipal Auditorium, 8:00 pm,
$4.00, 928-9192. 

Dec. 25: The Four Tops at Olympia Stadium,
$6.50, $5.50. 

Dec. 29: Ted Nugent and Rush at Cobo,
8:00 pm, tickets $6.00, 5.00, 4.00.

Count Basie swings in 
Alien Park, Dec. 21.

Obie Benson & Duke Fakir of the Four Tops 
Dec.25 at Olympia.

New Year's Eve with Koko Taylor and 
her Chicago Band at the Blind Pig.

Heidleberg, 215 N. Main: Every Fri. & Sat. 
night Mustard's Retreat (folk & original 
blues) 663-7758

Hill Lounge, U.S. 23 & N. Territorial Rd.: Dec. 
11-13, Mojo Boogie Band; Dec. 19-20, The 
Silvertones; Dec. 26-27. John Nicholas & 
Friends.

Loma Linda, 990 Broadway: Mon.-Fri. 5:30- 
8:30 pm, JB & Company, Fri. & Sat. 9-1 & 
Sun. 9:30-1:30, Mixed Bag; various live jazz 
groups every Sunday, 5:30-8:30 pm. No 
cover. 663-0562.

Pretzel Bell, 120 E. Liberty: RFD Boys (blue- 
grass) every Thursday-Saturday. 761-1470.

Rubaiyat, 102 First: Barr None (swing & dance 
music) every Friday & Saturday 9:30-2. 
663-2401.

Trotter House, 1443 Washtenaw: "Cram Jams" 
Dec. 13, Faruk and the Griot Galaxy 10 pm- 
3 am, $1.25; Dec. 14, Shoo Bee Doo and the 
Utilitarians 10 pm-3 am, $1.25. 763-4692.

Win Schuler's, Plymouth Rd.: Every Mon. & 
Tues. 8-12 pm Mustard's Retreat (folk & 
original blues).

Ypsilanti
Bimbo's, 327 E. Michigan Ave.: Dec. 11-13, 

21-22 & 29-31, Mugsy; Dec. 18-20, 
Zooster; Dec. 26-28, Salem Witchcraft. 
Closed Dec. 23-25. Music starts at 9 pm. 
482-7130.

Huron Hotel & Lounge, 124 Pearl St.: Live 
entertainment Thurs. & Sat. nights, Disco 
dancing every night. 483-1771.

The Suds Factory, 737 N. Huron: Disco music- 
Carry out beer, pizza & subs. 485-0240.

T.C.'s Speakeasy, 207 W. Washington: Sundays 
& Tuesdays Tuesday; Wed. & T hurs., Ty 
Cool; Fri. & Sat. Ty Cool & Mark Hurst. 
Music starts 9:30 pm. 483-4470.

The Underground, 2655 Washtenaw: Dennis 
Vernier Trio (tight top 40) nightly. 434- 
3130.

EVENfl
DETROIT
Dec. 9-14: "Nutcracker Suite" danced by the 

Pittsburgh Ballet Theater, Tues., Wed., 
Thurs., & Sun. eves.: 7:30 pm; Fri. & Sat. 
eves.: 8:30 pm; Sat. & Sun. mats.: 2:00 pm.

Dec. 19-20: Maurice Bejart's XXth Century 
Ballet, Fri. 8:30 pm. Sat. 2:00 & 8:30 pm.

Dec. 19: Hall Party, Knights of Columbus Hall, 
24801 Joy Blvd. off Gratiot in Mt. Clemens. 
$5.00 gate charge, all the beer you can drink 
free. Music by Brataxis and Felix. 7 pm-2 
am.

Dec. 19-20-21: The 5th Annual Shaw College 
Basketball Classic, w.S.U. gym, Fri. & Sat. at 
4:OO pm, with final Championship play off 
Sun. at 2:00 pm. For more info., 873-7920.

Dec. 23: "An Old Fashioned Christmas," Ollie's 
Children's Workshop, 2:00 pm and 6:30 pm.

Dec. 6-23: "Detroit Christmas Carnival," a free 
holiday extravaganza for the whole family, 
at Cobo Hall, 9:00 am 9:00 pm daily.

ANN ARBOR
Dec. 10-16: Andree Valley Pottery Studio 

Show & Sale. Monday-Saturday, 1-4 pm. 
2855 Gross Rd., A 2 . 'Functional & Sculpt 
ural porcelain. 313-971-1622 for directions.

Dec. 7-23: Ann Arbor Art Association'Member 
ship Craft Show, Handweavers Guild & 
Children's Corner. Special feature "The 
Children's World". 117 W. Liberty.

Dec. 12: Sculpture Lecture Demonstration- 
John Pappas. 8 pm at Ann Arbor Art Assoc., 
117 W. Liberty.

Dec. 14: Ann Arbor Civic Ballets Annual
Christmas Party; presenting the Premiere of 
The Tin Soldier. Performances: 1 pm  
Children $1, Adults $2.50, 5 pm All tickets 
$2.50 at Power Center for the Performing 
Arts. 665-9655 or 662-2486 for special 
group rates. Tickets by mail to: Ann Arbor 
Civic Ballet, 2070 Delaware Drive, Ann 
Arbor. Mi. 48103.

Dec. 16: Nikki Giovanni & the Trotter House
Choir Poems & Conversations. 8 pm in 
Power Center. Tickets $2, $3.50 available 
at UAC Ticket Office, lobby of Michigan 
Union (Noon-5:30 pm). More info. 763- 
2071. Presented by Trotter House, U of M 
International Women's Year & UAC. 

Washtenaw County Parks & Recreation Commis 
sion's Cross-Country Ski Program. Instruction 
sessions at Fuller Park, A 2 Dec. 10, 16 & 
17, Jan. 20-21, Feb. 3-4. Sessions include 
equipment at the site plus IVj hour lesson. 
$2.0O registration fee covers instruction 
costs. Must register in advance. Forms can 
be obtained by mail or in person from the 
WCPARC-office, 2355 W. Stadium Blvd.

YPSILANTI
Dec. 11: "Title IX and Athletics for Women"

discussion by Carole Huston, acting assistant 
athletic director at EMU Noon In Guild 
Hall of McKenny Union, EMU campus. The Nutcracker Suite at the Music Hall.
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516 E. Liberty 
Ann Arbor

994-5350

5kg King
12/10-12/13

Sifter Hours
12/15

Hosquerade
12/14 & 12/28

Hojo Boogie Band
12/16

Iiightnin
12/17-12/20

fill inwove
12/21

Headwind
12/22

Whiz Kids
12/23,26 &27

Spend New Years Eve with

KS9TG
Advance tickets $10/couple 

9pm till 4am

Radio King is also playing

Jan. 2,3,4

HaroM& Maude
Thurs-Sun Dec. 11-14

Hal Ashby's classic film about love and life, starring Ruth 
Cordon and Bud Cort How many times have you seen Harold 
& Maude?

Matrix Mania
Fri & Sat Midnight Dec. 12 & 13

Live Jazz with SYNERGY  plus  Croucho Marx, Jackie 
Cleason, and Mickey Rooney as dope-smoker-acid-drop 
pers in SKIDOO. Matrix Mania returns from vacation in 
January with Divine in PINK FLAMINGOS.

Macbetfh
Mon-Wed Dec. 15-17

Roman Polanski's version of the Shakespeare classic and the 
Manson-Tate murders. Exciting! Colorful! Original! Daring! With 
John Finch, Francesa Annis, and Martin Shaw

JeiusChriirt iuperitar
Thurs-Sun Dec. 18-21

The rock-opera film about Christ's last week, his betrayal and 
crucifixion, as seen through the eyes'of Judas. Starring Ted Neeley, 
Carl Anderson and Yvonne Elleman.

Young f rankenifein
Mon-Sun Dec. 22-28

Dene Wilder as Mad Freddy Frankenstein in Mel (Blazing Saddles) 
Brooks's comic masterpiece. Also starring Peter Boyle and Madeline 
<ahn

The Toweling Inferno
Mon-Sun Dec. 29-Jan. 4

The heat's on! The world's tallest skyscraper 
becomes a four-alarm spectacle minutes after its 
grand opening. The most incredible disaster 
film, starring Paul Newman, Steve McQueen, 
Faye Dunaway, and Fred Astaire.

All shows at 7 & 9:30 for $1.50

603 E. William near State   994-0627

MOVIEI
DETROIT
Detroit Film Theatre, Institute of Arts. 5200 

Woodward Ave., 832-2730; 7:00 & 9:00 
pm, Adm. $2.00. Dec. 12, "Days and Nights 
In The Forest" (lndia-1970-Satyajit Ray); 
Dec. 13, "Monsieur Verdoux" (U.S.A.- 
1947-Charles Chaplin); Dec. 19, "Lacombe, 
Lucien" (France-1974-Louis Malle); Dec. 20, 
"Tokyo Story" (Japan-1953-Yasijiro Ozu).

Cass City Cinema, First Unitarian Church, S.W. 
corner of Cass & Forest (red door on Forest) 
8:00 & 10:00 pm, adm. $1.50. Dec. 12-13, 
"Get To Know Your Rabbit" (Brian De 
Palma); Dec. 19-20, "Flash Gordon in 
Purple Death from Outer Space" (1940- 
Ford Beebe, Ray Taylor).

ANN ARBOR
Ann Arbor Film Coop, Aud. A Angell Hall, 

U of M, 769-7787: Dec. 10, "Sisters" (Brian 
DePalma, 1973) & "Greaser s Palace" 
(Robert Downey, 1972); Dec. 11, "Enter 
the Dragon" (the finest Bruce Lee epic, 
1974); Dec. 16, "Reefer Madness" (Leo 
Gasnier, 1933) with "The Mystery of the 
Leaping Fish" (John Emerson, 1916) star 
ring Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., as detective

i A ~  *>A x *

Richard Nixon stars in Old Glory, 
at the Matrix, Dec. 12-13.

Coke Ennyday; Dec. 17, "King of Hearts" 
(Philippe deBroca, 1967); Dec. 18, "The 
Last Movie" (Dennis Hopper, 1971).

Cinema II, Aud. A, Angell Hall, U of M, 764- 
1817: Dec. 12, "The Harder They Fall" 
(Marc Robson, 1956); Dec. 13, Children's 
Film Feature "Peter Rabbit & the Tales of 
Beatrix Potter" (3 pm only); Dec. 13, "State 
of the Union" (Frank Capra, 1948); Dec. 
14, "Best Years of Our Lives" (William 
Wyler, 1946); Dec. 19, "Palm Beach Story" 
(Preston Sturgis, 1942); Dec. 20, "What 
Price, Hollywood?" (George Cukor, 1932) 
& "Born Yesterday" (George Cukor, 1950); 
Dec. 21, "Marty" (Delbert Mann, 1955).

Cinema Guild, Old Architecture Aud., U of M, 
662-8871: Dec. 11, "David Copperfield" 
(George Cukor, 1935); Dec. 12, The 39 
Steps" (Alfred Hitchcock, 1935); Dec. 13, 
"Hollywood Cartoon Extravaganza" some of 
the best work from Max Fieischer & the 
Warner Bros, studio; Dec. 14, "Seance on 
a Wet Afternoon" (Brian Forbes, 1964)

Matrix Theatre, 605 E. William, 994-0627:
Dec. 11-14 "Harold 8t Maude" (Hal Ashby); 
Dec. 12-13, Matrix Mania presents "Skidoo" 
(w/Groucho Marx, Jackie Gleason & Mickey 
Rooney) Plus "Bambi Meets Godzilla" & 
"Nixon's Old Glory Speech" Live jazz with 
Synergy; Dec. 15-17, Roman Polanski's 
"MacBeth"; Dec. 18-21, "Jesus Christ Super 
star"; Dec. 22-28, "Young Frankenstein."

UAC/Mediatrics, Natural Science Aud., U of M, 
763-1107: Dec. 12-13, "Alice in Wonder 
land".

UAC/Shakespeare, Natural Science Aud., U of 
M, 763-1107: Dec. 15, Roman Polanski's 
"MacBeth".

Women's Studies Film Series, Modern Languages 
Bldg., Lect. Rm. 1, U of M, 9 pm: Dec. 11   
The Arts: "Antonia" & "Woo Who May 
Wilson?"

YPSILANTI
Center of Educational Resources (CER) Film 

Series, Room 213 Pray-Harrold, EMU, 
7pm: Dec. 11, Potpourri: "Musical Pig," 
"Dot & the Line," "Five Minute Thrill," 
"Permutations," "Very Nice Very Nice," 
"American Time Capsule," Hailstones & 
Halibut Bones" & "The Magician."

Mud Cinema, Strong Auditorium, EMU, 487- 
3044: Dec. 10-13, "Harry & Tonto , Dec. 
13-14, "Groundstar Conspiracy" (EMU 
staff, students & faculty only)

She's like good wine, soft lighting, a warm bed, a 
burning fireplace and good music. She's all those 
things that make you want to love. Make love to 
DONNA SUMMER. Includes the 16 minute version 
of "Love To Love You Baby".

$3.99
ON SALE NOW AT

in the Union, 530 S. State St., Ann Arbor 

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 10-5, Sun 12-5 Closed Evenings During Exams

On OASIS Records & Tapes
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THEAIHE
DETROIT
Langston Hughes Theatre, 13125 Livernois
' (nr. Davison) 935-9425. Ron Milner's

'Season's Reasons," Thurs.-Sun., 8:00 pm, 
$6.00 and $4.00. Val Benson's "Little Red" 
starring Kirn Weston and introducing Lisa 
Stone, Sat. & Sun., 2:00 pm, $4.00 adults, 
$2.00 children.

Student Center, Mercy College, 8200 W. Outer 
Dr. at Southfield, 531-6131; Dinner Theatre 
of Detroit Presents "Personals" Thurs.-Sun., 
dinner at 7:00 pm, showtime at 8:30 pm.

Fisher Theatre, Grand Blvd. at Second, 873- 
4400; "Absurd Person Singular".

Meadowbrook Theatre, Oakland University, 
Rochester, 377-3300. "Arms And The 
Man," Tues.-Fri., 8:30 pm, Sat. 6:00 and 
9:30 pm, Sun. 6:30 pm.

The Theatre, Marygrove Campus, 3425 W. 
McNichols, 341-1838. "Charley's Aunt," 
Dec. 12 & 13 at 8:30 pm, Dec. 14 at 2 & 
7:30 pm, $3.50.

Detroit Repertory Theatre, 13103 Woodrow 
Wilson, 868-1347. "In Abraham's Bosom," 
by Paul Green, Thurs.-Sat. at 8:30 pm. 
Suns, at 7:30 pm; thru Jan., $5-$2.

Hillberry Theatre, Cass & Hancock, 577-2960. 
Dec. 10, 11, 13, "The Lady From Maxim's" 
at 8:30 pm; Dec. 11, 12, "Of Mice and 
Men," Thurs. at 2:30 pm, Fri. at 8:30 pm.

Bonstelle Theatre, 3424 Woodward nr. Mack, 
577-2960. Dec. 12-14, "George M!," Fri. & 
Sat. at 8:30 pm, Sun. at 2:30 pm.

ANN ARBOR
Pioneer High Theatre Guild presents Moliere's 

"The Miser" Fri. Dec. 12, Dinner Theatre: 
Dinner in cafeteria 6:30 pm, play 8:00 pm; 
Sat. Dec. 13, 8 pm. Tickets $1.00 at the 
door. Ann Arbor Pioneer High.

U of M Gilbert & Sullivan Society presents 
"The Pirates of Penzance" Dec. 10-13 at 
Mendelssohn'Theatre. Showtimes & ticket 
info, call 763-1085.

U of M Professional Theatre Program presents 
"Broadway Spirit" an American Musical 
Theatre Revue. Sun. Dec. 14, 8:00 pm in 
Trueblood Theatre, Frieze Bldg., U of M . 
campus. One performance only. Tickets

.Kirn Weston in Little Red,
at the Langston Hughes Theatre.

$3.00, gen. adm., $1 students. AM seats 
reserved. PTP ticket office 764-0450.

Ann Arbor Civic Theatre presents the Neii; 
Simon Comedy w/music by Burt Bacharach 
"Promises, Promises", Dec. 17-21 in 
Mendelssohn Theatre. Tickets $3.50  
Wed., Thurs. & Sun.; $4.50 Fri. & Sat. 
8 pm Wed.-Sat.; 7 pm Sun. More info. 
662-7282.

Ann Arbor Inn Dinner Theatre presents "The 
Looking Glass" musical reflections on cur 
rent events. Thurs., Fri. & Sat. nights. 
Buffet dinner 6-8 pm Show 8 pm. Thurs. 
$10, Fri. & Sat. $12. Special show Sat. 
night 11 pm $5 (includes light buffet). 
Reservations: 769-9500.

Everyday "The Scene" Dance Party, 5:00 pm. 
Ch. 62.

Dec. 10: "Hometown Saturday Night", re 
creation of the past at Nashville's Opryhous. 
Unless you're pushing 80, chances are 
you've never heard anything like it. 
6:30 pm, Ch. 56.

Dec. 10: "Special of the Week" "Dionne 
Warwicke" in concert. 10:00 pm, Ch. 56.

Chuck Berry on Rock Conceit, Dec. 13

Dec. 10: "John Denver's Rocky Mountain 
Christmas" with guests Valerie Harper, 
Olivia Newton-John and Steve Martin. 
9:00 pm, Ch. 7.

Dec. 12: "Soundstage", Ch. 56. 
9:00 Blood, Sweat & Tears 
10:00 The Bee Gees and Yvonne Elliman 
11:00 Three Dog Night

Dec. 12: "Midnight Special", 1:00 am, Ch. 4.
Dec. 13: "Rock Concert" with Chuck Berry, 

Ruby Star, Grey Ghost, and Johnny Rivers. 
8:30 pm, Ch. 50.

Dec. 13: "The Lou Gordon Show" with Yuri 
Bourkin on 'Prostitutes and Crime in 
Soviet Russia'; also 'The Crime of the 
Century' and the Gillette 'take-it-off 
girl. 10:00 pm, Ch. 50.

Dec. 14: "The Lou Gordon Show" with
'Have Women Changed?', Maribell Morgan, 
author of 'A Total Woman'.

Dec. 14: "The Mouse That Roared" (1959), 
comedy with Peter Sellers in a triple role, 
4:00 pm, Ch. 4.

Dec. 18: "Eliza", true story of teenage girl 
who takes over a large plantation in South 
Carolina in 1740's, 6:30 pm, Ch. 56.

Dec. 18: "New Music", the Boston Art En 
semble, a jazz group, is featured. 8:30 pm, 
Ch. 56.

Dec. 19: "Midnight Special", 1:00 am, Ch. 4.
Dec. 21: "The Lou Gordon Show", 10:00 pm, 

Ch. 50.
Dec. 21: "Mrs. Warren's Profession" by 

Bernard Shaw, 2:00 pm, Ch. 56.
Dec. 26: "Midnight Special", 1:00 am, Ch. 4.
Dec. 26: Soundstage, "The World of John 

Hammond, Part 2," 10:00 pm, Ch. 56.
Dec. 27: "Profiles in Black", Gil Maddox talks 

with Susan Mills Peek, Detroit Police Com 
missioner, also singer Lola Falana, 7:00 pm, 
Ch. 4.

Dec. 27: "Elvira Madigan", true story of 19th 
  Century Sweden, 10:00 pm, Ch. 56.

Dec. 27: "Rock Concert", 8:30 pm, Ch. 50.
Dec. 27: "The Lou Gordon Show", 10:00 pm, 

Ch. 50.

send calendar 
info to: The SUN, POBox 7127 

North End Station 
Detroit, Mi 48202

 Al Scott Stereo Repair ,

AMPEX-GARRARD-PIONEER

549-1580 
4214 N. Woodward, Royal Oak

POT-BOTTOM PRICES!

pots ap'plapts
TOTAL SERVICE FOR THE GREEN WORLD

311 E. Liberty - Ann Arbor - 994-9696

Guaranteed Repairs at Reasonable Prices

SOUND SERVICE
2-4 day Service on all types of 

Hi-Fi, Stereo, Quad & Band Equip.

1301S.State,A2 769-O258

LP's & CASSETTES

Astro Black-Universe in Blue
Space is The Place -Discipline 27 ll

Bad & Beautiful
(A Book of 
Space Wisdom 
by Syn Ra)

immeasurable Equation
Send $5.98 for each I_P or Cassette to: 

EL SATURN RESEARCH, PO Box 7124 Chicago, III. 60607

n

V

Dec. 18

The
Originals

for seven big days
COMING

Ron Brooks 
Eddie

erson
14355 Livernois — 4 blocks N. of Davison

Phone: 933:5346
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NEW FROM 
CHUCK MANGIONE!

Bellavia A further exploration of
the orchestral/jazz fusions that 

have become a Mangione trademark.
Pure brilliance.

NEW MUSIC FROM GAP MANGIONE, ESTHER SATTERFIELD,
AND GERRY NIEWOOD!

She and I Once I Loved Slow, Hot Wind

1975
Sounds best on

in the Union 530 S. State St, Ann Arbor

Birmingham 137 W. Maple 

Ann Arbor 1235 S. University   300 S. State
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LETTERS
People of the SUN:

Please excuse my gross ignorance and 
overlook what may turn out to be occa 
sional effusive gushings, but WOW! How 
have 1 known John Sinclair as long as I 
have without realizing he possessed such 
remarkable writing talents as exhibited in 
the November 19, 1975 issue of the SUN?

The article "Hyping Detroit," was per 
ceptive, properly based in factual observa 
tions, incisive as hell and downright gutsy!

In it, John seems to almost implore the 
reader to come to grips with reality. It is 
my own confrontation with present-day 
reality which forces me to deplore the 
fact the SUN doesn't yet enjoy a reader 
ship the size of the two dailies in Detroit! 
What a long way the views and/acfs ex 
pressed by Sinclair will go toward turning 
the thinking around of a lot of people, had 
they the chance to read this piece. ~

I could go on and on. Really! But from 
from one writer to another writer who ap 
parently believes, as I do, that writers have 
a responsibility to be righters too, er, 
write on!

Jim Ingram 
WJLB Radio

Dear SUN:
1 found your article on the Young 

Republicans in the Nov. 5 issue exceeding 
ly specious and offensive.

You imply that conservatism is with 
out validity; that without dances, etc. as 
a focal point it's adherents would abandon 
it. Well, I'm young (21) and Republican, 
and I believe what I believe not because of 
some potential social interaction or be 
cause it's fashipnable among my peer 
group. Strange as it may seem to you, 
my personal political beliefs are based on

conclusions I have reached through obser 
vation of life, and what I think is right 
and/or wrong. While I usually disagree 
with the bulk of what the SUN says, I've 
never doubted your sincerity in your 
beliefs, or imputed some shady alterior 
motive to your actions. I resent this when 
it's done to me.

The stinger of your article was a zippy 
little indictment of the young Repubs for 
their overall cleancut appearance (does 
the presence or lack of a beard have some 
bearing on mental capacity?) and WASP- 
ishness (So I'm white. Does that make me 
inferior? I don't get it). Are we still, af 
ter all these years, judging people by their 
physical attributes? Comeon,56W.

Sadly, the subjectivity of the article 
shows that, whether consciously or not, 
you don't expect non-radicals to read 
your paper. It was designed to be read 
and enjoyed by those who agree with 
it anyway. This attitude is probably res 
ponsible in no small way for the stagna 
tion of the Left.

In conclusion, I hope we can still be 
friends (even if at arms length). I'm one 
of "the people" too.

Kevin L. Hoover
Mt. Clemens, Michigan

.Dear SUN Readers:
The Control Unit of the Federal Prison.. 

in Marion, Illinois is the subject of a civil 
suit brought on by the inmates. There 
have been legal actions and strikes by the 
inmates against the Control Unit since it 
was started in 1972 but this is the first 
effort to dismantle the program entirely.

Besides asking for the abolition of the 
Control Unit the Marion Brothers are ask 
ing for $75,000 in damages for each of the

seven inmates who first filed the suit a 
year ago. The trial ended in July and the 
decision is expected in about four months. 
It will be the first of its kind thus creating 
a legal precedent on the use of behavior 
modification in prisons.

Though the program is described by the 
administration as "rehabilitative" the in 
mates know that it is designed to surpress 
and brainwash the^'troublemakers" radi 
cals, jailhouse lawyers, etc. The basic 
methods of treatment are intense isolation, 
sensory deprivation of individual inmates 
in segregation cells for long periods of 
time, as well as harrassment and physical 
abuse.

Although the trial is over the conditions 
creating the need for the trial have not di 
minished. Obviously, the administration 
intends to provoke resistance among the 
general population that will enable Warden 
Fenton to assert a necessity for maintain 
ing the Control Unit. For this reason it 
is most urgent that you focus you atten 
tion on the cause of the Marion Brothers. 
The Marion Brothers are asking for sup 
port in these ways:
1. Write a letter protesting the inhumane 
conditions in Marion's Control Unit asking 
that the unit be closed down. Write to: 
Judge James Forman, U.S. District Court, 
750 Missouri Ave., E. St. Louis, Illinois 
62202; send copies to Norman Carlson, 
U.S. Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D.C. 
20515, and to the Marion Brothers office 
(below).
2. If you belong to a group or organiza 
tion, publicize the case.
3. Contribute money to help pay the enor 
mous expenses needed to fight this cam 
paign.
Send contributions and requests for infor 
mation to:

National Committee to Support Marion
Brothers
6199 Waterman
St. Louis, Missouri 63112
(313)725-1082

Char Sawatzke 
Ann Arbor, Mi.

Dear SUN:
After having read your put-down of 

WABX, I feel I must respond. For one, if 
you've really bothered to listen to ABX 
recently you will hear they are now closer 
to their old, great format than they have 
ever been in the past few years. Their pro 
gramming ranges from Led Zeppelin to 
Stanley Clarke. Sure there are improve 
ments to be made, but by maliciously 
criticizing the station, the only result will 
be the loss of the great music it is playing 
now.

I thing ABX is a refreshing change from 
the bullshit programming of WDRQ, RIF 
and 4.

J. Fink 
Oak Park

Editors Note: Factual Error: WABX docs 
not play Stanley Clarke. In fact, and this 
was the whole point of our article, ABX 
lias a conscious, articulated policy of not 
programming music by black people. Any 
station that refused to play Stevie Wonder 
is missing the boat.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED, VOLUNTEERS Z

Z VOLUNTEERS NEEDED VOLUNTEERS

JW formerly of 
Sir Edwards has 
opened his own

salon for old 2 
\ friends in (J

> the area. \

Quarters

The Cutting Quarters 
585 W. Ann Arbor Trail

For Appointment call 459-0640

A CRIME 
STOPPER/

With any pizza order, you 
get your Pepsi in a "glass, 
glass." Repopulateyour 
glass shelf and enjoy pizza 
made from only fresh 
ingredients. 
Offer expires January 10, 1975

The Domino People are 

pizza people, Period.

OMINO'S

CENTRAL CAMPUS 
W31 E.ANN

761-1111

NORTH CAMPUS 
1141 BROADWAY

769-5511

GEORGETOWN MALL 
2520 PACKARD

971-5555

Our Delivery is Fast & Free

Geologize
GIVE A

VINTAGE GIFT

TO SOMEONE

YOU LOVE

Fabulous
2nd

Hands
1437 Randolph on Harmonic Park 

Detroit 963-3657

SPECIALIZING 
in

VINTAGE FA&IHION*
Mon.-Sat. 11-6 

Open Sundays until Xmasfrom 12-5pm
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EXTREMELY LOW PRICES
i8»o 5.

IsUofMCryingWolf?
continued from page 3

in fact, the State's budget for all four- 
year college and university operations has 
grown much faster (73 per cent) than the 
U of M budget. The U of M has been 
losing part of its share of state funds to 
Michigan State, Eastern Michigan, Wayne, 
the U of M campuses at Dearborn and 
Flint, etc.

Although, as the University tightens up 
its operations, fewer professors are hired, 
and clerical and research support is reduced, 
the biggest losers are unquestionably the 
campus' 38,000 students. They have ab 
sorbed tuition increases averaging from 75 
to 100 per cent over the past five years 
(with the exception of medicine, dentist 
ry, and public health schools), until they 
are contributing almost a third of the 
University's budget. Through collective 
bargaining. University employees have 
managed to keep pace with inflation, and 
then some but students, the largest un 
organized group on campus, are now 
paying more for lower-quality educational 
services.

The roots of the U of M's incipient 
budget problems go deeper than the na 
tion's current recession. Some observers 
trace them to the political backlash 
against students and faculty active in the 
antiwar movement of the late '60's. Pres 
tigious liberal arts schools like the U of 
M were in the forefront, if only because 
of their size and visibility, rguch to the 
dismay of conservative voters and legisla 
tors.

The end of the Vietnam adventure, 
however, has brought with it no reconcilia 
tion. Nationally, university budget trends 
seem to be reflectfng a deepening disen 
chantment with the whole idea of "liberal

education." Regional and community 
colleges stressing practical, job-oriented 
training and geared to local economies 
have experienced strong growth in budget 
and enrollment during the same years 
that liberal arts schools have hit hard 
times. Economic recession has only 
strengthened students' concern for job 
security.

The largest part of any university's 
budget goes to pay salaries not only to 
teachers and administrators, but to clerical 
workers, maintenance workers, research 
ers, and other supporting staff. Some 
$128 million of the $165 million general 
fund budget for U of M this year went 
to pay salaries and fringe benefits.

The employees who earn these salaries 
have, during the past five years, formed 
several new unions and strengthened exist 
ing ones. Growing white-collar union 
strength is likely to have a significant im 
pact on the finances of schools like the 
Uof M.

In October, the Board of Regents ap 
proved 1976-77 salary increases averaging 
11 per cent, well above a year's cost of 
living increase. Such increases may even 
be seen as one of several causes for the 
"cut-backs" if that is the right term to 
describe fewer jobs at higher pay levels.

Students and their parents, the real 
victims of these cutbacks, are having to 
pay a growing share of the cost of a U of 
M education. In return, they may also 
have to sacrifice what has traditionally 
been considered "quality education."

In a statement to the Board of Regents 
this September, Vice President for 

.Academic Affairs Frank Rhodes recited a 
long list of reductions in faculty size; fre 
quency and availability of courses; summer 
session programs; program enrollments;

and clerical and technical support which 
affected almost all of the University's 
schools and colleges.

Hiring freezes and faculty reductions, 
according to Rhodes, can generally be 
expected to mean larger classes.

In 1973, U of M students attempted 
to fight back against steadily rising tui 
tion when Student Government President 
Lee Giil, a black ex-convict, organized a 
tuition strike (along with extending SGC 
services to the community, as well as the 
student body). Gill, a promising leader 
who might have elevated SGC beyond its 
legendary inefficiency and corruption, ' 
fell victim to a campaign of harrassment 
led by the Michigan Free Press, which 
finally forced him to give up in dismay. 
The MFP, then called New Morning, never 
substantiated its account that Gill had 
misappropriated SGC funds.

Changes in the U of M budget are re 
commended by a semi-secret faculty- 
administration Committee on Budget 
Priorities and decided on by the executive 
officers and Regents. University spokes 
persons refuse to indicate where the deep 
est cuts are being made or to give concrete, 
comparable figures on budget changes 
for the various academic units.

The ostensible rationale for this secrecy 
is, oddly enough,"academicfreedom." 
University officials apparently feel that 
the more the legislature knows about its 
academic priorities, the more that lawmak 
ers will meddle with the University's 
autonomy. Many students and faculty, 
on the other hand, feel that these and 
other important decisions made behind 
closed doors by a handful of deans and 
Regents would benefit by more open dis 
cussion.

continued on page 26
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necklaces from $8.00
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baobab
123 W. Washington, Downtown, Ann Arbor (313) 662*3681 

Holiday Hours: Mon-Fri 10-10, Sat 10-6, Sun 12-6

Good, Quality Equipment to 
Chop, Dice, & Cook Veggies

Woks, Veggie Steamers 
Cutting Boards
Butcher Blocks 
Restaurant
Good and Inexpensive 

Chinese Chefs 
French Chefs 
Slicing Knives 
Six kinds of 
Boning Knives

Bertler Brothers-Since 1906
210 S. Ashley 662-1713

in downtown Ann Arbor
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BEATLES
SALE

All
Beatles 
Albums

Come in and register for Aura's 
Beatle Mirror Give-away.

WINGS 
Venus and Mars

Band on the Run •» 
PAULMcCARTNEY

Aura Sounde will match any competitor's advertised price upon verification.

540 E. Liberty   Liberty Center, Ann Arbor
Mon-Sat 10 am-12 midnight Sun 12 noon-6pm

SttAVEDristt

UNNON
PLASTIC ONO BANB
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UofM
continued from page 24

Current speculation points to heavier 
cuts in the humanities and social sciences, 
specifically Rackham graduate school, 
the School of Social Work, and the School 
of Literature, Science and the Arts. 
Health Sciences (including the medical 
and dental schools) will probably come 
through unscathed.

Meanwhile, as course offerings are be 
ing reduced and class sizes increased in 
response to current economic conditions, 
other items in the University budget are 
likely to continue unchallenged including 
such sacred cows as the football program 
and the University's golf course. Other 
"untouchable" items include the school's 
lobbying and public relations budgets and 
the over-maintenance of the physical 
plant.

Most U of M professors are paid to 
spend large portions of their time doing 
research, essentially on a topic of their 
own choosing and without guidance or 
priorities from the University. It's diffi 
cult to evaluate how much of this research 
may turn out to be esoteric or useless, 
since U of M refuses to break down its 
research budget by departments or pro 
jects.

In some ways, the U of M is now pay-   
ing the price for its past elitism. The 
reigning philosophy has been based on the 
premise of infinite growth. To maintain 
its "excellence," so the argument goes, 
the University must constantly improve. 
But "excellence" has come to be measured 
in numbers: more degrees, more pub 
lished research, and more classes and pro 
grams. Despite their rhetoric about the 
"disinterested pursuit of knowledge" and 
the intangibility of "excellence," most 
faculty hold steadfastly to the belief that 
the better professor is the one who earns

George Edwards Frank Rhodes Yates Hafner

a higher salary. The nation's top univer 
sities constantly try to outbid each other 
to attract research "superstars."

The U of M, a notorious degree mill, 
has been particularly devoted to the no 
tion that the more Masters of This and 
Doctors of That turned out,;the better. 
The result has been swollen ranks of over- 
educated and under-employed teachers  
particularly from the Rackham grad 
school and the School of Education.

The effect of prolonged hiring freezes, 
attrition, and cutoacks ir; faculty posi 
tions is likely to be profound. Faculty 
openings are normally created and filled 
as senior professors retire or accept better 
positions at other schools, and younger, 
often more vigorously innovative profes 
sors repface them. When senior faculty 
have nowhere to go, the result may be stag 
nation. When senior-level positions re 
main unfilled, it becomes impossible for 
"giants in the field" to flock to Ann 
Arbor.

With the supply of young teachers

vastly exceeding the demand, many 
schools and departments find they can 
profitably offer them one-year jobs at 
bargain-basement salaries. Tenure becomes 
impossible to achieve, and many bright 
and dedicated young teachers are driven 
into "lower-prestige" schools or out of 
the profession altogether.

The U of M has felt no real-dollar cuts 
in its overall budget, but it is nonetheless 
cutting down or cutting out many of the 
unique programs which have made it 

.Michioan's showcase university. Some 
body, it would seem, has walked off with 
the educational profits which formerly 
accrued to students here. That somebody 
may be the faculty and staff (some of 
whom, it must be noted, are students 
themselves); or the utility companies and 
fuel suppliers, who now take a hefty $5.7 
million slice of the general fund (up 133 
per cent in six years). From another point 
of view, that somebody may be students 
in lower income brackets and in other, 
less prestigious schools around the state.

wsu
continued from page 3

"Here at Wayne we're talking about the 
murder-of an academic discipline," Albers 
says. "If the University can cut this pro 
gram, they can cat any program. Who 
knows, there might not be a liberal arts 
school in the future. Wayne has a respon 
sibility to provide an education for us  
we've paid for it. Instead, we are the 
executioners for their decisions."

The problem for all 30,000-plus stud 
ents is where the cuts should be made. 
Many students agree that the liberal arts 
and other undergraduate programs are 
playing second fiddle to the burgeoning 
graduate and professional programs. 
Wayne's Medical School, now the third 
largest doctor factory in the country, has 
by far the fattest budget, with some pro 
fessors earning more than President Gullen- 
who makes $57,000 annually.

Still other students ask why any 
budget cuts should be made, because 
Wayne has a long way to go to catch up 
with the budgets of Michigan State Univ 
ersity and the University of Michigan.

The Wayne Board of Governors recog 
nizes the disparity. At their November 14 
meeting, the board ignored Gov. Milliken's 
directions to reduce spending and asked 
the state for an increased appropriation of 
$16.7 million. ~

George Edwards, president of the 
board, holds the most resentment against 
the U of M. "Those bastards couldn't 
possibly have a budget crisis," he says. 
"The U of M is so fat, the school is on 
such an easy street, I don't think they've 
signed one unemployment check all this 
fiscal year. We've signed 330 of them. 
And every individual one hurts. The U of 
M is a WASP school where alumni send

continued on page 30

at Washtenaw Community College

YOUR CHANCE TO LEARN 
ABOUT ELECTRONIC MUSIC

tomorrow 'sjazz applications to all types of music

YOUR CHANCE TO USE
a mini-moog synthesizer

custom-designed modular synthesizer
integrated signal processor

and other related equipment

YOUR CHANCE TO HEAR
yourself and others performing (via tape) 

professional performances on the "beast"

No Prerequisite
3 credit hours [$37.50 plus $10 application fee for new students] 

Registration begins Monday, Dec. 8

Instructor Dave Schreiner (Phone 483-1121) 

First class meets in Room 314 ESB

Two Sections: Tuesdays, 1:30-4:30pm, starting Jan 6, 1976 
Thursdays, 1:30-4:30pm, starting Jan 8, 1976

LIVING HOLIDAY GIFT IDEA!

pots >
plapts

Fully Stocked with
the Finest in

Quality Plants

and Accessories
at any Size & Price.

75 Varieties at 

Pot Bottom Prices! 

Free Helpful ^ -«^fr^4* 

Advice on Plant 

Care & Usage. 
Our Plants are the 

Healthiest. . . Our

And We're Very Friendly!

DETROIT, Mien. 
144 City Nat'1 Bank Bldg. 

ANN ARBOR, Mich. 
311 East Liberty

BIRMINGHAM, Mich.
280 North Woodward

ROCHESTER, Mich.
137 South Livernois

ST. CLAIR SHORES.Mich.
23211 Marter

CLEVELAND, Ohio
Richmond Mall

SHAKER HEIGHTS, Ohio
2970 Warrensville Ctr. Rd.

LaPLACE, OhioLJJ
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Is Your Life Worth
TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF? 

DO YOU KNOW WHAT 
YOU'RE DOING?

BE SURE WITH A MASTERKIT 
IT NAY SAVE 
YOUR LIFE!

$49.95
Dealers' Inquiries Welcome 

Same type used by law-enforcement agencies 
Will yield more than 1200 tests at approximately M each 

MARIJUANA - HASHISH . . 150 TESTS 
AMPHETAMINE-OPIATE . 150 TESTS 
COCAINE ........ 240 TESTS
BARBITURATES ..... 150 TESTS
LSD. .......... 150 TESTS
STP-ALTERNATEOPIATE . 150 TESTS 
STRYCHNIN; ...... 240 TESTS

SEND $49.95
REG. CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY
CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX
WESTERN SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS
DEPT.S
3489 CAHUENGA BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF., 90068

Where House 
Records

Is Where It's At With
Record Prices Starting

At 99<

Head 
Items

Incense 
Candles .

Silkscreened
Wall 

Hangings

6I6W.OOSS
Ypsilanti^NI
483-O4O1

Hours: Mon-Sat 11-6

Bring in this coupon and get any $6.98 list Ip for $3.99.
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JAZZ
Now Playing

DUKE ELLINGTON
JOHNCOLTRflNE

I II I II HANCCf

STEVIE WONDER   RAY CHARLES

Esther Phillips 
Earth,WindfrFire

CONTINUOUS

Guaranteed Repairs at Reasonable Prices

SOUND SERVICE
2-4 day Service on all types of 

Hi-Fi, Stereo, Quad & Band Equip.

13O1S.State.A2 7G9'O253

THEY'RE GREEN & HEALTHY AT

pets at/plarjts
TOTAL SERVICE FOR THE GREEN WORLD

311 E. Liberty - Ann Arbor - 994-9696

Oriental 
Books

Specializing in

Zen Budhism 
Astrolosy-TarotSs,

Pyramids-Islam
TMeditation -Yoga

Eastern Philosophies

313-769-1583 
Above Little Things 

215 S. State St., Ann Arbor

THE
5TONE
5HOPPE

HeyTolks!
having a great Xmas SALE!
We have some really nice strands, 
liquid silver bracelets and a lot more

20 °/ off all merchandise
1103 J. DIVERSITY flNM flRDOR. HlCh. 

662-6054
Open everyday till 9 pm till Xmas 

Mon, Thurs, Fri, Sun 12-5

DETROIT'S ONLYJAZi STATION 24 HOURS A DAY

new VCARI i PCCIAI

Dec. 1C 
Jon.7

Any Seven or More Q *JF 
Consecutive Days ^"* * 
Between

I7o05 pei doy Unlimited milage
Up to 200 miles/day

Rcfit~<i Deelk I84O Pcickcird 994-93OO

Crabs and lice are 
not so nice, and nits 
are simply stupid.

Take the cure that 
knocks 'em dead and 
gets you back to cupid
A-200. I

At drugstores
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Goleman I/bung
continued from page 5

Detroit. We have to establish a relation 
ship with SEMTA that will allow us to 
protect our interests, while at the same 
time not seek to dominate the organiza 
tion. We've run into opposition from 
some suburbanites, many of whom have 
run from the city, who again, from that 
position beyond Eight Mile Road, want 
to literally rip off our bus system and 
control it. So that's a political considera 
tion.

We need to consolidate and reaffirm 
our unity here at home. Once we do 
that, 1 think we're in a very good position 
to get the money we need from Washington 
that is now included in a pot at UMTA 
[Urban Mass Transportation Authority] 
on a first come first serve basis. As I 
understand it, there are four metropolitan 
areas with applications in right now to 
UMTA. Those include, outside of 
Detroit, Miami, Buffalo, and Cincinnati. 
Los Angeles is not together yet. But 
there's no question that the Detroit 
metropolitan area is as big as all three of 
them put together practically, and should 
very logically, based on its size and dens 
ity, be the number one choice.

But we have UMTA drawing back from 
heavy rail systems because of the prohi 
bitive and increasing costs. So of the two 
obstacles, one is our own seeming lack of 
unity here. In other words, to reach an 
agreement and then begin to argue among 
ourselves-now there's no question the 
feds would look upon any argument and 
rehashing of express buses vs. subways as 
an excuse to give us nothing.

Now there's some here who criticize 
my position by saying that what we ought 
to do is move in and immediately take 
federal monies for express buses, for some 
system of commuter rails and perhaps for 
a people mover, and then get the express 
way or rapid rail money later. But that's 
a misrepresentation of the federal position. 
They're telling us "either/or." They say, 
"You take the money for express buses, 
for maybe a commuter rail, they probably 
would even give us a people mover, and 
postpone indefinitely your application for 
heavy rails  or give us an alternative study 
that will justify your request for heavy 
rail.

Now this is precisely where we've been 
for the past fifty years. When San 
Francisco was building BART [Bay Area 
Rapid Transit], we passed here in the city 
of Detroit, under the Cavanaugh admini 
stration^ rapid transportation system. 
But the arguments ensued, and while we 
argued, San Francisco built. While we 
argued, even Atlanta is planning and now 
has some money. Toronto is another 
example of how a rapid transportation 
system, heavy rail, combined with other 
factors of course, can literally transform 
a backwards city.

SUN: What do you thin k four years in 
the Mayor's office is worth in the context 
of the long-range task of turning around 
the city of Detroit? How much time do 
you think that you would need in order 
to make substantial inroads on the city's 
problems'!
COLEMAN: Well, I think that you could 
begin the turnaround in four years. Ob 
viously, you would need some continua 
tion in that same direction if it"s to be 
successful. I'd hate to put it in a time 
frame. 1 think that a city could be sub 
stantially and concretely turned around in 
a period of ten years. The basic beginnings 
should be done, of course, in the first 
four. But the danger there is that if there's 
a change in direction for any reason, then 
you start from scratch again.

The lead time is such, on any major 
project, that a major project that is plan 
ned today will come into fruition four and 
five years from now. For instance, we're 
talking about a rapid transportation 
system, assuming that we could overcome 
the two obstacles that I mentioned to you 
earlier, and we get the commitment from 
the federal government we wouldn't 
possibly be able to get any commitment 
for any substantial money until, well, I 
set July 1 next year as the goal. And then 
you start engineering and planning. It'll 
be two or three years before there's any 
substantial construction under way, and 
probably 1980, or something like that, 
before the first lines can be drawn on 
Phase 1. Overall, you're talking about 
1990 before the whole project can be 
completed.

And so you have to think short range 
and long range. You have to do enough 
in the short range to set a direction and 
give people some hope, but recognize that 
no basic change will take place if you're 
not talking about ten, fifteen, or twenty 
years.

SUN: Do volt plan on running for another 
term? ^ 

COLEMAN: Well, I haven't made any 
plans. At this time I would say that if the 
climate seems right, if conditions are 
right, if people seem to be receptive to my 
administration, I would run. Obviously, 
this ought to be done, but two years is a 
long time to look into the future in poli 
tics.

SUN: Supposing you diiln 't run again, 
do you see the kind of political leadership 
on the horizon that could continue the 
thrust that you have initiated in your 
administration? How would you charac 
terize that kind of leadership? 
COLEMAN: I'm a great believer that 
people's needs produce leaders-1 don't 
follow the theory that history is a re 
counting of the deeds of great men. I

think great crises produce leaders and 
that leaders will emerge from the type of 
situations. People are perfectly capable 
of choosing their own leadership. And 
generally speaking, I think that we have 
more and more young people today, 
people who are more and more militant, 
and who do not slink from radical change  
which I feel is necessary. But I think that 
we have developed today a greater poten 
tial crop of young leadership than we've 
had at any time in the past. I don't think 
it'd be a disaster if something happened 
to me or about a hundred other guys I 
can think of. It'd be a disaster for me  
but that's for history.

SUN: There are perhaps more problems 
than many people realize in being not 
only the first black administration in the 
city of Detroit, hut the first progressive 
one in quite a whole. Your administration 
constitutes a definite break from the usual 
orderly succession from one to another. 
Since blacks have never been in a position 
to administer this city or fill these roles 
before, did you find it difficult to find 
people with the required skills to assume 
positions in City Hall? 
COLEMAN: No, in fact, I found precise 
ly the opposite, because blacks and 
women-and I think you also know that 
there's a disproportionate number of 
women, as compared to the previous ad 
ministration because these groups have 
been so long denied opportunities, there's 
a greater backlog from which to draw. 
There was never any shortage of blacks 
with ability, there was just a shortage of 
blacks and women who were put in posi

tions of responsibility. So 1 think that 
as a consequence, my administration 
would compare favorably with any of the 
recent past, in terms of its capabilities. 
I think that with very few exceptions, 
1 have outstanding people in key spots, 
especially because I was not inhibited by 
a percentage. For instance, in police ad 
ministration, they had five per cent of 
blacks in administrative positions and, of 
course, that was a large amount-women 
even less, and so I had a big reservoir from 
which to draw, and I think I made some 
good choices. I think we have a very high 
quality administration. In fact, as we're 
developing, we'll be able to farm out some 
very expert people to other cities-and 
that's also one of our objectives. Most of 
my appointees are young I'm by far the 
oldest person on the 11th floor. That's 
the way it ought to be. I make no apolo 
gies about the administration and its 
ability.

SUN: It x very apparent at this point that 
there's a renaissance of night life in the 
city of Detroit. During your campaign, 
you talked about the need for a return of 
night life to the city. Why do you think 
that's coming about at this point in time, 
and what's the significance of it? 
COLEMAN: There are a number of indi 
cations of Detroiters beginning to have a 
greater confidence in themselves, of re 
jecting the negative image with which 
we've been saddled. You know, all this 
"Murder City" business. It has been de 
monstrated that if you give something 
downtown, like the ethnic festivals, that 

continued on page 30

PREGNANT
\buR REpRoducrivE LifE 

Is \buR
Free Counseling (no affect on low medical fee)

Free Pregnancy Test (or S6. at Independent Lab)
3 Hour Clinic Stay 

Medicaid Still Accepted

Because we are not non-profit, we aim for personalized attention and a high 
comfort atmosphere at the same low "non-profit" fees.

DETROIT ABORTIONS
Pioneers in the Field of Abortion

1884-4000

cnnnonn minucs
Men's & Women's Genuine

Deerskin or Fur.
$49.00-$85.00

Call for Appointments between 9am-5pm 

(313) 872-6722
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HAIRN 
COMPANY
311 E. Liberty

OQ4-^rK7 '994-5057

THINKING ABOUT 
RUNNING AWAY? 

Ozone House counselors are trained 
to advocate for young people to help 
THEM determine the course of then- 
lives. 
ALL contacts are confidential.
Parents or Police are NEVER contac 
ted without runaway's permission. 
We are also available for family coun 
seling, legal hassles, or just to talk.
Give us a call or come in.

621 E. William • 769-6540 • Ann Arbor

a non-profit 
corporation

Birth Control Information . Free Accurate Pregnancy Tests

Family Planning   Pregnancy Termination 

  Answers from people who care 

trained counselors

476-2772
(Feel Free to Call Collect if Necessary)

'ine selection of 
Grafted jewelry - 

jade, ivory and turoquise

South American leather 
handmade leather cloths 
The Candle Shop 
the Plant Stop 
three distinctive jewelers

215 S. State Street 
Ann Arbor, Mi.

Telephone 769-3581

GolemanTfoung
continued from page 29

deserves support, people will come down 
town. And more and more people are be 
ginning to discover that if you offer a 
good product, whether it's entertainment, 
food, etc., that attracts people, you get 
helped by the fact that many people out 
side Detroit take a much more positive 
attitude towards Detroit than Detroiters 
themselves. Especially during the World 
Energy Conference, people around the 
world were literally amazed at the cleanli 
ness of our streets and the safety, the 
warmth of our people. That begins to 
feed back.

So I think that what we really have is 
a visible change in people's perceptions 
of themselves, and a lot of it is psycholo 
gical. Either you accept a self-defea(jsl 
or self-hate attitude, or you move forward 
with some kind of confidence. And 1

WS.U
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their sons and daughters, who in turn 
send //it'//'sons and daughters and it 
doesn't have /<a//the potential of Wayne 
State."

Rep, George Cushingberry, a former 
Wayne State Student Government Presi 
dent, says Wayne must continually fight 
against the bigger institutions for funding 
and notes it can't buy legislators with sea 
son passes to football games.

"Wayne should be a laboratory in which 
urban problems are studied and worked 
out," says Cushingberry. "It has the 
natural setting and is one of the greatest 
urban institutions around."

Montieth Dean Yates Hafner says his 
college of 7,139 students is an urban lab 
oratory, where students study the history 
of ideas and concepts and discuss the 
larger implications for the future. In a 
33-page report by Hafner and Montieth 
professors, they cite the numerous studies 
done by professors at other colleges, in 
cluding Antioch, which show that even 
average students entering Montieth grad 
uate with a great deal of awareness about 
themselves'and their environment. Hafner 
cites statistics on medical doctors, lawyers 
and college deans who are graduates of 
the program. The engineering school at 
WSU has a shared program where techni 
cal majors study a percentage of their 
time at Montieth in order to balance their 
education.

"The engineering school couW have 
chosen liberal arts, but they came to us 
and asked that we design a program to 
give a thorough learning base. This is 
something that cannot be duplicated in 
the mainstream liberal arts program."

Hafner says none of the professors in 
Montieth have "jumped ship" and trans 
ferred to other colleges within the Univer 
sity.

Help could come from alumni endow 
ments. But alumni are sometimes finicky 
about where their dollars are spent. 
Edwards said the board of governors may 
be forced to reject a $500,000 gift from 
the Prentiss family because they insist the 
money go for medical students' scholar 
ships. "We insist that the 27,000 students 
in the general university need a chance 
at scholarships. The med school has 
enough funds."

The Prentiss family has already had a 
medical school building dedicated to a

believe there has been a change in attitude. 
There's been some concrete basis, there 
always is; the fact that the Renaissance 
is moving forward, the fact that we have 
been able to reduce crime in spite of the 
fact that we had to reduce the police 
force. There has been an increasing coop 
eration, and I think less racial friction in 
the city of Detroit, than there has been 
in any time in the recent past. All these 
things, 1 think, contribute to a better 
attitude.

tn case you missed the first two parts 
of this interview, the SUN still has a few 
back copies available. Part I is included in 
our special issue on the first two years of 
black government in the Motor City. For 
both issues, send your name and address 
and 50 cents to Coleman, the SUN, P.O. 
Box 1217, North End Station, Detroit, 
MI 48202.
family member, Helen Lundy, but they 
refuse to relinquish control of the money. 
President Gullen has a personal budget of 
almost $44,000 to dedicate buildings 
with. Edwards says the president must do 
a good deal of fondling, hand holding and 
downright persuasion just to gain sizeable 
alumni contributions-let alone stipulate 
where that money most desperately needs 
to go.

Gullen is also budgeted nearly $15,000 
to aid the public relations effort and over 
$21,000 in "expenses." The president's 
total budget of $205,405.66, which in 
cludes everything from paper clips to 
salaries including his own $57,000 salary.

Tom Panzenhagen, editor of Wayne's 
paper, the South End, said he hopes spend 
ing cuts are made in Gullen's budget.

The paper has made repeated efforts to 
obtain a further breakdown of Gullen's 
expense account, but the requests have 
been denied flatly. There is some talk of 
laying off two of the seven executive vice 
presidents in Gullen's office. Panzenhagen 
would like the board to lay off Gullen 
when his contract expires in spring. 
Panzenhagen says Gullen places his prior 
ities in bricks and concrete looming up 
around the medical campus, rather than 
the programs in the main university along 
Cass Avenue.

Montieth operates out of a dilapidated 
house on Prentis Street. Dean Hafner says 
the school is not asking for modern quart 
ers, increased supplies or anything else- 
just continuance of a program which 
offers students the tools for learning.

Montieth will survive through June, re 
gardless of board action, because tenured 
professors must be given an 18-month no 
tice of dismissal, and non-tenured faculty 
must receive a year's warning. Students 
must be given time to find new colleges 
where Montieth-style learning is still 
considered a worthwhile budget expendi 
ture. A class action suit, filed on behalf 
of the rights of Montieth students, may 
tie up the college in the courts for over a 
year. Given the time to evaluate the pleas 
of students and the report furnished by 
Montieth's dean, the Board of Governors 
may decide against closing the college. 
They have the option of making budget 
cuts across the board, and the option to 
continue to refuse to make any cuts. The 
board did this'last month, and could very 
well do it again. They are scheduled to 
consider the issue on Friday, December 
12, at 9 a.m. in the Alumni Lounge of the 
McGregor'Memorial Center.

STADIUM RESTAURANT 
& PIZZERIA

Open 7 days a week   7am to 2am

Greek Food American Food Italian Food
Every Tues..Thurs.,Sat.,Sun Served Daily Every Monday

Pizza (Also Sicilian)»Steaks«Chops«Chicken»Seafooc( 

338 S. STATE«ANN ARBOR.NO3 4636
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CLASSiriEDS
FOR SALE

1965 GTO Collectors 
Item. 60,000 original 
miles. New: 389 Tri-Power, 
Hurst 4-Speed, Weber 
Clutch, Completed body 
work 4-11 Positraction. 
15" Chromes N-15 Tires. 
Must Sell. Best Offer. 
429-7770 Evenings.______

PROTECT YOURSELF! 
Ever been stranded, unable 
to see? New chemical light 
provides light for. you to 
find your way in the dark 
and be seen by others. 
Safe and unbreakable. Fun 
at parties. Send $1.75 to 
Klein Distributors, Box 61, 
Saline, Ml 48176.

PERSONALS

SINCERE, attractive male, 
29 seeks honest, self-re 
specting female companion 
for Bahamas sailing cruise. 
$125, 4 couples, Dec. 23. 
1-887-4216, 10-4, M-F. 
or Box 526, Highland, 
Mich 48031.

JILL, I am 5'8", 150 Ibs, 
college grad. Please drop a 
line with instructions on 
how to contact you. Hope 
to see you soon, Box 383 
Garden City 48135.

BE IN CONTROL any male 
can learn to last longer. 65 
page Instruction book send 
$13.48, Northwest Instruc 
tional Systems, Box 348, 
Walled Lake, Ml 48088.

DETROIT black male would 
like to rap with together 
white males to thirty-five. 
Call Lon after 8:30 pm, 
875-1795.

JBLACK WOMAN over 45 
desires man 35-50. Must be
'mature, honest, sincere. 
Need husband and heir. No 
others reply. Box 9, 
Ypsilanti, Mi, 48197.

MALE-single-30 yrs. old is 
seeking a meaningful and 
understanding and compat 
ible relationship with a 
'woman from ages 18 to 30. 
Have a lot of hang ups but 
am sure they can be over 
come with right woman. 
Would like someone who is 
not afraid to become in 
volved with what goes on in 
each others life. Need 
someone who is understand 
ing and not on any heavy 
ego trips. Please write to 
J. Jacquot, PO Box 77, 
Luna Pier, Michigan 48157.

WANT nice girl, possible 
marriage. Phone, photo 
have good job, live at this 
address temporarily, 
Michael 2326 Cass, Detroit.

MUSICIANS

BASSIST with equipment 
and transportation looking 
for gig. Into heavy metal 
and other high energy rock. 
John 994-5879, around 
noon best.

PUBLICATIONS

NEW MAIL ORDER CATA 
LOG of women's labor and 
other political music, from 
Meg Christian and Chris 
Williamson to Utah Phillips 
and Joe Glazer. Bread and 
Roses Community Music, 
1724 20th St., N.W., 
Washington DC, 20009. 
Send stamp for catalog.

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL Commer 
cial Artist available for con 
sultation or production. 
Portfolio available Free 
estimates. Kathy Kelley, 
995-2753 or 761-7148.

PROFESSIONAL, camera 
ready art work done by 
SUN artist with 8 years ex 
perience. I specialize in 
logos, posters, flyers and ad 
design and layout. I can 
show you a large portfolio 
of my stuff to give you 
ideas. Free estimates and 
low prices. Call Gary 
mornings or evenings, 
995-3551 or 761-7148.

CARPENTRY DONE  
Custom Cabinets, Shelves, 
Furniture, Storm Windows, 
etc. Also Renovations, 
Consultancy Services. 
HAND-MADE CHILDREN'S 
TOYS: Reasonable. DAN, 
Detroit, 872-7394. Ann 
Arbor, 994-4853. Leave 
message.

PROFESSIONAL TYPE 
WRITING: Experienced. 
Dissertations,.term papers, 
compositions, reasonable 
rates. Call 761-9253 be 
tween 8 and 3.

HAIR REMOVAL: 
FACIAL AND BODY Hair 
Removed Permanently by 
Electrolysis. Eyebrows 
arched and corrected. In 
grown hair, side burns, 
bikini lines, etc. 10 years 
experience. Complete pri 
vacy. Call 313-557-1906. 
John Garrett, Registered 
Electrologist.

CONCERT THEATRE for 
booking or lease, 2000 seat 
capacity, 961-7411.

ASTROLOGER: Spiritual 
interpretation and progres 
sions plus natal chart, $25. 
Readings are given with 
person verbally and are re 
corded on cassette tape. 
Call Bill Albertson, 483- 
1954 in Ypsilanti.

BULLETIN BOARD

WANTED: Info about SRC 
Artyfacts. Back issues-Sun 
and Creem. Extra Creem. 
Mom. 2705 Lancashire, 
No. 7, Cleveland Hts., Ohio 
44106.

LIVING in the country, we 
^ave room for wildlife 
lovers and serious perform 
ing arts productions people. 
Robert, Crystal, Gazine, 
,449-2421.

FREE: Long-hair, albino 
guinea pig. Prefer someone 
who can give him (her?) 
love, good care and caging 
and maybe a cavy friend. 
Call B.S. 532-9710, N.W. 
Detroit.

ONE OR TWO ROOMATES 
wanted to share place in 
the country, $80 a month, 
plus utilities. About 20 
miles from Ann Arbor, 
call 517-546-1029.

HELP WANTED

MATURE and capable 
couple needed to manage 
and maintain small building 
on campus of

WAYNE U
A salary plus apartment. 
Call Mr. Wolf afternoons, 
398-7000.

GIRLS 18 or over for nude 
photography. No exper 
ience necessary. Preferably 
Detroit area. $5-10 per 
session. Call 547-7928 
after 6 pm.

PENNED PALS
Charles C.C. Pyle 
no. 140-197 
PO Box 69 
London, Ohio 43140

RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE

scn> n rat mm otoci CRTMOC

im
1800 E FERRY *E BLDG, 

SUITE 206.CANCEN. MX 06104

SUN CLASSIFIEDS
Announcing the New SUN Classified Rates 

20 WORDS FOR $3.00!
All ads $3 minimum. 15c a word for individuals, 30c a word for 
commercial ads. Non-profit organizations 10c a word. All ads 
must be prepaid upon publication Print or type out classified 
and mail it with payment to The SUN, 603 E. William, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48108.

Name Address ___ ___________

City< State, Zip_

THE
EROGENOUS ZONE 

A service for swinging couples
Discotheque Atmosphere

P.O. Box 726 
Dearborn. MI 48126

THEY'RE GREEN & HEALTHY AT

pots ai/plapts
TOTAL SERVICE FOR THE GREEN WORLD

311 E. Liberty - Ann Arbor - 994-9696

- At Scott Stereo Repair 
AMPEX-GARRARD-PIONEER

549-1580 
4214 N. Woodward, Royal Oak

Professional Audio Service by

SOUND SERVICE
Guaranteed Repairs at Reasonable Prices

13O1S.St3te,A2 769-Q258

Usual & Upusual Jewerly op Display 
Custorp-njade jewelry

Your desigi? or ours, con?bii?it?g apciept syn^bolisrp ai?d astrological £en>stoi)es.
Natural herbal rerpedies. It>cet>ses.

Stevei? Michael Lcsse resident Jeweler, Astrologer,& Herbalist

On) Sbapti pecHIaces $10.00   Horoscopes Charted for $2.00
with this coupon 

302 E. Liberty Ann Arbor, Mi 48108   1-313-994-4848

Share in the warm beauty of handcrafted work

16 HANDS
A Shop Cooperatively Operated by Eight 

Local Artists Invites \bu in Out of the Cold.
Roseanne Arnowitz Weaving. Dyeing.
Placemats. Bags, Wall Hangings

Lee DltranSO Stained Glass, Terrariums, 
Jewelry Boxes

Glen Ernst Hardwood Furniture. Cutting 
Boards, Cedar Chests, Candle Sticks. Small 
Boxes. Fern Stands

Richard Miranda Gold and Silver
Jewelry, Rings, Earrings, Pendants

Nelson Paintings, Charcoal 
Portraits, Pen & Ink Drawing, Posters, 
Custom Murals

Richard Rice Copper. Brass. Silver 
Jewelry

George Tudzarov Pottery. Mugs.
Teapots, Wine Sets. Planters

Wayne Vergith Leather Goods. Bags, 
Wallets, Leather Notebooks planters

We're located directly across from the Old German at 121 W. Washington, Ann Arbor

Thermal Tops

Great Winter Sport & 
Cold Weather Shirt

Individually Airbrushed 
& Signed

by Christos Katechis 
Copyright 1973

100% Cotton Washable, Non-Fading
Blue Clouds 

(Orange Flash Pictured)

! Long Sleeve Thermal $12.95 L^ Rain Clouds [3 Orange Flash Q Red Star G 4-Color Rainbow

Please indicate size Bank Draft or Money Order Only Add $1 Handling & Tax Charge
Send to: HIGHLAND CLOUD Box 7, Highland, Ml 48031

3-4 Week Delivery Wholesale Inquiries Invited
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IT TAKES 
TWO TO STEREO

Doesn't it always take two? Two glasses (cheers!). Two speakers (doesn't that sound great?). 
And to get that great sound, two people (you and Audioland). It takes Audioland for three 
reasons: One, Audioland knows that happiness is hi fi that sounds best to your ears. Two, 
Audioland is the franchised dealer for more brand-name components than anyone around. Three, 
Audioland purchasing power assures you of unbeatable prices. It takes two to stereo! And quad? 

It still takes two: you and Audioland. Michigan's No. 1 Centers for Sound.

audiotar
North Woodward, 4725 Woodward at 14 Mile Rd. 576-1770 \ / ___ dDAJLd> ~ttStfjp<H&A*^f' <*^*' U
Port Huron, 314 Huron St. right downtown. 985-7191 ^Livonia, 33919 Plymouth Rd. west of Farm ing ton Rd. 525-6600-
Eastside, 36633 Gratiot 2 blocks south of 16 Mile, the Metro Parkway. 791-1400 Now open: Ann Arbor, Briarwood Mall. 761-6150


